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1 Summary 

 

1.1. Executive summary 

 
i. Acting on concerns about the impact that a serious pollution incident could have 

on the local environment and environment-based economies such as tourism and 
aquaculture, the Western Isles Council (Comhairle Nan Eilean Siar, CNES) and 
Highlands Council have jointly commissioned this study.  

 
ii. The study was undertaken between November 2004 and April 2005 by suitably 

qualified and experienced consultants from the Glasgow based company Safety 
at Sea Ltd and the London based Eagle Lyon Pope Ltd.  

 
iii. To meet the study objectives as outlined in the consultants brief, a Formal Safety 

Assessment (FSA) format has been followed1.  The FSA format is recognised by 
the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) as a rational and systematic 
process for assessing the risks related to maritime safety and the protection of 
the marine environment;  

 
iv. In the present study, the hazards that may lead to a ship accident, hence to oil 

pollution in the study area, have been identified (Step 1). The risk analysis 
process (Step 2) incorporated a probabilistic model of ships grounding and 
collision based on Bayesian Network modelling, an approach that is widely 
accepted as a sound and intuitive formalism for reasoning under uncertainty.  
Risk-Conrol Options were evaluated (Step 3) from the point of view of risk-
reduction effectiveness. Cost-Benefit analysis (Step 4) was not undertaken in 
the present study; only an indication of the feasibility of implementing the 
evaluated risk control options was provided. Hence, the recommendations 
provided in this report (Step 5) should be interpreted accordingly.  

 
v. Risk reduction assessments were made of the existing two Minches 

recommended routes and the existing Deep Water Route (DWR) west of 
Hebrides. Additionally, as a RCO, consideration was also given to a revised 
DWR configured to the west of St. Kilda and Flannan Isles ie further off the 
west coasts of Lewis and Uist than the existing DWR. 

 
vi. In summary, it was determined that the existing “base line” risk, and the effect 

of a range of RCOs was as follows, for large (>10,000 GRT) laden tankers, en 
route through the Minches or the Deep Water Route west of Hebrides (as an 
accident involving this group of vessels, would most likely lead to a significant 
oil pollution incident – oil spill categorised as Tier II or III): 

 
                                                 
1 FSA processes: 1-Hazard Identification; 2-Risk Analysis; 3-Risk Control Options; 4-Cost-Benefit 
Analysis; 5-Recommnedations 
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Minches Routes 

Laden tankers  
Over 10,000 GRT 

Annual 
accident 

frequency

Accident 
return period 

(years)
Current / Baseline Risk 3.80 ×10-

2
26

 
Risk-Control Options (RCO) Revised risk 

(after introducing RCO) 
Risk 
Reduction 

RCO - ID Description Annual 
 accident 
frequency

Accident 
return period 

(years)
(%) 

RCO - 01 Improved routeing 3.70×10-2 27 2.7 % 
RCO - 02 Improved navaids 3.53×10-2 28 7.1 % 
RCO - 03 Improved reporting 3.80×10-2 26 0.1 % 
RCO - 04 Pilotage N.A. - - 
RCO - 05 Emergency Tow Wires 3.69×10-2 27 2.9 % 
RCO - 06 Safe Havens N.A. - - 
RCO - 07 Enhanced AIS 3.42×10-2 29 9.9 % 
RCO - 08 VTS 2.14×10-2 47 43.6 % 
RCO – 09 Improved Charting 3.76×10-2 27 1.2 % 
RCO - 10 Denial of ROIP 0.0 ∞ 100.0 % 
RCO - 11 Revised DWR N.A. - - 
 

Deep Water Route 
Laden tankers  
Over 10,000 GRT 

Annual 
 accident 
frequency 

Accident 
return period 

(years) 
Current / Baseline Risk 8.95 ×10-1 1.1  
 
Risk-Control Options (RCO) Revised risk 

(after introducing RCO) 
Risk 
Reduction 

RCO - ID Description Annual 
 accident 

frequency 

Accident 
return period 

(years) 
(%) 

RCO - 01 Improved routeing N.A. - - 
RCO - 02 Improved navaids N.A. - - 
RCO - 03 Improved reporting N.A. - - 
RCO - 04 Pilotage N.A. - - 
RCO - 05 Emergency Tow Wires 7.90×10-1 1 11.7% 
RCO - 06 Safe Havens N.A. - - 
RCO - 07 Enhanced AIS 6.61×10-1 2 26.2% 
RCO - 08 VTS 5.41×10-1 2 39.6% 
RCO – 09 Improved Charting N.A. - - 
RCO - 10 Denial of ROIP 9.49×10-1 1 -6.1% 
RCO - 11 Revised DWR 7.45×10-1 1 16.8% 
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vii. To determine which of these RCO’s might be considered appropriate for 

implementation, it will be necessary to carry each of them forward into a proper 
financial model or cost/benefit analysis (CBA). That is outwith the scope of this 
risk assessment, as is the detailed assessment of the legal feasibility of some of 
the RCO’s particularly the denial of the Right of Innocent Passage. 

 
viii. It is the conclusion of this study that a significant reduction in risk of 

pollution can be made by adopting a number of the RCOs which are systematic 
and procedural, rather than requiring large investment. These include: 

 
• Strengthening the existing recommended routeing in the Minches by the 

adoption of a mandatory Traffic Separation Scheme (TSS) properly 
adopted by the IMO 

 
• Strengthening the existing recommended vessel reporting in the Minches 

by the adoption of a mandatory reporting regime aligned to the proposed 
TSS. That reporting regime should have intermediate/waypoint reporting 
by vessels as well as at entry and exit of the TSS 

 
• Reconfiguring the existing DWR to a location west of St. Kilda and the 

Flannan Isles 
 

ix. It is also considered that the risk of a serious pollution will be reduced by 
enhancement of the management of shipping in the area. To this end, it is 
recommended that the Maritime and Coastguard Agency (MCGA) considers 
enhancing the status, functionality, equipment and manning of the existing 
Coastguard Station at Stornoway to become a VTS station. The station is, in 
many respects, carrying out this function at present, but its enhancement 
would serve to support the recommendations outlined at section 7. 
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1.2. Structure of the report 

The report is structured in line with the FSA format. The definition of the problem and 
method of work is provided in Section 2 and 3, respectively.  The hazard identification 
(Step 1 of the FSA format) is included in Section 4. Risk analysis (step 2) and 
evaluation of risk control options (Step 3) are presented in Section 5 and 6, respectively.  
Recommendations for decision-making are presented in Section 7. 
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2 Definition of the problem 

Eagle Lyon Pope and Safety at Sea Ltd were commissioned by Comhairle Nan Eilean 
Siar and The Highland Council to undertake a study into traffic routeing through the 
Minches and the Deep Water Route west of the Hebrides, to establish the effectiveness 
of current maritime legislation and procedures with regard to these two areas and to 
recommend further measures that the Councils could present to Government in order to 
protect the environment and aquatic resources of the Minch and its entire seaboard, 
which is vital to the economy of the region.  It was requested that the study bears in 
mind the Lord Donaldson report Safer Ships, Cleaner Seas and the emphasis placed on 
the catastrophic effect a pollution incident would have on the Minches, bearing in mind 
the economic vulnerability of this area, so intrinsically linked to fishing, aquaculture 
and tourism.  Whilst in comparison with areas such as the Dover Straits, the number of 
ships using the Minches may be relatively low; however the risks to the area remain 
high.  The extreme sensitivity of the marine environment suggests that a single, 
relatively small incident could cause significant long-term damage to this unique area. 

2.1. Objectives and scope of the study 

The aim of the study is to assess the effectiveness of current risk prevention measures 
and identify/recommend additional such measures to reduce the risk of a significant 
pollution incident in the study area.  To this end, the following specific objectives will 
be targeted (with respect to the study area): 
 
• Identify the critical hazards that may lead to a significant pollution event and 

establish their likelihood 
• Establish the effectiveness of current preventive measures, and 
• Identify and recommend further measures to reduce the likelihood (and hence the 

risk) of accidental pollution hazards 
 
A list of current and potential additional measures is provided in the Consultants brief 
(see Appendix 1).   
 
The scope of the study is limited to evaluating traffic routeing and related measures, 
which constitute UpreventiveU risk control measures.  Mitigation (post-incident) measures 
are not considered explicitly in the study, although a number of such measures (e.g. safe 
heavens, ETV) are discussed.   

2.2. Study area 

The following areas are addressed in the study (see XFigure 2-1X) and will be referred to 
subsequently as study areas: 
 
• Sea of the Hebrides, Little Minche, Shiant Island and North Minch  
• Outer Hebrides and the Deep Water Route west of the Hebrides. 
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Figure 2-1: Study area 
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3 Method of work  

The present study was conducted in line with the Formal Safety Assessment (FSA) 
methodology. FSA is a structured, systematic five-step methodology, aimed at 
enhancing maritime safety including the protection of life, health, the marine 
environment and property using risk analysis, and cost benefit analysis to facilitate 
decision making.  The FSA methodology has been widely used at IMO where it is 
regarded as a rational and systematic process for assessing the risks associated with 
shipping activity and for evaluating the costs and benefits of IMO’s options for reducing 
these risks.  FSA comprises five basic steps, as described in current IMO FSA 
guidelines, see reference X[2]X, as reflected in the structure of the present report: 
 
• Hazard identification 
• Assessment of the risks associated with those hazards 
• Consideration of risk control options (RCOs) 
• Cost benefit assessment 
• Recommendations for decision-making 
 
Table 3-1 briefly lists the main consultations that were carried out during the course of 
the study. 
 

Table 3-1: List of meetings  

n Date Location Description Participants 
1 11 Nov 04 CNES 

Stornoway 
Kick-off CNES Council, 

MCA, 
Harbour Master, 
ELP and SaS Consultants

2 12 Nov 04 CNES 
Stornoway 

Preliminary 
HAZID session 

Harbour Master, 
ELP/SaS Consultants 

3 12 Nov 04 MCA CG 
Stornoway 

Visit to Coast Guard station MCA,  
ELP/SaS Consultants 

4 24 Nov 04 HC 
Inverness 

HAZID session  See XTable 4-13X 

5 00 Jan 05 SaS 
Glasgow 

Risk model consolidation ELP/SaS Consultants 

6 14 Jan 05 MCA 
Southampton 

Discussion of shipping data 
(2004 traffic survey) 

MCA, 
ELP Consultant  

7 20 Jan 05 NLB 
Edinburgh 

Discussion of navaids NLB, 
ELP Consultant 

 
The study was initiated on the 1P

st
P November 2004.  The first draft report for 

consultation was issued on the 4 P

th
P of March 2005. 
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4 Hazard identification 

In general, the identification of hazards is concerned with the identification of all 
events, which may have adverse consequences to human life, the environment, and the 
economy.   
 
In this study, hazard identification was focused on identifying all existing relevant 
knowledge on events and factors that may lead to a pollution accident of significant 
consequences on the environment and the economy in the study area.  To this end, a 
critical review of present marine activities and available traffic data (Section X4.1X and 
X4.2X, respectively) was carried out together with a brief outline of all issues related to 
environmental sensitivity of the study area (Section X4.3X).   
 
Relevant historical casualty statistics on pollution and shipping accidents leading to 
pollution (grounding and collisions) were collated (Section X4.4X) in order to identify 
historical (current) risk level, and accident trends.  Current pollution response is 
summarised in Section X4.5X. 
 
On this basis, the study proceeded with identification of relevant hazards, hazard 
contributing factors and possible accident scenarios (Sections X4.6X and X4.8X). The 
knowledge and the outcome of hazard identification was used in the risk analysis task, 
described in Section X5X. 
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4.1. Present Marine Activities 

 

4.1.1. UMarine Traffic 

The geographic area of the study described in section X2.2X has a wide range of shipping 
types navigating through it and within it. The range of shipping and cargo types are 
descried in general terms in this section, whilst numerical data on the various types is 
given at section X4.2X. 
 
Virtually every type of marine traffic can and does transit through the Minches or pass 
west of Hebrides via the Deep Water Route (DWR). This is described below. 
 

Vessel / Cargo Type Route  
  Hazardous Bulk Cargoes (a)  
  Oil tanker under 10,000 gt Minches or DWR 
  Oil tanker over 10,000 gt Mainly DWR 
  Chemical tanker Minches or DWR 
  LPG tanker Minches or DWR 
  Nuclear cargoes Minches or DWR 
  
High Risk Vessels (b)  
  Passenger liners Minches or DWR 
  Passenger / car ferries Minches 
  Inshore fishing vessels Minches 
  Powered leisure craft Minches 
  Non powered leisure craft Minches 
  
Other Vessel / Cargo Types (c)  
  Naval vessels Minches or DWR 
  Bulk carrier Minches or DWR 
  General cargo Minches or DWR 
  Container vessel Minches or DWR 
  Offshore / factory fishing Minches or DWR 
  Towed oil rigs and platforms Minches or DWR 
  Research vessels Minches or DWR 
  Service vessels Mainly Minches 

 
(a) Vessels for which the sole purpose is to carry bulk pollutants, 

hydrocarbons or cargoes that are harmful to the environment or / and 
human life. 

(b) Vessels which cannot be classed as above, but which may be regarded as 
vulnerable in terms of human life at risk, either due to the high numbers 
of persons on board or due to their relatively small physical size. 

(c) All other vessel types. It must be noted that even these vessel types may 
have large quantities of heavy fuel oil on board. 
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4.1.2. UTraffic Routes In General 

Given the fact that the Minches / Hebrides area stands at the very “top left-hand corner” 
of Great Britain, it can be seen that it is unavoidable that the area will always be a 
salient point for international shipping, as described in this section and shown in XFigure 
4-1X. 
 

 
Figure 4-1: Map of UK / North Europe / North Atlantic 

 
Vessels trading between locations within: 

• North European ports (Norway, Baltic, Russia) 
• East coast of Scotland 
• Orkney and Shetland Islands 
• Northern North Sea offshore oil fields 
and 
locations within: 
• Ireland 
• West coast of UK 
• North Atlantic  
• South Atlantic  
 

(and vice versa) will all be “naturally” drawn to make their passage around the north of 
Scotland - and thereby via the Minches / Hebrides – for the very valid reason that it is 
the shortest, and therefore most economical route. 

 

Highest Volume Of Europe / Atlantic Shipping Is 
To/From Major Ports In Southern North Sea 

Lower , But Significant, 
Volume Of Europe / 

Atlantic Shipping 
Passes North West 

Corner Of UK
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In some cases, the saving in distance will be so great that it would be simply nonsense 
for any Master to contemplate planning his passage to pass south of the UK, rather than 
“north about” passing the study area. However, even if the voyage distances were 
broadly the same for a vessel transiting north or south of the UK, there remains some 
advantages in taking the northern route, as the traffic density would be much greater in 
the English Channel, Dover Straits and southern North Sea. 
 
It must therefore be accepted that the Minches / Hebrides area will – by virtue of its 
geographical location – be something of a “busy street corner” for shipping. However, 
even with the likelihood of increasing tanker traffic as north Russian oil exports 
increase, the traffic volumes in the Minches and DWR will always be of an entirely 
different (ie much lower) magnitude to, say, the Dover Straits. 

4.1.3. UTraffic Routes In Detail 

This section considers in more detail the routes for “through traffic” within the study 
area. These are: 
 

• Minches northbound route (shown in red) 
• Minches southbound route (shown in blue) 
• DWR for north and southbound traffic (shown in green) 

 
The descriptions of routes that are given below all have common beginning and end 
points, which reflect the point at which a Ship’s Master determines which route he will 
follow. These beginning and end points are Cape Wrath, at the northern end of the study 
area, and Skerryvore, at the southern end of the study area. The routes described are 
shown in XFigure 4-2X. 
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Figure 4-2: Study Area with Routes 

 

Skerryvore

Cape Wrath
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4.1.3.1. Minches Northbound Route 
This route is the one most commonly used by North Sea shuttle tankers during their 
ballast passage from UK oil import terminals such as those at the Mersey and Milford 
Haven to the crude oil loading facilities at Sullom Voe or the offshore tanker terminals 
such as Shehaligan or Foinavon. 
 
The total route distance within the study area is approximately 169 miles, or 11.5 hours 
at a speed of 14.7 knots, assuming the vessel follows the routes recommended and 
shown on Admiralty charts for the area. 
 
The southernmost and northernmost parts of the route are relatively straightforward 
from a navigational point of view, with a single course to be followed and no 
navigational need to pass close to land or offshore shallow hazards. Given the generally 
rugged terrain of the Scottish west coast and the Western Isles, the land is very radar 
conspicuous and all major headlands and shallow water hazards are marked with IALA 
compliant navaids which are the responsibility of the designated General Lighthouse 
Authority, the Northern Lighthouse Board. 
 
However, the middle section of this route, comprising the 40 miles between Neist Point 
(the westernmost tip of the Isle of Skye) and Rubha Reidh (the point between Loch 
Gairloch and Loch Ewe on the Scottish coast), has some challenging navigational 
aspects. 
 
It is at this middle sector of the route that vessels must make a number of alterations of 
course and, if following the recommended route, pass between the narrow gap between 
the small islands of Eilean Trodday and Fladda-chuain. XFigure 4-3X shows an extract 
from Admiralty chart No. 1794, from which the following features may be noted: 

 
• The recommended track of 062P

o 
Pto pass between the islandsP

 
Pis shown, as is 

the next recommended track of 045P

o 
Pto proceed northwards towards Cape 

Wrath. 
 
• The lighthouse on Eilean Trodday is a sectored light which assists mariners 

approaching from the south west by indicating when the ship is in the safe 
area (indicated by the white sector) or the danger area (indicated by the red 
sector) 

 
• The rocky pinnacle of An-t-lasgair, which lies at the southern edge of the 

safe sector, currently has no navigational aid such as light fitted, although 
this is being addressed by the Northern Lighthouse Board 

 
• The tidal reference diamond denoted by E (between Comet Rock buoy and 

Eilean Troddy) gives mariners good information as to the direction and 
strength of currents in this area. The currents are essentially aligned along 
the axis of the route, north-west going during the flood tide and south-east 
going on the ebb. This is generally favourable as any of the more difficult 
cross currents at the turn of the tide are of short duration, weaker rate, and 
are very predictable. 
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Recommended Track
062o Within The
White (Safe) Sector 
Of Eilean Troddy
Light 

Recommended 
Track 045o 

Red (Unsafe) 
Sector Of 

Eilean Troddy 
Light 

Tidal Reference Diamond ‘E’ 

Rocky Pinnacle An-t-lasgair 
 

Figure 4-3: Narrows Of Northbound Route 

 
Therefore, although the general area has its challenges, it could be said that everything 
that can be done to assist the mariner has been done, especially given the NLB’s 
commitment to improve the visibility of An-t-lasgair.  
 
In terms of actually navigating through these narrow, XFigure 4-4X shows the same area 
but with the added features of some Parallel Index (PI) lines, as they might be drawn on 
a ship’s chart. Parallel indexing is a very simple and effective technique, which allows 
the mariner to closely, and continuously monitor his position on a planned track by 
using the radar variable range marker and the parallel marker facility on the radar. 
 
As a vessel approaches the narrows on the recommended track of 062P

o
P, a line from the 

tip of Eilean Troddy and parallel to the track (shown as A, above) will be 0.6 of a mile 
from the track. Similarly, a line from the western tip of Fladda-chuain and parallel to the 
track (shown as B, above) will be 1.8 miles from the track. As both Eilean Trodddy and 
Fladda-chuain are very bold radar targets, it is relatively straightforward for the mariner 
to continuously monitor whether his ship is on or off track at any time. 
 
With deep water, predictable currents and good (and improving) navigation aids, 
consideration has to be given to what else could be done to reduce navigational risk at 
this critical part of the route. The current and possible measures for traffic management 
are discussed in section X6X, but it is worth making one observation at this point. 
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B = 1.8 

A = 0.6 

 
Figure 4-4: North Going Narrows Route With PI Lines 

 
This portion of the Minches is charted at a scale of 1:100,000 on Admiralty chart Nos. 
1794 and 1795, but it is at the edge of each chart rather than central to it. It is an 
acknowledged fact that navigators can be distracted if they are required to change the 
chart they are using at key points of the passage such as course alterations, or when 
close to navigational hazards or where sea-room is constrained. It is therefore 
considered that the UK Hydrographic Office is requested to consider a review of charts 
so as to cover the narrow part of the Minches (including the southbound route, as 
discussed in section X4.1.3.2X) with a single chart such that the narrows are more centrally 
located and not subject to poor overlaps. 

4.1.3.2. Minches Southbound Route 
This is the route, which would be followed by loaded tankers from loading ports such as 
Sullom Voe, and also any coastal traffic, which elects to take the Minches route rather 
than the DW route west of Hebrides.  
 
The total distance from Cape Wrath to Skerryvore is almost identical to the northbound 
route described above (167 miles or 11.3 hours at 14.7 knots). As with the northbound 
route, the northernmost and southernmost sectors of the route are relatively 
straightforward from a navigational perspective, with deep water, few offshore 
navigation hazards and well defined navigation aids. 
 
However, also as with the northbound route, the middle sector of the passage close to 
the Shiant Islands is more challenging. XFigure 4-5X is an extract from Admiralty chart 
No. 1794 from which the following features may be noted: 
 

• The recommended track of 240P

o 
Pto pass between the Shiant Ilands and 

Lewis P

 
Pis shown, as is the next recommended track of 220P

o 
Pto proceed 

southwards towards Skerryvore. 
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• The lighthouse on Eilean Glas is not a sectored light (such as that on Eilean 

Troddy, described earlier). However, the recommended track of 240P

o
P is such 

that a southbound vessel has a ready reference point as the light should be 
dead ahead of the vessel on a bearing of 240 P

o
P if the vessel is “on track” 

 
• The shallow ground of Sgeir Inoe, to the east of Eilean Glas is very close to 

the recommended track. The edge of this shallow ground is marked by an 
illuminated buoy, but in conditions of poor visibility this could be difficult to 
see 

 
• The tidal reference diamond denoted by C (between Gob Rubh’ Uisens 

point and the Shiant Islands) gives mariners good information as to the 
direction and strength of currents in this area. The currents are essentially 
aligned along the axis of the route, north-west going during the flood tide 
and south-east going on the ebb. This is generally favourable as any of the 
more difficult cross currents at the turn of the tide are of short duration, 
weaker rate, and are very predictable. 

 
As with the narrows in the northbound route described in section X4.1.3.1X, a key means 
of monitoring the vessel’s track is by the use of PI techniques. XFigure 4-5X also shows 
some PI tracks, as they might be drawn and used on a ship’s chart. 
 

 Recommended Track 240o 

Vessels On This Track
Have Eilean Glas
Lighthouse Dead Ahead 

Recommended Track 220o 

Vessels On This Track Pass
0.4 mile From Sgeir Inoe 

Parallel Indexing: 
1.5 miles from Gob Rubh 
1.8 miles from Eilean Glas 

Tidal Reference Diamond ‘C’ 

 
Figure 4-5: Southbound Minches Route At The Narrows 

 
This route does not suffer the same problems of poor chart overlaps as is the case for the 
area off Eilean Troddy, but the case for a single, improved chart for this whole narrows 
area remains. 
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4.1.3.3. Deep Water Route (DWR) 
This DWR which passes west of the Hebrides was designated by IMO adoption in 
November 1993, based on the very concerns which have lead to this study ie the 
concerns of a serious pollution incident arising from a navigational incident in the 
Minches. 

 
The Admiralty charts for the area state: 

 
Deep Water (DW) Route West Of The Outer Hebrides 

IMO recommends that laden tankers of over 10,000 grt use this route, weather 
permitting2

FPT 

 
The route from Cape Wrath to Skerryvore is futher by the DWR than through the 
Minches. At 209 miles, it is approximately 40 miles longer which would add almost 3 
hours on to the total voyage time, assuming equal weather conditions. For a tanker 
which has voyage orders to try and meet a particular arrival time at (say) Milford 
Haven, there must be a temptation to use the shorter route through the Minches. 
 
As a sea route, the DWR largely does what it is intended to do in that it encourages 
(certain) ships to avoid the more navigationally difficult and environmentally sensitive 
areas of the Minches. However, the DWR certainly cannot be regarded as an ideal route 
for a range of reasons, as set out below: 
 

• The DWR is considerably more adversely affected by the predominantly 
westerly winds. Therefore a ship following the DWR and suffering an 
engine failure will be in the worst possible of positions where a grounding 
on the west coast of the Hebrides is virtually inevitable. Against this 
background, the options for managing a marine incident (such as 
intervention from the ETV, seeking a refuge anchorage, or dealing with an 
oil pollution) become considerably more difficult. 

 
• At its closest point from land (off Gallan Head on Lewis), the DWR is only 

about 4 miles distance. This is also very close to the Loch Roag areas which 
are of particular environmental / aquacultural importance to the Lewis 
community 

 
• The general corridor of the DWR has been accurately surveyed, but the 

inshore area between the DWR and the Hebrides is subject to a published 
warning which states “The area indicated between the black pecked lines 
has been surveyed to modern standards. Outside this area dangerous 
uncharted rocks may exist particularly in the locations indicated” 

 
• The reporting regime for vessels (see section 4.1.5) is less comprehensive 

than that for Minches vessels 
 

                                                 
TP

2
PT The measurement of Gross Registered Tons (GRT) is not commonly used now; a 10,000 GRT equates 

to a tanker of about 17,000 deadweight tonnes (DWT), which would have, in average, a cargo of about 
19,000 mP

3
P when fully loaded (this is between 14,500 to 17,000 tonnes of oil, depending on the oil 

density)  
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• Although there are no narrow sectors to negotiate, as per the north and south 
Minch routes, the west coast of the Hebrides is less steep than the east coast, 
especially on Uist. This could result in poorer radar echoes from the land 
being detected aboard ships, with the result that ships could actually be 
closer to the shore – a shore that is poorly surveyed – than they believe to be 
the case. 

 

4.1.4. UFactors Affecting Vessel Routes 

The “Right of Innocent Passage” (ROIP) is discussed at length in Lord Donaldson’s 
report (5.21 to 5.30 inclusive). Lord Donaldson clearly believes that this is a 
cornerstone of international maritime law which cannot be waived (even if such a thing 
was considered desirable) and further believes that this certainly applies to the Minches 
section 14.41 of “Safer Ships, Cleaner Seas”) 
 
The test as to whether or not denial of ROIP is feasible, is essentially a legal one, which 
is outwith the scope and expertise of this study. However, the effectiveness of denial of 
ROIP, if it was to be introduced, is considered as a valid Risk Control Option (RCO for 
this study. Accordingly, the value of denial of ROIP as a RCO is discussed in section 6 
and in the main risk model.  
 
This subsection focuses solely on factors which currently affect a Master’s decisions 
when planning his route, and any future denial of ROIP would clearly be have a major 
impact on this decision making process. 
 
Lord Donaldson describes the aims of vessel routeing (taken as meaning both 
mandatory and recommended routeing) as being: 

 
• To encourage ships to follow routes where they are least likely to collide 

with each other, to run aground or to get into difficulties of any sort (eg the 
English Channel TSS) 

 
• To reduce the scope for disaster if a ship does get into difficulties, by 

encouraging Masters to keep their ships well away from shores or sea areas 
where problems are likely to arise 

 
• To ensure, in the event of the above aims having failed, that ships keep out 

of areas where pollution would cause particular damage to the environment 
 
However, Donaldson goes on to draw attention to the conflict that arises between the 
second and third of these aims – it may be safer for a ship to take a route which is closer 
to navigational hazards and areas of environmental significance, than to follow routes 
which avoid such features. To illustrate this point. Lord Donaldson specifically cites the 
Minches. 
 
There are two points to be made here, as follows: 
 

• Given that a Master’s prime responsibility is always to his ship, there may 
well be occasions whereby he will favour the Minches route over the DWR 
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because it is considered safer for his ship, even if it may not be so safe for 
the environment. 

 
• The routeing as it stands at the moment (and described earlier in this section) 

is voluntary rather than mandatory. 
 
What, then, constitutes a “safer” choice of route for the ship?  This study is essentially 
directed at assessing risk of pollution from grounding and collision incidents. Below, 
are the principle causal factors in grounding and collision incidents, with some 
comments on the extent of these causal factors in the Minches. 
 
 

Causal Factor (Collision) Comment on Minches 
High traffic density Minches routes have relatively low traffic 

density for the entire route 
 

Lack of sea room Minches routes are relatively wide for 
most of the route 
 

Lack of traffic routeing Voluntary traffic routeing exists 
 

Lack of traffic monitoring / 
control 
 

Limited traffic monitoring / control exists 
 

 
 
Causal Factor (Grounding) Comment on Minches 
Lack of deep water Deep water exists in the main routes 

 
Poor navigation aids to enable 
ships to monitor their position 

Routes are well marked and fairly easy to 
navigate for that part of the route which 
has the most hazards ie in the vicinity of 
Eilean Troddy and the Shiant Islands 
 

 
 

Continuing on the theme of defining the “safest” route, and mindful that the DWR has 
its own problems, what are the relative merits of the Minches versus the DWR? 
 
Three advantages which the Minches routes have and the DWR does not, are: 

 
• The ability of a ship in the Minhes to derive some level of shelter from the 

predominantly westerly winds and seas 
 

• Opportunities for a ship in the Minches to seek a place of refuge if 
difficulties are encountered (an anchorage or other similar “safe haven”) 

 
• The ability (largely interconnected with the above two factors) to provide a 

level of external “safe management” of the ship’s passage by, for example, 
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monitoring it’s passage, towage escort, or tug intervention by the Coastguard 
ETV. These aspects are discussed further below. 
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4.1.5. UPresent Traffic Management Measures 

The regime for vessel reporting are set out in MGN 58 (M&F) and ALRS Volume 6(1). 
In summary, vessels report to the MCGA Station at Stornoway as follows: 
 

A Vessel name and call sign 
B Date and time of reporting 
C Position on latitude and longitude 
D Bearing and distance from an identified landmark 
E True course being steered at time of report 
F Speed in knots 
G Last port of call 
I destination 
M VHF channels monitored 
O Deepest draft 
P Type and quantity of cargo 
Q Brief details of damage / deficiencies / other limitations (if any) 
 
 

Therefore the local Coastguard station may have, at the least, an awareness of the 
existence of a vessel transiting the Minches (but not the DWR), provided that vessel has 
complied with the voluntary reporting scheme as defined in MGN 58 (M&F) and ALRS 
Volume 6(1).  
 
Thus, it could be said that there are already in place a number of measures (or Risk 
Control Options - RCOs) which provide a reasonable ability to “manage” shipping 
movements through the Minches. These include: 
 

• An existing “resource” (in terms of a professionally manned and equipped 
coast station to monitor or “manage” the regular passage of vessels in the 
area) 

 
• A voluntary regime of reporting by vessels intending to transit within the 

area which, at least, provides that resource with an awareness of the ship’s 
presence 

 
• The ability to deploy the ETV in either a passive escort role or an active 

“intervention” role if required. 
 
The RCO’s which are not currently in existence, but which might be considered 
appropriate, are described in Section X6X. Their effectiveness in terms of reduction in risk 
of grounding and collision incidents (resulting in pollution) are assessed with the risk 
model described in section X5X. 
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4.2. Traffic Data 

Available traffic data was studied and necessary information extracted for risk analysis.  
The following sources were reviewed: 
 
• Vessel traffic survey of the Deep Water Route in 1997 X[4]X 
• Marine Traffic Data used in the MEHRA study X[3]X, based on 1999 COAST database 
• Draft report of 2004 Maritime Traffic Survey X[5]X 
• Vessel reporting system data sheet for the months July-August 2004 (provided by 

HC) 
 

4.2.1. UVessel traffic survey (1997) by MSA X[4] X 

The survey was carried out over a 30-day period, from the 15th October to the 14th 
November (Autumn) 1997 by the vessel M/V Catharina, located to the North of 
Flannan Isles.  The measurements were summarised as follows: 
 
• Over the 30 days of the survey, 117 vessels were observed within a 12 nm range of 

the location of the survey vessels. 
• There were two main routes identified in the traffic survey. One consisted of traffic 

using the DWR with the second route consisting of traffic heading in an East/West 
direction to the North of the Flannan Isles. 

• The average traffic density in the DWR is 3.9 vessels per day.  A maximum of 9 
vessels per day were observed during the survey period (see XTable 4-1X) 

• The DWR is mainly trafficked by fishing, tankers and merchant vessels.  No 
pleasure craft or ferries observed during the survey (see XFigure 4-6X). 

• Of the 117 vessels identified, 50 (43%) were observed as using the DWR, with 43 
(37%) of these vessels being takers and merchant vessels  

• Of the 117 vessels recorded, 41 (35%) were identified as being tankers, the majority 
(34) of which was laden vessels passing on a Southbound course between Northern 
oilfields and ports such as Milford Haven, Cork and Tranmere.  These vessels 
tended to be large (between 50,000 and 130,000 DWT and draught of up to 17m) 
which passed through the survey area at approximately 14 knotsTPF

3
FPT. 

• Of the 117 vessels recorded, 17 (15%) were identified as being merchant vessels; 
the majority (64%) of which were in the 5,000 to 15,000 DWT size category with 
draught of around 9m. There are two merchant vessels routes in the area  

• Of the 117 vessels recorded, 42 (36%) were identified as being fishing vessels; the 
majority of which worked to the North of the survey location staying clear of the 
DWR.  This traffic consisted of larger fishing craft (i.e. 75% of them up to 1,500 
DWT and 90% of them larger than 24m), which traversed the area with a velocity of 
approximately 10 knots. 

 
 

                                                 
TP

3
PT According to [8], an average of 691 oil tankers passes offshore of northwest Scotland each year. 
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Table 4-1: Traffic density breakdown observed over 30-day survey period in 1997 X[4]X 

Traffic density Number of days Frequency
< 5 vessels per day 17 56.7%
  5-15 vessels per day 13 43.3%
15-50 vessels per day 0 0.0%
> 50 vessels per day 0 0.0%
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Figure 4-6: Percentage breakdown of vessel types observed over 30-day period in 1997 

X[4]X 
Total number of passages is 117. 

 
 

Radar Survey - DWR 1997

0.0%
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Figure 4-7: Percentage breakdown of tankers size over 30-day period X[4]X 
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4.2.2. UCOAST database (1999) in X[3] X 

Primary input for identification of MEHRA in the UK X[3]X, the COAST database was 
used to estimate shipping traffic density in UK waters, as illustrated in XFigure 4-8X.  
Accordingly, the following observation can be made with respect to traffic density: 
 
• In the DWR, less than 1000 vessels per year [in average less than 5 vessels per day] 

can be expected 
• In the Minches, between 1000 and 5000 vessels per year [in average between 3 and 

14 vessels per day] can be expected  
 

 
Figure 4-8: Shipping Densities in the UK waters / from reference X[3]X 
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4.2.3. UMaritime Traffic Survey 2004 (the Outer Hebrides) X[5]X 

The survey was carried out over a 29-day period, from the 7P

th
P July to the 4P

th
P August 

(Summer) 2004.  The measurements can be summarised as follows: 
 
• Over the 29 days of the survey, 186 vessels were observed  
• The average traffic density in the DWR is about 6.4 vessels per day.  This indicates 

a two-fold increase of traffic in relation to the survey carried out in 1997 X[4]X. A 
maximum of 14 vessels per day were observed during the survey period. 

• The DWR is mainly trafficked by fishing, tankers and merchant vessels.  No ferries 
observed during the survey (see XFigure 4-9X). 

• Of the 186 vessels recorded, 47 (25.27%) were identified as being tankers (all larger 
than 10,000 GRT, see XTable 4-4X), this represents a slight increase (14%) of traffic of 
tankers in relation to the survey carried out in 1997. 

 
 

Table 4-2: DWR traffic density breakdown (all vessels) 
 observed over 29-day survey period in 2004 X[5]X. 

Traffic density Number of days Frequency 
< 5 vessels per day 12 41.4% 
  5-15 vessels per day 17 58.6% 
15-50 vessels per day 0 0.0% 
> 50 vessels per day 0 0.0% 

 

Table 4-3: DWR average traffic density breakdown 
 per vessel type  

Vessel type Traffic density
(vessels/day) 

All vessels 6.4
Tankers (Oil / Chemical / LPG tankers)  1.6
Dry cargo (Bulk carriers / General cargo) 0.9
Others (Fishing / RoRo / Ferry / Passengers / Naval / etc.) 3.9

 

Table 4-4: DWR traffic breakdown 
vessel type and size  

Vessel Size Vessel Type 
group GRT tankers dry cargo other all vessels 

1 less than 500 0 0 103 107 
2 500-10,000 0 8 5 13 
3 10,000-50,000 10 18 1 29 
4 more than 50,000 37 0 0 37 
5 total 47 26 109 186 
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Figure 4-9: Percentage breakdown of vessel types observed over 29-day period in 2004 

X[5]X 
Total number of passages is 186. 

 

4.2.4. UTraffic data in the Minches (Coastguard vessel reporting records) 

Analysis of the vessel reporting recordsTPF

4
FPT in the Minches route for the period between 

15/08/2003 until 19/11/2004 (approximately one year) indicate that: 
 

• 3258 vessels reported to the Coastguard Station (no fishing vessels in the 
records) 

• 22 UladenU tankers larger than 10,000 GRT used the Minches route, mainly due to 
stress of weather. 

• From these 22 tankers, the corresponding total volume (per year) of pollutant in 
transit through the Minches was 984,895 metric tons5.  This is equivalent to an 
average (per tanker) volume of pollutant (crude oil, fuel oil and gasoline) of 
approximately 45,000 metric tons (see XFigure 4-10X).  

• The largest vessels (larger than 40,000 GRT) were carrying crude oil, mainly on 
passage to Tranmere and Pembroke. 

• All 22 passages were reported during the autumn, winter and spring.  None 
during the summer (see XFigure 4-11 X).  However, according to X[5]X, during July-
August 2004, one laden tanker greater than 10,000 GRT passed through the 
Minches due to heavy weather.  

                                                 
TP

4
PT Excel data sheet obtained from Highland Council.  

5 Cumulative cargo (oil) volume for the 22 tankers, as reported. 
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Figure 4-10: Laden tankers larger than 10,000 GRT using the Minches route 

 between Aug 2003 and Nov 2004 due to weather circumstances 
pollution potential 
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Figure 4-11: Laden tankers larger than 10,000 GRT using the Minches route 

vessels that reported between August 2003 and November 2004 
seasonal breakdown 
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The vessel reporting records from the Minches were analysed in more detail for the 
period between the 7P

th
P July to 4P

th
P August 2004 in order to obtain traffic characteristics of 

the Minches route consistent with the data available for the DWR, derived from the 
survey conducted during this period by MARICO.  The results of this analysis can be 
summarised as follows: 
 
• Over the 29 days of the survey of the DWR, 195 vessels on passage through the 

Minches reported to Stornoway Station.  The distribution of ship types that reported 
during the evaluated period is illustrated in XFigure 4-12X. No records of fishing vessels 
are available. 

• Of the 195 vessels that reported, 40 vessels were oil tankers (including LPG carriers).  
Of these (see XFigure 4-13 X): 

 24 vessels (60%) were in ballast mode/passage 
 15 vessels (38%) were northbound tankers over 10,000 GRT (all in ballast 

passage), 
 24% were northbound tankers of less than 10,000 GRT (ballast and laden) 
 13 vessels (13%) were southbound tankers of less than 10,000 GRT carrying 

in average 4,453 tonnes of pollutant per vessel (including fuel oil, petroleum 
products, gas oil, gasoline, fertiliser, propane, and butane)  

• Of the 195 vessels that reported, 6 vessels were chemical tankers; of these, 5 were 
southbound vessels, 3 were carrying methanol (in average 5,644 tonnes of pollutant 
per vessel) 

• Of the 195 vessels that reported, 33 were bulk carriers both north and south bound; 
of these 9 (27%) were in ballast and 24 (73%) of these were below 10,000 GRT. 

• Of the 195 vessels that reported, 94 were general cargo vessels mostly (95%) of less 
than 10,000 GRT. 

 
According to X[5]X, during the survey period (July-August 2004) there was significant 
fishing vessel activity in the Little Minch predominantly in the area to the West and to 
the South of Neist Point.  The area is busy with coastal tankers serving the local regions, 
larger tankers serving the oilfields, large deep draught bulk carriers on shuttle runs and a 
regular ferry service between the ports of Uig, Tarbet, and Loch Maddy.  Since the 
vessel reporting data sheet contain no information on fishing vessels, and no such 
records were available at the time of writing this report, it was assumed that the fishing 
vessels traffic in the Minches is of the same level as in the DWR.  On this basis, the 
total traffic density was calculated as indicated in XTable 4-5 X.  Thus, the estimated 
average traffic density in the Minches Route (all type of vessels), is 9.7 vessels per day. 
 
 

Table 4-5: Minches traffic density breakdown (all type of vessels) 
estimated from vessel reporting system during summer 2004  

Traffic density Number of days Frequency 
< 5 vessels per day 1 3.4% 
  5-15 vessels per day 27 93.1% 
15-50 vessels per day 1 3.4% 
> 50 vessels per day 0 0.0% 
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Table 4-6: Minches traffic density breakdown 
 per vessel type  

Vessel type Traffic density
(vessels/day) 

All vessels 9.7
Tankers (Oil / Chemical / LPG tankers)  1.6
Dry cargo (Bulk carriers / General cargo) 4.4
Others (Fishing / RoRo / Ferry / Passengers / Naval / etc.) 3.7

 

Table 4-7: Minches traffic breakdown 
vessel type and vessel size 

Vessel Size Vessel Type 
group GRT tankers dry cargo other All vessels 

1 less than 500 0 2 90TPF

6
FPT 92 

2 500-10,000 31 112 16 159 
3 10,000-50,000 0 7 0 7 
4 more than 50,000 15 7 2 24 
5 total 46 128 108 282 
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Figure 4-12: Comparison of vessel traffic in the DWR (MARICO survey) and the 

Minches (data from vessel reporting records) 

 

                                                 
TP

6
PT As no fishing vessels records, the same fishing vessels traffic level as in the DWR has been assumed. 
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Oil Tankers Traffic
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Figure 4-13: Tankers’ traffic data in the Minches (data provided by HC) 
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Figure 4-14: Comparison of tanker traffic in the DWR and Minches route 
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4.3. Environmental Sensitivity of the Study Area 

As described in X[8]X, the study area (comprising the waters surrounding the islands of the 
Outer Hebrides and the area of mainland Scotland between Cape Wrath and Tiree, 
including the Little Minch and the North Minch): 
 

“includes vast expanses of machair and a highly indented coastline. It is 
relatively undeveloped, has a very high degree of naturalness, and has many 
special habitats. The region is internationally important for nature conservation 
and includes areas designated as a Biosphere Reserve, a World Heritage Site, 
Ramsar Sites, Special Protection Areas and Special Areas of Conservation. The 
Minches lie on a bird migratory route between the Arctic and south-west Europe 
and are particularly important throughout the year for waders and seabirds. 
Fishing is a major employer although in recent years, sea fishing has given way 
to fish farming and shelf fisheries. Coastal recreation and tourism are growing in 
the region, much of the tourism being based around the heritage of coastal 
settlements”. 

 
It is also stated that the sensitivity of the coastal environment is greater in northwest 
Scotland than at any other area in the UK.  More information on the environmental 
sensitivity of the study areas can be found in the following sources: 
 
• UK MEHRA study X[3]X and 
• Submission by West European Countries to IMO on designation of a new PSSA X[6]X 

4.3.1. UUK MEHRA 

Following the Braer disaster, the subsequent Donaldson Inquiry proposed that Marine 
Environmental High Risk Areas (MEHRA) be identified and established in the UK. To 
this end, the DETR commissioned a study X[10]X to identify such areas of high 
environmental sensitivity and also at risk from shipping.   
 
In terms of environmental sensitivity, the study referred to above X[10]X, assessed the 
environmental sensitivity of the UK Coastline and surrounding waters.  In terms of 
environmental sensitivity, the highest ranked coastal areas were identified as follows: 
 
• East Coast of Isle of Mull (adjacent to Firth of Lorn & Loch Linnhe) 
• Near Kinlochbervie on West Coast of Scotland 
• Adjacent to Loch Kishorn & Kyle of Lochalsh (West Coast of Scotland, 2 locations) 
• Priest Island near Ullapool (West Coast of Scotland) 
• Lochmaddy in North Uist (Western Isles) 
• Sound of Arisaig (West Coast of Scotland) 
• Loch na Keal on the West Coast of Mull 
• Ulva off West Coast of Mull 
• Lismore & Kerrera near Mull 
 
Similarly, the highest ranked sea areas were identified as follows: 
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• Near the Isle of Rhum on the West Coast of Scotland  
• Near Gairloch on the West Coast of Scotland 
• The Wash near the North Norfolk Coast 
• Adjacent to Lochinver (West Coast of Scotland) 
• Tarbat Ness near Dornoch (Moray Firth on East Coast of Scotland, 2 locations) 
• The Wash off the Coast of Lincolnshire 
• Near Cape Wrath on the West Coast of Scotland 
• Near Helmsdale (Moray Firth on East Coast of Scotland) 
• Near Lochinver in The Minches (West Coast of Scotland) 
 
As it can be observed, according to X[10]X, Uthe study area (Deep Water Route and 
Minches) is within theU Utop-10 most environmental sensitive coastal as well as sea areas 
and in the UKU.  This has been recognised internationally (at IMO level) with the 
designation of the Western European Waters (including the study area) as a new PSSA 
(see next Section). 
 
In terms of the MEHRA, only 2 areas within the study area, namely Near Carloway 
(West Coast of Lewis), and Saint Kilda (West Coast of Scotland, Rhins of Islay site was 
also included) classified within the top-20 sites, which are highly likely to be candidates 
for MEHRA’s notation.  The relatively low total MEHRA scoring relates to the 
relatively lower traffic density (lower risk from shipping) in relation to other sites in the 
UK (Shetland, Orkney, Firth of Forth, South East Coast of England, among others) 
 

4.3.2. UIMO PSSA 

The IMO Maritime Environmental Protection Committee on its 52P

nd
P session (11-15 

October 2004, MEPC 52) agreed to designate the Western European Waters as a new 
Particular Sensitive Sea Area (PSSA) together with the single protective measure as 
described below.  There are now seven designated PSSAs in the world:  
 

1. The Great Barrier Reef, Australia (designated a PSSA in 1990); 
2. The Sabana-Camagüey Archipelago in Cuba (1997);  
3. Malpelo Island, Colombia (2002);  
4. Around the Florida Keys, United States (2002);  
5. The Wadden Sea, Denmark, Germany, Netherlands (2002);  
6. Paracas National Reserve, Peru (2003); and 
7. UWestern European Waters (2004)U (see XFigure 4-15X). 

 
In relation to No. 7 above, the following is a summary of the submission by the 
governments of the UK and other EU countries on the significance and vulnerability of 
the Western European Waters, including the study area: 
 

“This highly diverse area is of immense importance, because of the large 
numbers of marine mammals and seabirds, the migration and wintering of birds 
through the area, fish species (including species of rare and threatened fish), the 
variety of coastal habitats providing breeding grounds for fish and shellfish and 
a food source for birds, and plant habitats.  It fully meets the ecological criteria 
for PSSA status.  In addition, many parts of the area have major economic 
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importance, or are particularly significant in terms of recreational and amenity 
use. Accordingly, the area meets the social, cultural and economic criteria for 
PSSA status.  Moreover, the area contains locations, which represent an 
important scientific and educational resource, to such an extent that those PSSA 
criteria are also satisfied.”  

 
In this respect the following single associated protective measure was proposed: 
 

(i) Prohibiting the carriage of heavy grades of oil through the PSSA in vessels 
of more than 600 dwt, except in double-hull tankers, which will be obliged 
to comply with a reporting obligation with a 48 hour notice period; heavy 
grades of oil are defined as including:  

 
• Heavy crude oil, meaning crude oils having a density at 15°C higher 

than 900 kg/m3 (which means an API grade lower than 25.7);  
• Heavy fuel oils, meaning fuel oils having a density at 15°C higher than 

900 kg/m3 or a kinematic viscosity at 50°C higher than 180 mm2/s; 
and  

• Bitumen and tar and their emulsions 
 
For all tankers between 600 and 5000 dwt, the provision shall apply as from 
2008.TPF

7
FPT 

 
(ii) At a later date, further associated measures may be proposed in accordance 

with paragraph 8.4 of Annex II to resolution A.927(22). 
 

                                                 
TP

7
PT The content of paragraph (i) is dependent on the adoption of the EU Parliament and the European 

Council of the EU Regulation 417/2002 
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Figure 4-15: Western European Waters PSSA (as proposed) with study area also shown 

(in red) 
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4.4. Oil Spills historical statistics 

Historical oil spill statistics for water around the British Isles, including the study area, 
are presented and summarised in the MEHRA report X[3]X for the years 1989 to 1998.  
This data is compiled and generated by the Advisory Committee of Protection of the 
Sea (ACOPS) on the basis of annual surveys and contains information on incidents 
involving discharges of oil, noxious liquid substances and garbage from all types of 
vessels and offshore oil and gas installations. The survey reports describe the different 
categories and types of reported discharges together with their locations and estimated 
volumes. Additional details are provided on prosecutions brought by the competent 
authorities with background information on events related to larger incidents. 
 
According to the data reviewed in X[3]X, for the 10-year period between 1989 and 1998, 
there were a total of 261 reported oil pollution incidents (larger than 1 tonne), which 
occurred within UK waters. This equates to an average of approximately 26 incidents 
per year.   
 
In relation to the study area, contained within Region 8 of the ACOPS statistics 
(Western Scotland), there were 20 oil spill reported, equating in average to 2 incidents 
per year. In formation on the number of spills, size and location is summarised in 
XFigure 4-16X and XTable 4-8X. 
 
Data for Western Scotland for subsequent years: 2000 to 2003 was reviewed (see 
references X[11]X to X[14]X) and is presented in XTable 4-9X to XTable 4-15X (for years 2000 to 
2004, respectively).  The historical trend of oil spills over 1 tonne in the Western 
Scotland region for the past 15 years is illustrated in XFigure 4-17X.  As can be observed, 
in Western Scotland, 2 to 3 oil spills larger than 1 tonne can be expected every year. 
 
Notwithstanding the above, reference X[9]X quotes that in the UK alone between 1992 and 
1997, 62 oil tanker accidents plus 41 near misses were reported to the Marine Accident 
Investigation Branch.  Accordingly, in the Northwest of Scotland, there are in average 
22.9 oil spills every year, however, this may include all oil spills, i.e. including those 
smaller than 1 tonne, which seems to be consistent with the ACOPS statistics for oil 
spills larger than 1 tonne.   
 
The most relevant (at sea) incidents between 2000 and 2003 are summarised hereafter 
(quoted from references X[11]X to X[14]X). 
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Figure 4-16: Reported oil spills within Western Scotland (1989-1998) (ref. X[3]X) 
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Figure 4-17: Distribution of oil spill incidents (>1 tonne) per year (Western Scotland) 

ACOPS statistics [no data for year 1999 in the graph] 
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Table 4-8: Summary of reported pollution incidents in the Minches from 1989 to 1998  
from reference X[7]X 
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Year 2000: Each of 3 oil discharges greater than 500 litres followed vessel-casualties 
(full list of incidents in XTable 4-9X): 
 
• On 1 March, the Mfv Boy Leslie ran aground at Gairloch and broke-up spilling 

2.3 tonnes of diesel oil. The oil was quickly dispersed in storm conditions.  
• The M cable-layer Elektron (1,628 gt, built 1969) ran aground at Village Bay, 

St. Kilda, on 15 October causing a 500 litre diesel spillage after some of the 
vessel’s double bottom tanks were breached. The vessel was carrying 45 tonnes of 
diesel and 78 tonnes of lubrication oil which threatened local puffin and gannet 
colonies. Local arrangements were made between the vessel’s owners and the 
Ministry of Defence to remove all remaining oil, which was transferred ashore. A 
salvage operation was later successfully completed but not without experiencing 
further problems. (Lloyd’s List, 16, 17, 20, 21, 24 & 31 October, 1 & 3 
November). 

• Another 1.6 tonnes of diesel were spilt after the Mfv Sincerity ran aground on 29 
November. 

• The Mfv Alex Watt (25 gt, built 1965) ran aground at Rubha Hunish, North Skye 
on 24 June spilling an unidentified quantity of fuel oil (Lloyd’s List, 27 June). 

 

Table 4-9: Summary of reported pollution incidents in Western Scotland Year 2000 X[11]X 
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Year 2001: (full list of incidents in XTable 4-10X) 
 
• The Western Isles Council expressed concern about the potential environmental 

impacts from oil pollution after the Mfv Harvest Reeper III ran aground in Loch 
Roag on 24 January. The vessel was towed to Breasclete Pier where it sank with 
30 tonnes of diesel fuel and 7 tonnes of lubrication oil onboard. An absorbent 
boom was placed around the vessel and a salvage operation completed. A minor 
quantity of fuel escaped from a ruptured tank and this was later recovered by a 
gulley sucker. The estimated value of salmon stocks in the area was £14.5 million 
(Lloyd’s List, 26,27,29 January; 1 February; 7 & 10 April) 

• Further minor diesel pollution was reported after the Mfv Jacques Abry (268 gt, 
built 1975) ran aground in North Uist on 13 February. The vessel, carrying 83 
tonnes of diesel oil and 2.4 tonnes of lubrication oil, was quickly refloated and 
towed to Stornoway for repairs (Lloyd’s List, 14 February). 

• The Mv Lysfoss (4,471 gt, built 1989) on route from Sweden to Belfast hit rocks 
in the Sound of Mull on 7 May causing extensive damage to the double bottom of 
the ship. The vessel was carrying 130 tonnes of intermediate fuel oil, 30 tonnes of 
diesel and a small amount of hazardous waste. A surveillance aircraft reported an 
oil sheen within the area of a boom placed around the vessel and a salvage 
operation was successfully completed. Counterpollution vessels escorted the 
damaged ship as it was towed to Belfast for repair and local fish farms were also 
protected (Lloyd’s List, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 17, 18 May). 

• On 13 August the Mfv Aurelia (337 gt, built 1997) sank off the Western Isles 
with 55 tonnes of diesel and an unknown quantity of lubrication oils onboard. An 
oil slick was sighted the following day downwind of the sunken position of the 
trawler (Lloyd’s List, 14 & 15 August). A 38 metre barge capsized and sank 
north-east of Rubha on 10 November with the loss of deck cargo. Fuel from two 
dumpers and one excavator leaked into the sea (Lloyd’s List,12 November). 
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Table 4-10: Summary of reported pollution incidents in Western Scotland Year 2001 
X[12]X  
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Year 2002: Reporting organisations identified at least four oil pollution incidents 
attributed to vessel-casualties (full list of incidents in XTable 4-11X): 
 
• The Western Isles Council and MCA submitted details of a 1.5 tonne spillage of 

diesel from the Mfv Astronaut (21 gt, built 1970) which took on water and sank 
near the entrance to Loch Shell on 9 February (Lloyd’s List, 11 February).  

• The pleasure craft Put Put (ex ships lifeboat) ran aground and broke up off the 
Isle of Cumbrae causing a 205 litre spillage of diesel oil. Some of the pollution 
was sighted on a beach 200 m from the wreck.  

• The Mfv Radiant (621 gt, built 2001) sank 96 km west of the Butt of Lewis in 
600 m of water on 10 May and approximately 60 tonnes of marine diesel were lost 
to sea. The vessel was one of the most advanced trawlers in the Scottish fleet and 
was believed to have heeled over and sank in minutes after fishing gear snagged 
an obstacle on the seabed (Lloyd’s List, 12 & 15 April). 

 

Table 4-11: Summary of reported pollution incidents in Western Scotland Year 2002 
X[13]X 
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Year 2003: Reporting organisations identified at least 8 oil pollution incidents 
attributed to vessel casualties (full list of incidents in XTable 4-12X):  
 
• The Mfv Tonn Vane ran aground in Loch Sunart causing a leakage of 1.36 tonnes 

of diesel. 
• Another MCA report referred to 1.82 tonne spillage of diesel after the Mfv Melita 

became stranded near the Island of Coll on 3 March.  
• A further 318 litres of diesel oil were spilt in nearshore waters after the Pc Da 

Cala Mist ran aground on Pattersons Rock, Sanda Island, on 5 June. 
• The Cypriot registered bulker Jambo (1,990 gt, built 1990) with a cargo of 3,300 

tonnes of zinc sulphide and 85 tonnes of fuel on board sank after striking rocks at 
the entrance to Loch Broom 24 km north west of Ullapool on 29 June. 
Approximately 83 tonnes of diesel were later recovered from the wreck using ‘Hot 
Tapping’ operations and in a separate operation approximately 1,900 tonnes of 
cargo for disposal ashore. A press report stated that the final cost of the salvage 
operation was £4 million. 

• The Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA) and MCA submitted details 
of another vessel-casualty spill on 29 July after the Mfv Charuny III sank off 
Canna in the Sea of Hebridies with 3 tonnes of diesel on board. A slick was 
observed above the wreck and dispersed naturally with no further reports of 
pollution received.  

 

Table 4-12: Summary of reported pollution incidents in Western Scotland Year 2003 
X[14]X 
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4.5. Counter Pollution Response 

The information presented in this Section is available from the MCA website [15]. 
 
Initial information about an incident is usually reported in the first incident to one of the 
19 HM Coastguard (HMCG) stations around the UK by many sources e.g. the vessel in 
difficulty, passing vessels, observers and the public. HMCG will then instigate search 
and rescue operations where necessary and this action will hold primacy over any other 
forms of response. They will also inform the duty CPSO if there is any pollution or 
threat of pollution i.e. a drifting ship, a grounded ship etc. The CPSO then decides the 
relevant course of action, instigates the appropriate level of response and alerts relevant 
people including SOSREP.  
 
In the event of a major incident, the MCA may activate the Marine Emergency 
Information Room (MEIR) in Southampton prior to the deployment of people and 
equipment to the scene. Three main control centres may be set up : 
 

• A Salvage Control Unit (SCU) – Led by the Secretary of State’s Representative 
for Marine Salvage and Intervention (SOSREP), who oversees and approves any 
salvage operation and can intervene if appropriate.  

• A Marine Response Centre (MRC) – Led by the MCA to co-ordinate all at-sea 
counter pollution and clean-up operations.  

• A Shoreline Response Centre (SRC) – Led by the Local Authority with technical 
support from the MCA. This centre co-ordinates the shoreline clean-up 
operations.  

 
In built flexibility in the NCP, means that not all of these response cells will need to be 
set up in every incident. The response will be dictated by the scale and type of incident.  
An Environment Group may also be set up at the very early stages of an incident, when 
a real threat to the marine and coastal environment is considered likely. This group 
provides environmental advice to all three specialist response centres. The Environment 
Group is made up of representatives of the relevant statutory nature conservation body, 
environmental regulator and Government fisheries department.  
 
In the UK, spills are categorised by the internationally adopted Tier system :  
 

• TIER ONE: A small operational spill employing local resources during any 
clean-up.  

 
• TIER TWO: A medium sized spill, requiring regional assistance and resources.  

 
• TIER THREE: A large spill, requiring national assistance and resources. The 

National Contingency Plan will be activated in this case. 
 
These Tiers are not given generic quantification. Assessments are made based on 
potential risks in specific areas, i.e. ports and local authority areas and responses are 
planned accordingly. 
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4.6. Identification of Major Factors in Ship Casualties  

In terms of ship-related oil spills, the following general observations can be made:  
 

• Most spills from tankers result from routine operations such as loading, 
discharging and bunkering which normally occur in ports or at oil terminals. 

• The majority of these operational spills are small, with some 92% involving 
quantities of less than seven tonnes. 

• Accidents involving collisions and groundings generally result in much larger 
spills, with a fifth involving more than 700 tonnes of oil. 

 
There are many different reasons why ships in general may ground and run into each 
other and some are specific to certain areas. Factors include the traffic density (i.e. the 
number of vessels in an area of sea), the large size and poor manoeuvrability of some 
vessels, the age and condition of vessels, the ability of the crew to navigate, the physical 
conditions such as weather, sea state and coastline, and navigational facilities such as 
buoys, lights and routes that ships are obliged to take.  Often a combination of some or 
all these factors Lead to accidents. 
 
As can be seen from oil spill statistics, all pollution incidents of some significance were 
caused by grounding, stranding and/or contact events.  Thus, factors affecting the risk of 
this type of ship-related accidents are also factors influencing the risk of a significant 
pollution event.  Causal trends, associated with grounding and collision in UK waters, 
were investigated in detail by the MAIB X[16]X on the basis of detailed investigation of 66 
accidents (reported to MAIB between 1994 and 2003) involving 75 vessels. These 
trends can be summarised below, followed by a more detailed overview of the relevant 
factors:  
 

• A third (33%) of all the groundings involved a fatigued officer alone on the 
bridge at night, 

• Two thirds (66%) of all the vessels involved in collisions were not keeping a 
proper lookout, and 

• A third (33%) of all the accidents that occurred at night involved a sole 
watchkeeper on the bridge. 

 

4.6.1. UGrounding 

The study by MAIB (reference X[16]X) evaluated 23 grounding accidents for which a full 
MAIB investigation report was available. The result of the analysis thereby highlighted 
the following trends and relationships: 
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Time of day and fatigue: 
 

• Almost 48% (11/23) of the groundings occurred between 0000 and 0600 hours. 
Data from groundings of vessels over 500gt in UK waters shows that the 
majority of accidents occurred UovernightU. 

• Fatigue was considered to be a contributing factor in (9) 82% of the groundings, 
which occurred between 0000 and 0600 hours. 

• In 8 of the nine fatigue-related accidents, the vessels involved carried only two 
bridge watchkeeping officers.  In each case, no lookout had been posted, the 
autopilot was engaged, a watch alarm was either not fitted or not used and the 
unaccompanied watchkeeper had fallen asleep. 

 
Manning levels and fatigue: 
 

• Close to 52% (12/23) vessels grounded with sole watchkeepers. All were dry 
cargo/container vessels, 84% were less than 30,000 gt; 92% carried only two 
deck officers, and all had three or fewer deck ratings. All of these groundings 
occurred in clear or good visibility, and 75% occurred during darkness. Only 
one occurred in a port or harbour area, the remainder occurred during coastal 
passage. 

 
Vessel type/size/trade and manning levels: 
 

• The above trends highlight the link between small dry cargo ships operating in 
the short sea trade, manned with just two deck officers, and groundings caused 
by fatigue. The many factors which probably contribute to this link include: 
voyage cycle time; disrupted watch patterns; working hours; ships’ type and 
size; sleep problems; stress and work pressures; on board relationships; and the 
type of cargo carried. 

 

4.6.2. UCollisions 

In a similar manner, causal trends associated with collision incidents were investigated 
in detail by the MAIB (reference X[16]X).  In that study, 33 collision accidents (involving 
41 vessels for which a full MAIB investigation report was available) were evaluated. 
The result of this analysis highlighted the following trends (quoted from X[16]X) and 
relationships: 
 

• Collisions should theoretically be avoided if every vessel abided by the 
International Rules for the Prevention of Collisions at Sea 1972, which came 
into force in 1977. It is therefore not surprising that these regulations were 
contravened to varying degrees, and in differing areas. 

 
Fishing vessels:  
 

• In 67% of the collisions involved fishing vessels. This highlights the need for 
the watchkeepers on merchant vessels to keep an especially good lookout for 
smaller vessels. Even when fishing vessels were seen, it was often the case that 
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action to avoid collision was not taken in sufficient time by OOWs. A frequent 
explanation given for this tardiness in taking action, was that fishing vessels’ 
movements were generally erratic, and there was an expectation that they would 
usually be manoeuvred to avoid a collision, albeit at a late stage.  

 
Poor lookout and poor use of radar: 
 

• 26 of the vessels involved in collisions (65%), contravened Rule 5 (every vessel 
shall at all times maintain a proper lookout by sight and hearing as well as all 
available means appropriate in the prevailing circumstances and conditions…) 

• On 19% of the vessels involved in collisions, OOWs were completely unaware 
of the other vessel until the collision, or in some cases even after the collision. 

• A further 24% of the vessels involved in collisions only became aware of the 
other vessel’s proximity when it was too late for any avoiding action to be 
successful. 

• At least three of the fifteen vessels, which failed to keep a proper lookout at 
night had lone watchkeepers on the bridge. 

• Of the nine vessels not maintaining a proper lookout by day, five had sole 
watchkeepers; three of these were in an area of high traffic density, and one was 
in poor visibility.  

 
Competency and fatigue: 
 

• It is also evident, however, that the bridges of 19 vessels were manned in 
accordance with the provisions for lookout, as set out in STCW 95, yet still 
failed to maintain a proper lookout.  Hence fatigue and competence may be 
possible factors in collisions (Competence has been given a higher probability in 
the MAIB study).  

 

4.7. Identification of Hazards Related to the Study Area 

Following the above general trends, it was deemed appropriate to identify specific 
hazards and factors contributing to the risk of grounding and collisions in the study area.  
To this end, a hazard identification (HAZID) session was organised aimed at 
understanding how and why a grounding/collision incident might occur (“what can go 
wrong?”) in the study area.   
 
A number of experts (listed in XTable 4-13X) were asked to discuss and give opinions on 
the following points: 
 

• Problem definition (limits of the study area, influencing factors, accident 
categories, and safety concerns) 

• Identification of hazards leading to ship accidents in the specified study area  
• Identification and discussion of possible risk control measures 
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Table 4-13: List of HAZID participants (Inverness 24 Nov 2004) 

 Name Organisation Position / Qualifications / 
Experience 

1 Calum McLeod CNES Harbour Master 
 

2 Murdo McLeod CNES Emergency Planning Officer 
 

3 Brian Downie Highlands Council (HC) Emergency Planning Officer 
 

4 Ian Burgess Maritime Coastguard Agency 
(MCA) 

Sector Commander, 
Hebrides and Orkney 

5 Peter Duncan Northern Lighthouse Board 
(NLB) 

Navigation Manager 
 

6 Colin Wheatley Northern Lighthouse Board 
(NLB) 

Master 
 

8 Captain Ian 
Scarr 

Calmac (CAL) Master “Isle of Lewis” 
 

9 Tom Drennan Eagle Lyon Pope (ELP) Master Mariner 
Risk analyst 
(HAZID Facilitator) 

10 Luis Guarin Safety At Sea (SaS) Naval Architect 
Risk analyst 
(HAZID Facilitator) 

To try to ensure that the HAZID workshop was fully represented by large ship users, 
attempts were also made to arrange for attendance by Captains from the coastal tanker 
“BP Warrior” and the large bulk carrier “Yeomanbrook”; however, this was not 
accomplished. 
 
All the experts agreed with the specifications made in Section X2X as to the scope of the 
study. In terms of the relevant hazards, the experts’ views and opinions were compiled 
in the form of a hazard list presented in XTable 4-14X.  In total 29 hazards were listed, 
which can be grouped in the following categories: 
 

• UHumanU: Include navigation errors / management failure  59% 
• UTechnicalU: Include vessel breakdown and navigation system failure  14% 
• URoute specificU: Environment, nav. aids, route properties  24% 
• UOthersU: fire & explosion  3% 

 
Although there was no time during the session to ask the experts’ opinion on the 
criticality of each hazard (in terms of frequency and severity of consequences) for 
systematic hazard ranking, the following hazards were singled out as the most important 
during discussion (not ranked): 
 

a) Fatigue level and distractions (non-navigation tasks) on the bridge 
b) Naval vessels activities  
c) Unexpected fishing vessels behaviour 
d) Contravention of recommended routes in the Minches (allegedly by bulk 

carriers) 
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e) Missing alteration of course (Minches) 
f) Vessel breakdown in the Deep Water Route in bad weather 

 
Hazard (a) was singled out as one of the most significant in terms of navigation-related 
accidents.  In this respect, the grounding and subsequent sinking of the dry cargo vessel 
Jambo, at the entrance of Loch Broom (in the North Minch) in which a fatigued officer 
missed an alteration of course was presented as relevant evidence. 
 
Hazard (b), was also given a relatively high significance. In this respect, the 
navigational hazards derive from the possible restrictions placed by military activity on 
normal shipping traffic along the evaluated routes, in particular the Deep Water Route.  
Military sites in the study area (as summarised in X[8]X), include airborne and underwater 
missile ranges; submarine exercise areas; training areas; communication sites and 
automatic weather stations. One of the most significant sites is the British Underwater 
Test and Evaluation Centre based at the Kyle of Lochalsh and the Inner Sound, which is 
the main trials range for torpedoes and other undersea warfare equipment in Britain. 
The other important site is the guided weapons range on South Uist. Military activity 
places restrictions on some fishing activity, for example in the Inner Sound.  The extent 
of naval vessels activity in the area was quantified during a recent MCA traffic survey 
of the Outer Hebrides X[5]X (Deep Water Route).  According to this survey, during the 
survey period (07/07/04-04/08/04) nine RFA/Royal Navy/Army vessels were recorded, 
representing almost 5% of the traffic in the surveyed area. 
 
Evidence of hazard (d) is provided by the 2004 traffic survey X[5]X. This is illustrated in 
XFigure 4-18X, where the green arrows show the tracks of vessels not using the 
recommended North/South routes and passing through the middle of the Northern end 
of the Little Minch, just North of the island of Fladdachuain. 
 

 
Figure 4-18: Vessel tracks outside survey area (from X[5]X).  
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According to X[5]X, there were also vessels (coastal tankers, and dry cargo vessels) going 
against the recommended North/Southbound routes.  This is of concern given the 
restricted sea room of the narrows described in Sections 4.1.3.1 and 4.1.3.2. 
 
In order to explore in a more “generic” basis, hazards associated with navigational 
issues, a further review of MAIB “Safety Digest” publications X[22]X was carried out.  
This allowed identifying navigational hazards in relation to specific grounding and 
collision incidents.  Taking into account this information summarised in XTable 4-15X, the 
following extended hazard list was compiled: 
 

a) OOW navigational error  
b) OOW Fatigue / incapacitation / poor bridge manning  
c) System failure 
d) Poor passage planning 
e) Fire 
f) Poor bridge communications 
g) OOW distraction 
h) Naval/military vessel activity 
i) Unexpected fishing vessel behaviour 
j) Contravention of routeing recommendation  

 
 
The above hazards were taken into account in the risk analysis described in Section 5. 
 

Table 4-14: List of hazards (HAZID session, Inverness 24 Nov 2004) 

ID Hazard Causes/factors Consequences 
Current 

safeguards / 
recommendations 

1 Erratic behaviour of 
fishing vessels in 
shipping lanes 

Ignoring/unaware 
of routeing 
recommendations 

Collision  

2 Crossing traffic 
through shipping 
lanes in areas of 
restricted sea room 

Ignoring/unaware 
of routeing 
recommendations 

Collision  

3 Ignoring routeing 
recommendations 
(Minches) 

 Collision Mandatory routeing 
& raise awareness 
routeing 

4 Unaware of routeing 
recommendations 
(Minches) 

 Collision Mandatory routeing 
& raise awareness 
routeing 

5 Confusion from the 
two above (Minches) 

 Collision Mandatory routeing 
& raise awareness 
routeing 

6 Failure to undertake 
collision avoidance 
action 

 Collision  
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ID Hazard Causes/factors Consequences 
Current 

safeguards / 
recommendations 

U7U UFatigue (OOW)U Low manning 
levels / poor 
safety culture / 
distractions on the 
bridge (other 
tasks, paper work) 

Grounding 
Collision 

Mandatory 
reporting (entry, 
departure, sailing 
points), 
AIS 

8 Inappropriate 
charting (Minches) 

Poor chart 
overlaps 

Distraction  

9 Complaisance Good Navaids in 
the Minches 

Poor watch 
keeping  

 

10 Error in GPS 
information 

   

11 Underestimation of 
distance from shore 
(DWR) 

Radar echoes from 
hills (not from 
shore) 

Grounding  

12 Lights not visible 
from DWR (light 
coverage) 

Lack of range of 
lights 

Grounding RCO decision made 
- applied for 
funding from DETR 

13 Proximity to shore  
(Gallan Head, at 
approx 4miles from 
DWR) 

DWR too close to 
shore 

Grounding  

14 Uncharted 
submerged objects 
(waters outside 
DWR) 

Incomplete 
surveys / 
inappropriate 
charting / not up 
to date charts 

  

15 Bad weather 
(DWR): poor 
visibility, wind, tide 
regimes / will limit 
possibility of 
assistance in case of 
breakdown 

Extreme weather In the event of 
ship 
breakdown, 
will lead to 
grounding 

ETV, stationed at 
Stornoway / 

16 Vessel breakdown Engine/steering 
failure / poor ship 
condition 

Mechanical 
failure / drift 
grounding 

UETV (difficult in 
the DWR if bad 
weather) U 

17 Fire & explosions  Pollution / 
vessel 
breakdown 

 

18 UNaval vessels 
activities 
(submarine/surface 
ships) [frequent] 
UOuter Hebrides 
and North Minch U 

 Collision 
course / course 
to shore 

Sub. Broadcast 
(MCA broadcasts 
general area) 
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ID Hazard Causes/factors Consequences 
Current 

safeguards / 
recommendations 

19 Overtaking Recommended 
tracks / time 
pressures 

Collision  

20 UUnexpected fishing 
vessels behaviour 
[frequent]U 

Crossing  Collision  

21 Pleasure craft 
behaviour 

   

22 Light (navaids) 
failure 

 Collision 
course / course 
to shore 

 

23 bouys shift  
(navaids) [not 
common but 
possible] 

 Collision 
course / course 
to shore 

 

24 UContravention of 
recommended 
route (bulkers 
Harris side) 
[frequent]U 

West weather,    

25 UMissing alteration 
of course [frequent]U 

Falling asleep, 
fatigue, manning 
levels (flag state) 

Grounding ISM / IMO 
Waypoint reporting 

26 OOW distraction 
[frequent] 

Bridge 
overloading, 
alarms going on, 
poor display 
interface, systems 

Collision 
Grounding 

 

27 Lack of dedicated 
lookout 

Poor standards of 
lookout 

  

28 Route short-cuts Time pressure   
29 Pilotage Breakdown of 

communication on 
the bridge / 
confusion 

  

 
 
 

Table 4-15: Summary of accident/incidents related to navigation safety in the UK 
(review of publicly available MAIB safety digest / accident reports) 

Accident Hazard Contributory causes of the 
accident / consequences 

fire engine fire / nearly grounded  
collision light fatigue 
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Accident Hazard Contributory causes of the 
accident / consequences 

 turning basin  master took the helm from pilot 
(master ignoring pilot's advice) / 
inappropriate manoeuvring for 
prevailing conditions, no tug 
standing nearby for assistance 

power 
grounding 

trying to avoid small vessel / 
course to shore / misjudgement  

restricted water (limited sea room) 
/ no precautions taken by the 
master / voyage not properly 
planned (charts not prepared) / not 
aware of navigational dangers / 
shortcomings in company's 
shipboard procedures (safety 
culture)  

drift 
grounding 

run aground after dragging its 
anchor 

report not found yet 

drift 
grounding 

cargo shifted / list / lost power and 
drifted towards shore 

strong wind foce 8-9 / heavy seas 
/ heavy motions caused fuel 
system to the generators to 
become air-locked 

power 
grounding 

OOW incapacitated alone in the 
bridge / vessel missed course 
alteration / grounding 

OOW failed to alter course at 
planned waypoint / OOW 
incapacitated while alone on the 
bridge knocked down unconscius / 
watch alarm OFF / poor 
navigational practices (not plotted 
positions) 

power 
grounding 

OOW fell asleep / missed 
intended change of course / 
watchkeeper incapacitation 

6-on/6-off watches are tiring / 
OOW required to work during 
port operations / sleep pattern 
likely to be disrupted / high levels 
of fatigue 

power 
grounding 

sand banks / tidal stream / 
grounding 

passage not closely monitored / 
vessel allowed to drift over a 
cable to the south of her intended 
track by the tidal stream / chart 
warnings not given enough weight 
/ master was familiar with the area

near misss 
collision / 
close quarters 
situation / 
crossing 

vessel constrained by her draught 
/ unable to manoeuvre 

bulk carrier OOW believed his 
vessel was constrained by her 
draft (probably not). Ferry OOW 
could not see the three red lights / 
there is danger in the use of VHS 
radio for collision avoidance (see 
MSN 167) / different 
interpretation of rules 

near miss / 
drift 
grounding 

vessel lost power for a while / 
wind and waves pushed vessel 
toward shore 

ignoring guidance / master not 
briefed about engine control room 
problems !! 
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Accident Hazard Contributory causes of the 
accident / consequences 

power 
grounding 

entering port without pilot in 
adverse conditions / strong tidal 
stream / grounding 

unfamiliar with port / no pilot 
onboard / ignoring navigational 
advice by port authorities / strong 
tidal stream / passage in restricted 
waters without pilot demands 
master's unerring concentration / 
not enough manning on the bridge 
/ bad bridge management / not use 
of headmarks, transits, leading 
lights, radar parallel indices 

near miss 
collision / 
crossing 

crossing traffic / OOW 
misjudgement / near miss 
collision 

tanker misinterpreted predicted 
clearance (risk of collision 
underestimated) / tried VHF 
contact / ignored signals from 
ferry's OOW / ferry's OOW 
ignored rules 

collision / 
crossing 

fishing vessel engaged in fishing 
not manoeuvrable /  

fishing vessel engaged in fishing 
not very manoeuvrable / 
uncertainty in judging the 
behaviour of the fishing vessel 

near miss 
colision / 
meeting 

research vessel give-way vessel / 
cargo ship stand-on vessel, took 
no action / research vessel reacted 
late  

both OOW misinterpreted each 
other situation / lesson to use 
radar at all times and to call the 
master at once 

collision / 
tanker 
overtaking  

tanker overtaking cargo vessel / 
distraction of lookout / collision / 
cargo vessel sank 

Watch keepers distracted 

Collision Poor lookout when in TSS or 
recommended track 

risk of collision heightened when 
large numbers of vessels choose 
the same or similar tracks 

Grounding Autopilot failure in confined 
waters 

 

collision / 
crossing / 
overtaking 

tug in lane / car carrier overtaking 
obscuring view of crossing traffic 
/ ferry crossing lane / tug's OOW 
failure to notice the crossing ferry 
/ no action 

lookout required to conduct safety 
rounds (manning) / unsafe 
working practices/ tug's OOW 
attention focused on overtaking 
vessel (took no notice of other 
traffic) 

near miss 
collision 
crossing 

OOW tanker (give-way vessel) 
maintained heading and speed, 
based on his interpretation of the 
ARPA / tanker passed ahead at a 
distance of 4 cables 

 

Grounding steering failure / master goes out 
of the bridge / chief engineer no 
experience  
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Accident Hazard Contributory causes of the 
accident / consequences 

near miss 
collision  

fishing vessel hauling string of 80 
creels / fishing buoys, bulk carrier 
had to pass, chose to pass close to 
the fishing vessel 

 

grounding vessel missed waypoint change of 
course 

restricted waters / lookout left the 
bridge before alteration of course 
due / owner removed all 
computers sited on the bridge 

 

4.8. Identification of risk-contributing factors 

If any one of the hazards described in the previous Section materialises into an 
(initiating) event, a chain of subsequent events may lead to a grounding and/or collision 
accident and eventually to a pollution event.  Thus, in order to quantify the risk of such 
an accident, the risk (probability and consequences) associated with the following 
factors must be quantified:  
 

• The existence of a hazardous situation, 
• The Perception/Decision/Action by the OOW, and  
• The ability and reliability of the ship systems to carry out the manoeuvre 

 
Taking this into account, and in terms of grounding, the following hazardous 
situations were deemed possible: 
 

• UCourse towards shore: (shore ahead of the vessel’s track) this occurs at points 
where course changes are necessary.  This may result in an accident (see figure 
below) if the OOW fails to change the course (due to fatigue, incapacitation, 
unawareness, etc) 

 

 
• UCourse along shore: (vessel’s track within 0.2 milesTPF

8
FPT of shore) this occurs in 

restricted and/or coastal waters (little Minch passage, DWR proximity to Gallan 
Head, respectively). This may result in an accident (see figure below) if for any 
reason (technical, OOW mistake, tide, current) the vessel goes off track (towards 
shore) and the OOW fails to correct the course 

 

                                                 
TP

8
PT A “critical” distance of 0.2 miles is the distance within which a hazardous situation is deemed to occur 

(grounding hazard and/or other vessel within 0.2 miles from own vessel) 

Hazard: Course towards shore 
Accident: supposed to change course / does not make the turn / grounding 

 

Examples include: 
 
• Missing (necessary) alteration of course  
• Bad position / OOW does not steer away from shore 
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• UDrift towards shore: this may result in an accident in the event of vessel’s 

breakdown coupled with failure to anchor on time, or failure to obtain 
assistance, for instance due to heavy weather. 

 
 
 
 
In terms of collision, the following hazardous situations were identified:  
 

• UMeetingU: Other vessel’s track within 0.2 miles of own vessel’s track ahead. This 
may result in an accident if the OOWs in both vessels fail to carry out a collision 
avoidance manoeuvre 

 
• UCrossingU: Other vessel crossing Own vessel’s track within a 2.5 miles radius. 

This may result in an accident if the OOWs in both vessels fail to carry out a 
collision avoidance manoeuvre 

 
• UOvertakingU: Other/Own vessel overtaking slower vessel within 0.2 miles of 

Own/Other vessel’s track.  This may result in an accident if there is a change of 
course, and the OOWs in both vessels fail to carry out a collision avoidance 
manoeuvre 

 

4.9. Discretisation of routes for risk analysis 
 
In order to identify critical sectors of each passage, the routes were divided into 5-miles 
sectors along the mean vessels’ track, where the occurrence of the above hazardous 
situations was established, as indicated in XTable 4-16X to XTable 4-18X.   
 
The probability of correct decision/action by an OOW must be quantified taking into 
account all relevant influencing factors (fatigue, watchkeeping standards, weather, 
navigational aids, etc.) 
 
Quantification of the above factors is the objective of the quantitative risk analysis 
described in the next Section. 

Hazard: Course along shore 
Accident: Drifts off or steer towards shore / does not correct course / grounding 

          

Examples include: 
 
• Drifting off due to severe wind and waves, 
• Accidental course change 
• Inappropriate collision avoidance manoeuvres 
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Table 4-16: Possible hazardous situations for Miches Northbound passage 

Sector 
No. 

Depth 
(m) 

Minches Northbound route – Hazardous situations  
(course change, shore proximity, crossing traffic, etc.) 

1 132  
2 100  
3 100  
4 115  
5 70  
6 99 Course change: 008 deg (Mill Rocks, 20m ahead) 
7 187  
8 36  
9 124 Crossing: Ferry, Oban-Castlebay (Barra)  

10 133 Crossing: Ferry (Oban-Castlebay (Barra) + Ferry (Barra-Soiuth 
Uist) 

11 125 Crossing: Ferry (Oban-Castlebay) + Ferry (Barra-Soiuth Uist) 

12 125 Crossing: Ferry, Mallaig-Lochboisdale (South Uist) + Ferry 
(Barra-Soiuth Uist) 

13 95  
14 68  
15 65  

16 65 Shore: Neist Point, 4.35m (east) from track mean / Couse change: 
020 deg (South Harris, 25m ahead) 

17 26 Shore: 4.35m (east) from track mean 
18 121 Shore: 4.35m (east) track mean 

19 28 Course change: 062 deg (Eilean Glas, 18.8m ahead) 
Crossing: Uig (Skye)-Lochmaddy (North Uis) 

20 25 Shore: Waternish Point, 2.32m (east) from track mean 
Crossing: Uig (Skye)-Lochmaddy (North Uis) / Overtaking 

21 27 
Crossing: Uig (Skye)-Lochmaddy (North Uis) / Crossing: Ferry, 
Uig (Skye)-Tarbet (Harris) / Overtaking 
Recommended Track (Northbound) 

22 18 Shore: Rubha Hunish, 0.87m (east) from track mean 
Recommended Track (Northbound) 

23 23 Course change: 045 deg (Summer Isles, 33.6m ahead) 
Overtaking - Recommended Track (Northbound) 

24 24 Overtaking - Recommended Track (Northbound) 
25 61 Overtaking - Recommended Track (Northbound) 

26 74 
Shore: Rubha Reidh, 7.25m (east) from track mean / Course 
change: 020 deg (Stoer Head, 31m ahead) 
Overtaking 

27 38 Overtaking 
28 28 Crossing: Ferry, Ullapool - Stornoway (Lewis) / Overtaking 
29 88 Crossing: Ferry, Ullapool - Stornoway (Lewis) / Overtaking 
30 57 Overtaking 
31 96  
32 97  
33 103  
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Sector 
No. 

Depth 
(m) 

Minches Northbound route – Hazardous situations  
(course change, shore proximity, crossing traffic, etc.) 

34 117  
35 137  

 

Table 4-17: Possible hazardous situations for Miches Southbound passage 

sector 
No. 

depth 
(m) 

Minches Southbound Route – Hazardous situations 
(course change, shore proximity, crossing traffic, etc.) 

35 137  
34 117  
33 105  
32 92  
31 92  
30 90  
29 118 Shore: Eye Peninsula, 5.32m (west) from track mean 
28 54 Crossing: Ferry, Ullapool - Stornoway (Lewis) 
27 45  

26 36 Course change: 240 deg (Shiant Islands 5.6m ahead) 
Overtaking - Recommended Track (Sothbound) 

25 23 Shore: Shiant Islands:1.96m  (east) from track mean 
Overtaking - Recommended Track (Sothbound) 

24 10

Shore: Shiant Islands, 1.96m (east) from track mean + Rubh' 
Uisenis, 1.68m (west) from track mean / Course change: 220 deg 
(Eilean Glas 5.6m ahead) 
Overtaking - Recommended Track (Sothbound) 

23 22 Shore: Eilean Glas, 2.2m (west) from track mean 
Overtaking - Recommended Track (Sothbound) 

22 28

Shore: 3m (west) from track mean 
Crossing: Uig (Skye)-Lochmaddy (North Uis) / Crossing: Ferry, Uig 
(Skye)-Tarbet (Harris) / Overtaking - Recommended Track 
(Sothbound) 

21 24 Course change: 200 deg (Loch Skiport, 33.6m ahead) 
Overtaking - Recommended Track (Sothbound) 

20 47  
19 28 Crossing: Uig (Skye)-Lochmaddy (North Uis) 
18 121 Shore: 4.35m (east) from track mean 
17 26 Shore: 4.35m (east) from track mean 
16 65 Shore: Neist Point, 4.35m (east) from track mean 
15 65  
14 68  
13 95  

12 125 Crossing: Ferry, Mallaig-Lochboisdale (South Uist) + Ferry (Barra-
Soiuth Uist) 

11 125 Crossing: Ferry (Oban-Castlebay) + Ferry (Barra-Soiuth Uist) 
10 133 Crossing: Ferry (Oban-Castlebay (Barra) + Ferry (Barra-Soiuth Uist)
9 124 Crossing: Ferry, Oban-Castlebay (Barra)  
8 36  
7 187  
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sector 
No. 

depth 
(m) 

Minches Southbound Route – Hazardous situations 
(course change, shore proximity, crossing traffic, etc.) 

6 99  
5 70  
4 115  
3 100  
2 100  
1 132  

 

Table 4-18: Possible hazardous situations for Deep Water Route passage 

sector 
No. 

depth 
(m) 

Deep Water Route - Hazardous Situation 
(course change, shore proximity, crossing traffic, etc.) 

1 160 Meeting 
2 160 Meeting 
3 160 Meeting 
4 47 Meeting 
5 43 Meeting 
6 110 Meeting 
7 107 Meeting 
8 111 Course change: 000 (open sea ahead) 

Meeting / Exposed to weather 
9 129 Meeting / Exposed to weather 
10 105 Meeting / Exposed to weather 
11 103 Meeting / Exposed to weather 
12 79 Meeting / Exposed to weather 
13 54 Meeting / Exposed to weather 
14 87 Meeting / Exposed to weather 
15 64 Meeting + crossing (gen cargo) / Exposed to weather 
16 50 Meeting + crossing (gen cargo) / Exposed to weather 
17 55 Meeting + crossing (gen cargo) / Exposed to weather 
18 48 Shore: Heisker or Monarch Islands, 11.5m (east) from DWR) / 

Exposed to weather 
19 57 Course change: 035 (Whale Rock, 20m ahead - northbound) 

Meeting + crossing (fishing) / Exposed to weather 
20 50 Meeting + crossing (fishing) / Exposed to weather 
21 43 Shore: Haskeir Island, 4.8 (east) from DWR 

Meeting + crossing (fishing) / Exposed to weather 
22 34 Meeting + crossing (fishing) / Exposed to weather 
23 74 Shore: Whale Rock, 5.6m (west) from DWR 

Meeting + crossing (fishing) / Exposed to weather 
24 95 Meeting + crossing (fishing) / Exposed to weather 
25 75 Meeting + crossing (fishing) / Exposed to weather 
26 79 Meeting / Exposed to weather 
27 71 Meeting / Exposed to weather 
28 68 Meeting / Exposed to weather 
29 64 Shore: 5.7m (east) of DWR + Flannan Islands, 5.7m (west) of 

DWR / Exposed to weather 
30 89 Shore: Gallan Head: 4.3m (east) of DWR / Exposed to weather 
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sector 
No. 

depth 
(m) 

Deep Water Route - Hazardous Situation 
(course change, shore proximity, crossing traffic, etc.) 

31 90 Course change(N): 050 (open sea ahead) + S:215 deg (Flannan 
Islands, 14m ahead) / meeting / Exposed to weather 

32 53 Meeting / Exposed to weather 
33 53 Meeting / Exposed to weather 
34 62 Meeting / Exposed to weather 
35 68 Meeting / Exposed to weather 
36 71 Meeting / Exposed to weather 
37 75 Course change: 090 (open sea ahead) 

Meeting / Exposed to weather 
38 86 Meeting 
39 86 Shore: Butt of Lewis, 5m (south) from DWR 

Meeting 
40 101 Meeting 
41 89 Meeting 
42 108 Meeting 
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5 Risk Analysis 
 
“Risk analysis in essence is a decision problem subject to uncertain information” 
 
Risk is the combination of probability and severity of consequences. The aim of risk 
analysis in this study was to quantify the Effectiveness of possible measures (in this case 
routeing and other measures) to reduce the risk of pollution.  Effectiveness is the risk 
reduction that can be expected from a risk control measure / risk control option (RCO), 
and can be defined as follows: 
 

Risk deduction = Future Risk – Current Risk 
 
Current risk can be calculated from historical statistics (if such exist); however future 
risk can only be solely estimated on the basis of judgement (qualitatively) or using a 
risk model (quantitatively). 
 
In this section, a probabilistic model for estimating (quantitatively) the risk of a 
significant pollution event in the study area and the effectiveness of possible RCOs is 
presented aimed at quantifying the following: 
 

i. The probability of a hazardous situation (course to shore, drift, collision course) 
along the evaluated routes 

ii. The probability of the OOW actions, based on the OOW ability to perceive the 
hazardous situation, decide and act accordingly (carrying out the correct 
manoeuvre) 

iii. The probability of a grounding/collision event (given the above) 
iv. The probability of oil pollution given an accident  

 
Item i relates to the particular traffic characteristics and geographical/environmental 
conditions of the evaluated route. The relationships between and relative probabilities of 
all pertinent factors can be derived partly from experiential knowledge and partly from 
available statistical information (e.g. traffic surveys). 
 
Items ii and iii relate to both human factors (ability, awareness, decision-making, etc) 
and technical reliability of the ship (navigational equipment, steering, propulsion, etc). 
The relationships between all pertinent factors and their ensuing probabilities can only 
be estimated on the basis of experiential knowledge (as relevant statistics are not 
readably available). 
 
Item iv relates to the severity of the consequences of a particular collision and/or 
grounding incident (the severity of the event may be related to the likelihood of the 
volume and type of pollutant released); this can be estimated on the basis of experiential 
knowledge, available casualty statistics and/or predictions with first-principles 
engineering tools. 
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5.1. Approach 
Given the objectives of the study and the complex relationships between the factors 
described above, it was deemed appropriate to develop a risk model utilising the 
concept of Bayesian Networks.  A brief overview of Bayesian Networks is given in 
Section X5.1.1X. 
 
Important inputs for the Bayesian Network model are the probabilities of all identified 
hazardous situations.  These probabilities were calculated on the basis of the 
information consolidated from the Hazard Identification task (section X4X) as described in 
Section X5.2X.  
 
The Bayesian Network model consists of various sub-models, addressing the following: 
 

• The probability of the OOW actions (OOW model, described in Section 5.3X) 
• The probability of grounding and/or collision (the accident model, described in 

Section X5.4X) 
• The ship (ship as a system, described in Section X5.5X) 

 
The resulting estimates of current (basis) risk are presented in Section X5.6X.  These 
estimates should correlate well with recent and relevant historical statistics, which are 
used to validate the model and provide a level of confidence for the evaluation of risk 
reduction of possible risk control options (carried out in Section X6X). 
 

5.1.1. UOverview of Bayesian Networks (BN) 
BN are widely accepted as a sound and intuitive formalism for reasoning under 
uncertainty. BN are designed as a knowledge representation of the considered problem 
and may therefore be considered as the proper vehicle to bridge the gap between 
formulation and analysis.   
 
The approach is been widely used where expert knowledge needs to be incorporated in 
operational risk quantification.  In marine risk assessment, some examples are given 
below: 
 

• Formal Safety Assessment of navigation of Large Passenger Ships, study 
conducted by DNV, and submitted by Norway to IMO; see reference X[24]X 

• Risk assessment of ship collisions; see reference X[23]X 
• Risk of explosion in North Sea offshore production platforms X[27]X 

 
The main features of the approach can be listed as follows X[25]X: 
 

• Best method for reasoning under uncertainty 
• Combines diverse data, including subjective beliefs and empirical data 
• Allows incomplete evidence and still obtain prediction 
• Performs powerful ‘what-if’ analysis to test sensitivity of conclusions 
• Compelling visual reasoning tool and a major documentation aid 
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Bayesian networks (also called belief networks, Bayesian belief networks, causal 
probabilistic networks, or causal networks) are acyclic directed graphs in which nodes 
represent random variables and arcs represent direct probabilistic dependences among 
them. The structure of a Bayesian network is a graphical, qualitative illustration of the 
interactions among the set of variables that it models. A Bayesian network also 
represents the quantitative relationships among the modelled variables. Numerically, it 
represents the joint probability distribution among them. This distribution is described 
efficiently, exploring probabilistic independences among the modelled variables. Each 
node is described by a probability distribution conditional on its direct predecessors. 
Nodes with no predecessors are described by prior probability distributions.  Both the 
structure and the numerical parameters of a Bayesian network can be provided by expert 
opinion. Finally, both the structure and the numerical probabilities can be a mixture of 
expert knowledge and measurements and objective frequency data. The name Bayesian 
originates from the fact that the joint probability distribution represented by a Bayesian 
network is subjective and this subjective probability distribution can be updated in light 
of new evidence using Bayes theorem. 
 
The Bayesian Network models described in this report were created using the GeNIe 
modeling environment developed by the Decision Systems Laboratory of the University 
of Pittsburgh ( HTUhttp://www.sis.pitt.edu/~dslUTH). 
 

 
Figure 5-1: Bayesian network (left: nodes view; right: nodes and states view) 

 

 
Figure 5-2: Illustration of the Bayesian network concept. 

This example illustrates how the variables (in this case, rain, wind and fog) are 
combined to quantify the state of visibility (good, reduced or poor) at any time.  The 

probabilities of the states of the variables are estimated on the basis of subjective/expert 
or statistical data if available. 
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5.2. Probability of occurrence of hazardous situations  
This section presents the quantification of probability of occurrence of the following 
hazardous situations (identified in Section X4.8X):  
 

Scenario i Course towards shore 
Scenario ii Course along shore 
Scenario iii Meeting 
Scenario iv Crossing 
Scenario v Overtaking 

 
The description of possible hazardous situations along each evaluated route is presented 
in XTable 4-16X to XTable 4-18X.   

5.2.1. UCourse towards shore (i) 

The total probability of this scenario was calculated as follows: 
 

( ) ( ) ( )∑==
torsn
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sec

1sec

1__  

 
For each sector (k) in which an alteration of course is necessary, the probability p(i)Bk B 
was assumed to be unity p(i)BkB=1.   
 

5.2.2. UCourse along shore (ii) 

The total probability of this scenario was calculated as follows: 
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For each sector (k) in which “shore” (a grounding hazard) is within 5 miles, the 
probability p(i)BkB was assumed to be unity (p(i)BkB=1).  PBtrack_shoreB is the probability that the 
vessel’s track is within a “critical” distance (0.2 milesTPF

9
FPT) from the grounding hazard.  

Thus, assuming the traffic distribution to be Gaussian distributed with 95% of the 
vessels’ tracks within the respective lane width, the average (for the route) probability 
PBtrack_shoreB is 0.019, 0.009, and 0.00011 (Minches Northbound, Minches Southbound, and 
Deep Water Route, respectively). 

5.2.3. UMeeting (iii) 

The total probability of this scenario was calculated as follows: 
 

( ) ( )iiiroutePPiiitotalP tracksame __ _ ×=  
                                                 
TP

9
PT The critical distance of 0.2 miles is the distance at which it is deemed that a ship must correct course 

otherwise the grounding will occur.   
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Where PBsame_track B is the probability that another vessel’s track lies within 0.2 milesTPF

10
FPT of 

(own) vessel’s track in each sector of the route. Thus, assuming the traffic distribution 
to be Gaussian distributed with 95% of the vessels’ tracks within the respective lane 
width (b=5 miles), the average probability PBsame_track B is 0.127. 
 
The current probability of meeting another vessel along the route, P_route(iii) is 
calculated on the basis of the current average daily (24 hours) traffic density (ρ Bt B, see 
Section X4.2.3X) as follows: 
 

( )
tors

passagevessels

n
N

iiirouteP
sec

__ =  

 
Where the following reasoning was made: 
 
• Half of the traffic goes northbound / the other half goes southbound (conservative), 

thus the density of traffic in any one direction is: 

tρ2
1  

 
• The number of vessels that can be expected on any one passage of duration tBpassageB 

(in hours) is calculated as follows: 

242
1

_
passage

tpassagevessels

t
N ×= ρ  

 
• A vessel is met in any one individual sector of the route, where the probability of 

meeting is unity.  
 

5.2.4. UCrossing (iv) 

The total probability of this scenario was calculated as follows: 
 

( ) ( ) ( )∑==
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ivp
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sec

1sec

1__  

 
For each sector (k) in which an alteration of course is necessary, the probability p(i)Bk B 
was estimated on the basis of judgement p(i)BkB=0.50 in sectors where scheduled ferry 
crossing take place (see XTable 4-16X to XTable 4-18 X) and p(i)Bk B=0.01 in all other sectors, in 
order to take into account the probability of fishing vessel activity. 

5.2.5. UOvertaking (v) 

The final probability of scenario v was calculated as follows: 

                                                 
TP

10
PT The critical distance of 0.2 miles (within the sector, i.e. within a 2.5 miles radius) is the distance at 

which it is deemed that a collision avoidance action is necessary. An accident will occur if the OOW 
makes a mistake. 
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( ) ( )vroutePPPvtotalP vesselfasterslowertracksame __ ___ ××=  

 
Where P_route(v) is calculated in the same way as P_route(iii). PBsame_trackB is the 
probability that another vessel’s track lies within 0.2 miles of (own) vessel’s track in 
each sector of the route and PBslower_faster vesselB is the probability of being in the same sector 
with another vessel (faster or slower) travelling in the same direction, assumed to be 
5%.  
 

5.2.6. UProbability of hazardous situation per passage – summary  

According to the above, for the northbound passage of the Minches (169 miles long, 
from Skerryvore to Cape Wrath), the route was discretised into 35 sectors (nBsectors B=35, 
approximately 5-miles each). Average traffic density is 9.7 vessels per day (see Section 
X4.2.4X). The probabilities of each scenario per sector are illustrated in XFigure 5-3X; the 
estimated total probabilities for the route are given in XTable 5-1X.   
 

Table 5-1: Probability of hazardous situations along Minches Northbound passage 

Course to shore Collision course MN 
sector 

No. 
Towards 
shore (i) 

Along 
shore (ii)

Meeting 
(iii) 

Crossing 
(iv) 

Overtaking 
(v) 

Pr_route 0.143 0.171 0.066 0.136 0.045 
Total Pr. 1.43e-1 3.27e-3 8.43e-3 1.36e-1 4.22e-4 
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Figure 5-3: Probabilities of hazardous situations along Minches Northbound route 

 
For the southbound passage of the Minches (167 miles long from Cape Wrath to 
Skerryvore), the route was discretised into 35 sectors (nBsectors B=35, approximately 5-miles 
each). Average traffic density is 9.7 vessels per day. The probabilities of each scenario 
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per sector are illustrated in XFigure 5-4X; the estimated total probabilities for the route are 
given in XTable 5-2X. 
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Table 5-2: Probability of hazardous situations for the Minches Southbound passage 

Course to shore Collision course hazardous 
situation 

 
Towards 
shore (i) 

Along 
shore (ii)

Meeting 
(iii) 

Crossing 
(iv) 

Overtaking 
(v) 

Route P 0.086 0.229 0.066 0.108 0.066 
Total P 8.57e-2 2.01e-3 8.33e-3 1.08e-1 4.17e-4 
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Figure 5-4: Probabilities of hazardous situations along Minches Southbound route 

 
For the passage through the Deep Water Route (209 miles long), the route was 
discretised into 42 sectors (nBsectors B=42, approximately 5-miles each). Average traffic 
density is 6.4 vessels per day (see Section X4.2.3X).  The probabilities of each scenario per 
sector are illustrated in XFigure 5-5X; the estimated total probabilities for the route are 
given in XTable 5-3X. Note that for sectors [8-37] an additional hazard is the exposure to 
easterly wind and waves; this is critical for breakdown situations (drift grounding), and 
has been taken into account in the accident model (see Section X5.4.1X). 
 

Table 5-3: Hazard identification per sectors for south/northbound vessels 
Deep Water Route passage 

Course to shore Collision course hazardous 
situation 

 
Towards 
shore (i) 

Along 
shore (ii) 

Meeting 
(iii) 

Crossing 
(iv) 

Overtaking 
(v) 

Route P 0.024 0.071 0.046 0.127 0.046
Total P 2.38e-2 8.46e-6 5.79e-3 1.27e-1 2.89e-4
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Figure 5-5: Probabilities of hazardous situations along Deep Water Route 

 
The final probabilities of occurrence for each scenario are illustrated in XFigure 5-6X. On 
this basis, the following hazards can be regarded as the most probable and critical: 
 

• Missing a planned alteration of course (Minches) [8-14%] 
• Crossing vessels (Minches and DWR) [11-13.5%] 
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Figure 5-6: Probability of encountering a hazardous situation along evaluated routes 
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5.3. OOW model 
The main task of the OOW is navigation, collision avoidance and control the vessel’s 
safe track.  Hence, the OOW model is based on the following human actions during 
these tasks: 
 

Perception / Decision / Action 
 

Perception refers to visually detecting the presence of a hazardous situation (other 
ships or shore for collision or grounding, respectively) or simply tracking other ships or 
shore with the available navigation aid (radar, electronic chart systems, etc.) 
 
Decision refers to the process of assessment of the perceived information either 
mentally or using auxiliary devices for plotting, computing etc. From the moment the 
OOW realises that a hazard is present in the vicinity of his own vessel, it will take him 
some time to determine the closest point of approach (CPA) and the time of the closest 
point of approach (TCPA) from which the OOW can decide whether a situation is 
evolving to which he has to react.  On the basis of this assessment, the OOW will then 
make a decision (based on the current situation, the traffic situation, the manoeuvring 
capabilities etc.). 
 
Action refers to the form of new navigational courses and/or changes in speed, the 
OOW makes to reduce the probability of the hazard materialising into a 
collision/grounding accident. 
 
The model is illustrated in XFigure 5-7X.  Its elements and the assumptions implicit in the 
OOW model are described next. 
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Figure 5-7: OOW model (Bayesian Network) 

nodes (ovals) contain the variables of the model 
arcs (arrows) indicate the relationship between the variables  
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5.3.1. UOOW Decision/Action 
The state of this variable or nodeTPF

11
FPT (see Figure 5-1 and XFigure 5-7X for definition of 

node, the outcome or states of the variable are: correct on time/late/no action), 
determines the probability of the OOW losing control of the vessel and consequently 
power grounding or collision, assuming that the ship is in a hazardous situation 
(collision course, course to shore).  The following states were evaluated: 
 
• UCorrect On Time U: The OOW correctly perceives/interprets all correct navigational 

information, reaches the correct decision at the correct time in accordance with the 
passage plan, and carries out a correct manoeuvre (course change and/or speed 
reduction) to avoid the hazard (collision course/course to shore).  

 
• UCorrect Late U: The OOW perceives/interprets all correct navigational information, 

and reaches the correct decision but fails to do this on time in accordance with the 
passage plan. This state may also be due to OOW’s initial failure to correctly 
perceive/interpret the navigational information. 

 
The following is a numbered list (Q#) of assumptions used in the model that was 
derived from expert judgement / experiential knowledge / historical statistics 
where available (a summary of all assumptions is given in Appendix 2). 
 

UQ 1: If the OOW’s action is delayed, the probability of losing control of 
the vessel (due to human error) during a collision course is 20% (not 
necessarily will result in an accident). 

 

UQ 2: If the OOW’s action is delayed, the probability of losing control of 
the vessel in Scenario-I (missing change of course at critical points in 
the route) is 10%. The average distance to shore in both routes (at 
critical course alteration points) is 20 miles (80 minutes at 15 knots); 
this probability accounts for the critical case, for which the closest 
shore is 5.6m ahead (22.4 minutes at 15 knots). 

 
• UNo ActionU: The OOW takes no action due to any other reason 

UQ 3: If the OOW takes no action, the probability of losing control of the 
vessel (due to human error) is 100% - for grounding, and 50% - for 
collision (Other vessel OOW has also collision avoidance responsibility). 

The outcome of this node is determined by the following factors: 
• OOW Perception (yes/no) 
• Quality of the passage planning (standard/poor) 
• OOW Fatigue (low/high) 

                                                 
TP

11
PT The word “node” (Bayesian Network specific) will be used when referring to the “variables” of the 

model 
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• Time available for decision (more time/less time) 
 

UQ 4: Assuming that the OOW has perceived the hazard, standard 
passage planning, and the OOW is rested and has sufficient time for 
decision-making, the probability of the OOW making a correct and 
timely decision is 100%. 

 

5.3.2. UOOW Perception 
The outcome of this node (yes/no) strongly determines the probability of the actions 
taken by the OOW in a hazardous situation  

UQ 5: If the OOW does NOT perceive the hazardous situation (collision 
course/course to shore), the probability of the OOW taking No Action is 
100%.  

The outcome of this node is determined by the following factors: 
• The Quality of the passage planning (standard/poor) 
• The success of the navigational aid detection (yes/no) 
• The success of visual detection (yes/no) 
• Whether reporting is required or not during the passage (yes/no) 

 

UQ 6: Assuming standard passage planning, and successful visual 
detection and/or navigational aid detection, the probability of hazard 
perception by the OOW is 100%. 

 

5.3.2.1. Passage planning 
This node refers to the quality of the passage planning (standard/poor), which is 
assumed to affect the success of perception, decision/action by the OOW, and the 
probability of experiencing a grounding hazard.  The following states were evaluated: 
 
• UStandardU: good passage planning (formalised IMO guidelines)  
 
• UPoorU: poor quality of passage planning or no passage planning (fishing vessel 

standard?)  

UQ 7: Poor passage planning reduces the probability of hazard 
perception and correct and timely decision/action by the OOW by 20%.  

UQ 8: Poor passage planning increases the probability of encountering a 
grounding hazard by 50%. 

The actual quality of the passage planning is influenced by the following factors: 
 
• Watch keeping standards (high/average/low), and 
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• The fact that vessels are expected to report to the Coast Guard station (passage 
through the Minches) 

 

UQ 9: High standards of watch keeping imply that the vessel will always 
have good passage planning (in line with formalised IMO guidelines), 
thus the probability of good passage planning is 100% - regardless of 
whether the vessel is expected to report or not 

 

5.3.2.2. Watch keeping standards 
The standard of watch keeping (high/average/low) reflect the overall safety culture of 
the vessel’s operator (including manning levels).  It will determine the overall level of 
fatigue, and distraction of the OOW, and the quality of the passage planning. 
 

UQ 10: if the watch keeping standard is average, the probability of high 
fatigue and distraction levels increase by 20%. 

UQ 11: if the watch keeping standard is low, the probability of high 
fatigue and distraction levels increase by 50%. 

 
The following factors influence the standard of watch keeping: 
• Type of vessel (oil tankers/chemical tankers/bulk carriers/general 

cargo/fishing/others) 
• The need to report to the Coast Guard (yes/no) 
• Route (in the Minches, provision of the ETV for escorting purposes is likely to 

increase the standards of watchkeeping, in particular for tankers, see Appendix 4) 
 

UQ 12: Typical standard of watch keeping in the DWR for evaluated 
vessel types (proportion of fleet, see table)U 

Watch 
keeping 
Standard 

Tanker-Oil Tanker-
Chemical 

Dry Cargo-
Bulk Carrier

Dry Cargo-
General 
Cargo 

Others 
(fishing 
vessels) 

High 90% 90% 60% 60% 50%
Average 9% 9% 30% 30% 35%
Low 1% 1% 10% 10% 15%
 
Total 

 
100% 100% 100%

 
100% 100%

 

UQ 13: Typical standard of watch keeping in the Minches for evaluated 
vessel types (proportion of fleet, see table)U 

Watch 
keeping 
Standard 

Tanker-Oil Tanker-
Chemical 

Dry Cargo-
Bulk Carrier

Dry Cargo-
General 
Cargo 

Others 
(fishing 
vessels) 
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High 99% 99% 60% 60% 50%
Average 0.9% 0.9% 30% 30% 35%
Low 0.1% 0.1% 10% 10% 15%
 
Total 

 
100% 100% 100%

 
100% 100%

 

5.3.2.3. Reporting 
The outcome of this node (yes/no) influences the quality of passage planning and 
increases the overall standard of watch keeping.  

UQ 14: If the Coast Guard expects a report from the OOW (at entry to 
and exit from the route), the probability of poor passage planning is 
reduced by 25% 

UQ 15: If the Coast Guard expects a report from the OOW (at entry to 
and exit from the route), the probability of low standards of watch 
keeping is reduced by 25% 

 
Whether a report is expected or not depends on the following factors: 
• The route (Minches/Deep Water Route) 
• Vessel type 

UQ 16: Reporting rate of different vessel types in the evaluated routes 
(see table)U 

Ship type Minches Deep Water Route 
Tanker-Oil 95% 90% 
Tanker-Chemical 90% 80% 
Dry Cargo-Bulk Carrier 90% 80% 
Dry Cargo-General Cargo 80% 60% 
Others (fishing vessels) 30% 10% 
 

5.3.2.4. Visual detection by the OOW 

This node refers to whether the OOW can see the markings and/or the hazards (collision 
course/course to shore).   
 
The probability of Visual Detection contributes to the probability of Hazard Perception 
by the OOW.   
 
The outcome of this node (yes/no) strongly affects the probability of the OOW 
becoming aware of a hazard, and is affected by the following factors: 
 
• Ability to visually detect (yes/no),  
• Time available to Detection (more time/less time),  
• OOW familiarisation (familiar/not familiar), and  
• OOW fatigue (low/high). 
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UQ 17: When it is physically possible to see the hazard, there is plenty of 
time for detection, the OOW is familiar with the area, and the OOW is 
rested, the probability of visual detection is 100%. 

 

5.3.2.5. Visually Detection Feasibility 
This node refers to whether it is physically possible to see the navigational marks and/or 
the hazards; this will depend on the visibility (weather), daylight, and distance, among 
others. The outcome of this node (yes/no) affects the probability of Visual Detection by 
the OOW. 

UQ 18: Assuming that it is NOT physically possible (not feasible) to see 
the hazard implies that the probability of visual detection is reduced by 
100%. 

The outcome of this node, is affected by the following factors: 
• Daylight (day/night) 
• Visibility (good/medium/poor), and 
• Marking (standard/poor) 
 

UQ 19: Assuming daylight, good visibility and standard marking, the 
probability of visual detection is 100%. 

 

5.3.2.6. OOW Fatigue 
This node refers to the level of fatigue of the OOW (low/high). The level of fatigue of 
the OOW affects the perception abilities of the OOW (visual and navigational aid 
detection) as well as the decision-making performance of the OOW 

UQ 20: The effect of fatigue on the perception and decision making 
abilities of the OOW is 20% (this is to say that the probability of 
correctly interpreting the information and the probability of making a 
correct decision is reduced by 20%) 

 
The actual level of OOW’s fatigue is determined by the standard (high/average/low) of 
watch keeping on board the ship.  

UQ 21: A high standard of watch keeping implies that the probability 
that the OOW is rested is 100% (i.e. in 100 out of 100 passages) 

 

5.3.2.7. OOW Familiarity 
This node refers to the level of familiarity of the OOW (familiar/not familiar). The level 
of familiarity of the OOW is assumed to influence the ability to visually perceive a 
hazard in the area.  
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UQ 22: If the OOW is NOT familiar with the route, the probability of 
visual detection is reduced by 10%. 

It is assumed that the level of the OOW’s familiarisation with the route is influenced by 
the ship type, as indicated below. 
 

UQ 23: Probability of OOW familiarity with the route for the evaluated 
ship types (proportion of passages, see table) U 

Ship type Minches Deep Water Route 
Tanker-Oil 50% 50% 
Tanker-Chemical 40% 40% 
Dry Cargo-Bulk Carrier 40% 40% 
Dry Cargo-General Cargo 40% 40% 
Others (fishing vessels) 90% 90% 
 

5.3.2.8. OOW Distraction 

This node refers to the level of distraction (low/high) on the bridge due to non-
navigational activities.  The outcome of this node will influence the quantity and the 
quality of the time available on the bridge for detection activities.   

UQ 24: A high level of distractions on the bridge will reduced the 
probability of the OOW having sufficient time for 
detection/decision/action by 50%.  

The actual level of OOW’s distraction is determined by the standard (high/average/low) 
of watch keeping on board the ship.  

UQ 25: A high standard of watch keeping implies that the probability 
that the OOW is fully dedicated to navigation duties is 95% (i.e. in 95 
out of 100 passages) 

 

5.3.2.9. Marking 
This node refers to the quality of marking (standard/poor) in a specific area.  The 
quality of marking will affect the ability of visual detection (help the mariner to 
differentiate between safe and unsafe waters). 
 
• UStandard (good) U marking means that it has to be sufficiently well lit or marked and 

have a level of reliability to be readily detected under normal circumstances (i.e. fit 
for purpose) – reliability is over 95% 

 
• UPoor U marking is when the marks are difficult to detect in normal conditions and 

impossible to detect in poor weather conditions – reliability is below 95% 

UQ 26: Poor marking in a specific area will reduce the probability of 
visual detection by 50%.  
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UQ 27: Probability of marking standard for the evaluated areas (see 
table)U 

Area Marking description 
Standard (good) 

quality of marking 
(%-age of route) 

Minches 
Northbound  

• Major headlands marked with 
IALA compliant navaids 99% 

Minches 
Southbound 

• Major headlands marked with 
IALA compliant navaids 99% 

Deep Water Route 
North/Southbound  90% 

 

5.3.2.10. Visibility 
The state of visibility (good/medium/poor) affects the (physical) ability for visual 
detection. The following states were evaluated: 
 
• UGoodU: over 5 miles 

UQ 28: Good visibility is equivalent to a visibility range of over 5 miles 

• UMediumU: 1-5 miles 

UQ 29: Reduced visibility is equivalent to a visibility range of 1-5 miles; 
feasibility of visual detection is reduced by 5%. 

• UPoor U: less than 1 mile 

UQ 30: Poor visibility is equivalent to a visibility range of less than 1 
mile; feasibility of visual detection is reduced by 25%. 

The range of visibility is determined by the following factors: 
• Wind-weather (calm no fog/ calm fog/ moderate/ strong) 
• Rain (yes/no)  
 

UQ 31: In good weather (calm wind / no fog / no rain), the probability 
that the visibility is over 5 miles is 100%. 

 

5.3.2.11. Wind-Weather 
The wind-weather (calm-no fog/ calm-fog/ moderate/ strong) affects the state of 
visibility and determines the severity of the sea state.  The following states are 
evaluated: 
 
• UCalm_no fogU: no wind / no fog (no rain) 
• UCalm_fogU: no wind / fog / (possible rain) 
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• UModerateU: moderate wind (possible rain) 
• UStrongU: strong wind (possible rain) 
 
The wind-weather is mainly determined by the season of the year, as indicated in the 
table below. 
 

UQ 32: Typical seasonal wind/Weather (frequency, see table)U 

Minches Deep Water Route Wind 
weather Summe

r Autumn Winter Spring Summe
r Autumn Winter Spring 

Calm 
no fog 55% 20% 20% 10% 45% 10% 10% 5%

Calm 
fog 25% 40% 40% 10% 15% 30% 30% 5%

Moderat
e 10% 20% 20% 40% 20% 30% 30% 45%

Strong 10% 20% 20% 40% 20% 30% 30% 45%

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
 

5.3.2.12. Daylight 
Daylight (day/night) will affect the ability of visual detection by the OOW.  In the day, 
the OOW’s overall awareness is being reinforced constantly by the landmarks around 
him/her and his/her ability to judge distances is improved.   

UQ 33: In the night, the OOW’s overall awareness (hence his ability for 
visual detection) is diminished by 33%. 

UQ 34: Seasonal daylight frequency (% day light / day, see table)U 

Daylight Summer Autumn Winter Spring 
Daylight =Day 70% 50% 30% 50%
Daylight 
=Night 30% 50% 70% 50%
 
Total  100% 100%

 
100% 100%

 
 
Low fatigue levels are more likely to be critical at night. According to X[16]X, about 48% 
of groundings occurs between 0000 and 06000 (see Section X4.6.1X).  To account for this 
trend, it was assumed that:  
 

UQ 35: During hours of darkness, the probability of fatigue is increased 
by 10% (when manning levels are likely to be low). 
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5.3.2.13. Rain 
Rain (yes/no) will affect the state of visibility.   

UQ 36: In rain, the probability of good visibility is reduced by 20%. 

UQ 37: Seasonal rain frequency (% rain / season, see table)U 

Rain Summer Autumn Winter Spring 
Rain=no 90% 80% 70% 80%
Rain=yes 10% 20% 30% 20%
 
Total  100% 100%

 
100% 100%

 
 

5.3.2.14. Navigational Aid Detection 

This node refers to whether the OOW can detect the markings and/or hazards using 
available (on the bridge) navigational aids.   
 
The outcome of this node (yes/no) affects the level of perception of the OOW.  And is 
determined by any of the following factors:  
 

• Paper Chart Detection (yes/no), OR 
• Radar Detection: (yes/no), OR 
• ECS Detection: (yes/no). 

 
The downside to the flood of information available to a ship’s operator is that the 
possibility of distraction rises with the amount of data received. With various display 
screens competing for attention, VHFs blaring and the multitasking that’s necessary on 
any bridge, an operator’s attention could be in the wrong place at the wrong time, 
especially during crucial manoeuvring or shallow water operations.  This is taken into 
account in the model as indicated below. 

UQ 38: If the hazard is detected with available navigational aids (radar, 
ECS, AIS, etc), the final probability of successful hazard detection with 
available navigational aids is 99% (a margin of 1% error is assumed to 
account for “flood of information” situations on the bridge (e.g. too 
much display screens competing for attention) 

 

5.3.2.15. Radar Detection 
This node refers to whether the OOW can detect the markings and/or hazards on the 
radar.  The outcome (yes/no) contributes to navigational aids detection.  
 
The probability of Radar Detection contributes to the probability of Navigational Aid 
Detection.   
 
The success of radar detection is determined by the following factors: 
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• Ability of radar detection (yes/no) 
• Time available to Detection (more time/less time),  
• OOW fatigue (low/high). 
 

UQ 39: Assuming that the radar signal is correct, there is sufficient time 
for detection and the OOW is rested, the probability of radar detection 
is 99%. 

 

5.3.2.16. Radar Detection Feasibility 
This node refers to whether it is physically possible to use the radar for detection; this 
will depend on the signal reliability, sea state, and geographical conditions, among 
others. The outcome of this node (yes/no) affects the probability of Radar Detection.  
 
The following factors affect the ability of radar detection: 
• Radar reliability (good/bad/not functioning) 
• Radar signal return (good/medium/poor/no return) 
• Sea State (calm/moderate/severe)  in severe seas, detection of buoys is strongly 

affected 
 

UQ 40: Assuming good reliability of the radar, good signal return, and in 
calm seas, the probability of physically being able to use the radar for 
detection is 100% 

 

5.3.2.17. Sea State 
The severity of the sea state (calm/moderate/severe) affects mainly the Ability to radar 
detection and the radar signal return.  The following states were evaluated: 
 
• UCalmU: sea state with waves of less than 1m height (significant wave height) 
 
• UModerateU: wave height between 1 and 3.5m  

UQ 41: Moderate seas (wave heights between 1 and 3.5m) will reduce the 
probability of radar detection by 5% (coastlines) and 20% (buoys) 

• USevereU: wave heights of over 3.5m  

UQ 42: Severe seas (wave heights of over 3.5m) will reduce the 
probability of radar detection by 10% (coastlines) and 50% (buoys) 
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5.3.2.18. Radar signal return 
The outcome of this node (good/average/poor), refer to the quality of the signal return 
as determined by the shoreline properties of the areas.  It will affect the ability of radar 
detection as described next: 
 
• UGoodU: strongly reflective radar targets (steep cliffs, rocks, headlands)  
 
• UAverageU: Intermittent reflective radar targets (gentle hills, woodland areas) 

UQ 43: An average signal return (average reflective radar targets) will 
reduce the probability of radar detection by 20% (in relation to strong 
reflective targets) 

• UPoor U: poorly reflective radar targets (low-lying or shelving coastlines, partly 
submerged hazards such as sand banks) 

UQ 44: A poor signal return (low-lying or shelving coastlines, partly 
submerged hazards) will reduce the probability of radar detection by 
40% (in relation to strong reflective targets) 

UQ 45: Expected radar signal return (from shoreline) for the evaluated 
areas in calm seas (probability along the route)U 

Expected  
Radar signal 

Minches 
Northbound 

Deep Water Route 
 

Good 25 sectors:  
[11-35]TPF

12
FPT 

71.4% 19 sectors: 
[9-11] and [27-42] 45.2%

Moderate 10 sectors: 
[1-10] 28.5% 8 sectors: 

[1-8] 19.0%

Poor 0 sectors 0.0% 15 sectors: 
[12-26] 35.7%

No return 0 sectors 0.0% 0 sectors 0.0%
 
Total  35 sectors 100%

 
42 sectors 100%

 
UNoteU: see routes’ description on XQ 27X (page X82X) 
 

5.3.2.19. Radar reliability 
The reliability of the radar (good/poor/not functioning) will influence the ability to radar 
detection. The following states were evaluated: 
• UGoodU: functioning to over 95% of the sets performance criteria 
 
• UPoor U: functioning to less than 95% of the sets performance criteria 

                                                 
TP

12
PT Sectors’ numbers for which the radar signal is expected to be “Good”; the probability is 25/35 = .714 

(71.4%). See Table 4-16 to Table 4-18 for full description of routes’ sectors. 
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UQ 46: Poor reliability of the radar (less than 95% of the sets 
performance criteria) will affect the probability of radar detection by 
25%. 

• UNon functioningU: failure 

UQ 47: Radar failure will impede radar detection (the probability of 
radar detection will be reduced by 100%) 

 

5.3.2.20. Electronic Chart Systems (ECS) Detection 
This node refers to whether the OOW becomes aware of the markings and/or the 
hazards by using the information provided by the ECS.  
 
Although a paper chart or an ECS is not really an aid for detection, in the way that (say) 
radar is, these are means by which the mariner can be forewarned about what hazards he 
can expect  and detect on the passage; in this sense, the probability of ECS Detection 
contributes to the probability of Navigational Aid Detection.   
 
The outcome of this node (yes/no) is influenced by the following factors: 
 
• ECS Detection Feasible? (yes/no) 
• OOW’s fatigue level (low/high) 

UQ 48: Assuming that the ECS is fit for purpose and the OOW is rested 
the probability of ECS detection is 100% 

 

5.3.2.21. ECS Detection Feasibility 
This node refers to whether it is physically possible to use the ECS for detection; this 
depends on whether the ECS is available on board and on the reliability of the 
information and the ECS itself.  Unavailability of an ECS implies that ECS detection is 
not possible. 
 
The outcome of this node (yes/no) thus is affected by the following factors: 
 
• Reliability (good/poor)  
• Availability (yes/no) 

UQ 49: Assuming that the ECS is available for navigation, and the 
information displayed is reliable, then the probability of ECS detection 
is 100% 

 

5.3.2.22. ECS Reliability 
The outcome of this node (good/poor) will affect the ability of ECS Detection. The 
following states were evaluated: 
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• UGoodU: reliability of the order of 99% (better than paper charts).  A 1% error margin 
is allowed for the possibility of not having up-to-date information or too much 
information that creates distractions for the OOW 

 
• UPoor U: incorrect / unreliable / not up to date ECS information 

UQ 50: Poor or unreliable ECS information implies unfeasible detection 
with the ECS 

 
 

5.3.2.23. ECS Availability 
The outcome of this node (yes/no) will also influence the success of ECS Detection. It 
has been assumed that the availability of the ECS is ship type dependent, as indicated in 
the table below. 
 
Availability of an ECS onboard may free up time for other navigation activities (radar 
detection, visual detection, and decision-making). 

UQ 51: If the ECS is available on board, then the probability of freeing 
up more time for navigation tasks (perception and decision-making) is 
increased by 25%. 

If the ECS is available on board, it is assumed that paper charts are not used. 

UQ 52: Availability of ECIDS for different ship typesU 

Ship type Possibility of using an ECS  
for navigation 

Tanker-Oil 60% 
Tanker-Chemical 60% 
Dry Cargo-Bulk Carrier 30% 
Dry Cargo-General Cargo 30% 
Others (fishing vessels) 50% 
 
 

5.3.2.24. Time available for navigation 
This node refers to the time available for detection and decision-making by the OOW.  
The amount of time available (more time/ less time) will affect the success of radar 
detection, visual detection, and decision-making).  The following states were evaluated: 
 
• UMore time U: sufficient time is available for detection,  
 
• ULess timeU: less time is available for detection, depending on the existence of 

navigational aids on board, and the level of distraction of the OOW 

UQ 53: Assuming that the OOW has less than “normal” time for 
navigation tasks on the bridge, then the probability of hazard 
perception and timely decision making is reduced by 10%. 
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UQ 54: Assuming low levels of distraction on the bridge (non-
navigational tasks), in 80% of the cases, this implies that the OOW 
would have more time for navigation activities on the bridge (other 
factors may impede full dedication to navigation) 

 

5.3.2.25. Chart Detection 
Chart detection contributes to navigational aid detection. The output of this node 
(yes/no) is affected by the following factors: 
 
• Chart reliability (good/poor), 
• Time available to Detection (more time/ less time), and 
• OOW Fatigue (low/ high) 

UQ 55: Assuming paper charts are reliable, there is sufficient time 
available for detection activities, and the OOW is rested, the probability 
of hazard detection with Paper Charts is 100%. 

UQ 56: If a ECS is available and used on board, it is assumed that paper 
charts  are not used for navigation. 

5.3.2.26. Chart Reliability 
The reliability of the paper charts affects the success of paper charts detection.  The 
outcome of this node (good/poor) is as follows: 
 
• UGoodU: area fully surveyed and/or has good chart overlaps 
 
• UPoor U: area not fully surveyed and/or has poor overlaps 

UQ 57: Assuming that an area is not fully surveyed and/or it has poor 
chart overlaps, the probability hazard detection on the paper charts is 
reduced by 40% 

It is assumed that the reliability of the charts is area-dependent as indicated in the table 
below (in this case reliability refers to how confident the mariner can be about existing 
paper charts on a route). 

UQ 58: Probability (%-age of the route) of Paper Chart Reliability for 
evaluated routes (see table)U 

Paper Charts 
Reliability MN MS DW 

Good   95%  100%   65% 
Poor         5% TPF

13
FPT      0%       35% TPF

14
FPT 

    

                                                 
TP

13
PT Because of the poor overlap in the narrows 

TP

14
PT Because of incomplete surveys outside DWR 
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Total  100% 100% 100% 
 
 

5.4. Accident model 
The accident model estimates the probability of a grounding and/or collision event (the 
accident).  The probability of an accident is thus determined by the following factors: 
 
• Whether the vessel is in collision course or heading towards shore; 
• The ability of the OOW to perceive the hazard (course to shore / collision course) 

and take correct and timely action (course and/or speed change; 
• The manoeuvrability of the vessel (relevant when late decisions are made when 

close to hazard) 
• Ship Systems (functions/does not function):   
• The area and prevailing wind conditions (relevant for drift grounding) 
 
These factors are taken into account in the Accident Model described next and 
illustrated in XFigure 5-8X.  
 

 
Figure 5-8: Accident Model (Bayesian Network) 

The occurrence of a grounding and/or pollution event is pre-requisite for the occurrence 
of a pollution event (release of pollutant following the accident). 
 

5.4.1. UGrounding 
The outcome of this node (yes/no) is determined by either of the two grounding 
scenarios evaluated: 
 
• Drift grounding (yes/no) 
• Power grounding (yes/no) 
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5.4.1.1. Course to Shore 
This node refers to the probability of encountering a grounding hazard along the route, 
which were calculated as described in Section X5.2X.  The results are summarised in XTable 
5-4X. 
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Table 5-4: Probability per passage of grounding hazards along the evaluated routes 

Hazardous situation Minches 
Northbound 

Minches 
South bound DWR 

i) Course towards shore 14.3% 8.6% 2.4%
ii) Course along shore 0.3% 0.2% ≈0.0%
 

5.4.1.2. Drift Grounding 
This node addresses the probability of a grounding event due to failure of the ship’s 
systems (steering, propulsion, and power) necessary to maintain course and heading, 
whilst the ship is not in a hazardous situation (course to shore) – the hazardous situation 
will be a result of the unavailability of the ship’s systems.  
 
The outcome of this node (yes/no) is determined by the following factors: 
 

• Ship Systems (function/malfunction) 
• Wind Force (calm/moderate/strong): determines the speed of drifting  
• Route (Minches/Deep Water Route): determines the proximity to shore 

(restricted, coastal, or open sea waters) and the probability of successful ETV 
assistance (ETV usually stationed in the Little Minch area) 

 

UQ 59: The probability of successful ETV assistance in the Minches in 
the event of a ship breakdown (ship NOT in close proximity – out with 
5 miles - of a grounding hazard) is assumed to be 90% (90% of the time 
the ETV is stationed in the narrows).  

UQ 60: The probability of successful ETV assistance in the Deep Water 
Route in the event of a ship breakdown (ship NOT in close proximity of 
a grounding hazard) is assumed to be 30%, 10% and 0% (in calm, 
moderate and strong winds, respectively). 

 

5.4.1.3. Power Grounding 
This node addresses the probability of a grounding event due to failure of the ship’s 
systems necessary to maintain course and heading or due to human error on the part of 
the OOW whilst the ship is in a hazardous situation (course to shore). 
 
The outcome of this node (yes/no) is affected by the following factors: 
 

• Ship Systems (function/malfunction) 
• The occurrence of a course to shore (yes/no)  depends on the route  
• OOW Action (correct/late/no action): due to human 

(fatigue/distraction/awareness), technical (systems, navaids) and environmental 
(wind, waves, visibility) factors 

• Ship manoeuvrability 
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UQ 61: if the vessel is in course to shore (hazardous situation), but the 
OOW acts on time (in accordance with the manoeuvring capabilities of 
the vessel and the environmental conditions), the probability of power 
grounding is 0%. 

 

5.4.2. UCollision 
The outcome of this node (yes/no) determines whether there is damage to the hull or 
not. It is determined by the following factors: 
• The occurrence of a hazardous event, which in this case is “collision course”.  
• The possibility that the OOW losses control of the vessel (yes/no)  
 

5.4.2.1. Collision Course 
This node refers to the probability of encountering a collision hazard along the route, 
which was calculated as described in Section X5.2X.  The results are summarised in XTable 
5-5X. 
 
The probability of the above scenarios (III–IV) for each of the evaluated routes was 
estimated as the fraction of the route in which such hazardous situations are likely (see 
Section X5.2X).  The results (input for the risk model) are presented in the following tables.  
 

Table 5-5: Probability per passage of collision hazards along the evaluated routes 

Hazardous situation Minches 
Northbound 

Minches 
South bound DWR 

iii) Meeting 0.84% 0.83% 0.58%
iv) Crossing 13.60% 10.80% 12.67%
v) Overtaking 0.04% 0.04% 0.03%
 
 

5.4.2.2. Traffic density 
Traffic density has been estimated as indicated in Sections X4.2.3X and X4.2.4X for the DWR 
and the Minches route, respectively.  Traffic density affects proportionally the 
probability of meeting, crossing and/or overtaking traffic. The following states were 
considered: 
 
• Low: less than 5 vessels per day  
• Medium: between 5 and 15 vessels per day  
• High: between 15 and 50 vessels per day 
• Very high: more than 50 vessels per day  (English Channel levels) 
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UQ 62: Frequency of traffic density levels in the evaluated routes (see 
table)U 

Traffic densityTPF

15
FPT 

Average number 
of vessels per day Minches Deep Water Route 

Low < 5 3.4% 41.4%
Moderate 5 - 15 93.1% 58.6%
High 15 - 50 3.4% 0.0%
Very high > 50 0.0% 0.0%
 
Total  100% 100%
 

UQ 63: The possibility exists that a collision course 
(meeting/or/crossing/or/overtaking) may occur in any part of the route, 
in particular at the critical sectors where the probability is assumed to 
be 100% (if the traffic density was the highest). 

UQ 64: The probability of a collision course 
(meeting/or/crossing/or/overtaking) at the critical sectors of the route is 
reduced by 10%, 50% and 95% when high, medium, and low traffic 
density respectively is encountered.  

 

5.4.3. UShip Systems 
This node refers to the reliability of the equipment needed to make a manoeuvre 
(course/speed change) in order to mitigate the risk of a hazardous situation.  

UQ 65: It is assumed that the equipment (steering, propulsion and/or 
power) needed to make a risk-mitigating manoeuvre (change of course 
and/or change in speed) has a reliability of 99.9% (i.e. in average, the 
equipment can be expected to fail once in 1000 such situations) 

The outcome of this node (yes/no) is determined by the following factors:  
 
• OOW Decision/Action (correct timely/ correct late/ incorrect/ no action) 
• Equipment Response (function/ mal function) 
 

UQ 66: Assuming that the ship is on COLLISION COURSE, and the ship 
systems (steering, propulsion) necessary to carry out corrective action 
(change of course and/or speed) fail, the probability of COLLISION is 
50% (the other ship is also responsible for collision avoidance) 

                                                 
TP

15
PT A low density frequency of (say) 40% indicate that during 40% of the recording period, the traffic 

density was below 5 vessels (transits) per day. 
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Q 67: Assuming that the ship is on COURSE TO SHORE, and the ship 
systems (steering, propulsion) necessary to carry out corrective action 
(change of course and/or speed) fail, the probability of GROUNDING is 
100% 

 

5.5. Ship model 
Defines vessel type and vessel size from the point of view of pollution potential. 

5.5.1. Own Vessel Type and Size 
The definition of the type of vessel for the study is based on pollution consideration. In 
this sense, the following categories can be identified: vessels carrying pollutants in bulk 
(oil and chemical tankers), vessels carrying a significant amount of pollutants in 
bunkers (bulk carriers, and general cargo vessels) and vessel in which the pollution 
potential is less significant than the former two categories (others).  Thus the node has 
the following states: 
 

Table 5-6: Vessel traffic breakdown according to ship type 

Vessel Type Minches Deep Water 
route 

Tanker / Oil Oil, LPG tanker  14.2% 24.2%
Tanker / Chemical Chemical tanker 1.1%, 2.1% 1.1%
Dry Cargo / bulk carrier Bulk carriers  11.7% 7.0%
Dry cargo / general 
cargo General Cargo  33.7% 4.8%

Others Fishing, Reefer, Naval, 
Workboat, Yacht, etc. 38.3% 62.9%

Total 100.0% 100.0%
 

Table 5-7: Vessel traffic breakdown according to ship type and size 

Route  DWR Minches 

Size Group Tanker Dry 
cargo Other Tanker Dry 

cargo Other 

1 Less than 500 GRT 0.0% 0.0% 94.7% 0.0% 1.6% 83.3%
2 500-10,000 GRT 0.0% 30.8% 4.4% 67.4% 87.5% 14.8%
3 10,000-50,000 GRT 21.3% 69.2% 0.9% 0.0% 5.5% 0.0%
4 More than 50,000 

GRT 78.7% 0.0% 0.0% 32.6% 5.5% 1.9%

total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
 
DWT (Deadweight Tonnage): Sometimes termed deadweight carrying capacity, is the 
difference between the light and loaded displacements of a ship or barge. The 
Deadweight tonnage comprises the cargo, stores, ballast, fresh water, fuel oil, 
passengers, crew and their effects. 
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GRT (Gross tonnage): is a measure of the internal capacity of a ship, tug or barge. It is 
a cubic or space measurement of all areas of a vessel with some allowances or 
deductions for exempt spaces such as living quarters. 
 

5.5.2. Manoeuvrability 
This variable indicates the state of vessel’s manoeuvrability (in terms of stopping 
distance, turning circle, engine response times, etc). The following states were 
considered: 
 
• Good: 
 
• Average: 
 
• Poor: 
 

Q 68: Typical level of manoeuvrability for evaluated vessel types 
(proportion of fleet, see table) 

Watch 
keeping 
Standard 

Tanker-Oil Tanker-
Chemical 

Dry Cargo-
Bulk Carrier

Dry Cargo-
General 
Cargo 

Others 
(fishing 
vessels) 

Good 60% 60% 30% 60% 60%
Average 35% 35% 50% 30% 30%
Poor 5% 5% 20% 10% 10%
 
Total 

 
100% 100% 100%

 
100% 100%
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5.6. Risk Estimation 
The outcome of the Bayesian Network models described in the previous sections is the 
basis of the risk analysis, the results of which are described next. 
 
The input for the risk estimation can be summarised as follows: 
 
• The probabilities (per passage) of hazardous situations along the evaluated routes 

are given in Sections X5.4.1.1 X and X5.4.2.1 X (grounding and collision, respectively) 
 
• The probability (per hazardous situation) of human error on the part of the OOW is 

estimated with the sub-model described in Section X5.3.1X.  All other factors affecting 
the OOW ability to perceive the hazard, upon which he/she can decide and act 
accordingly (weather, amount of day light, fatigue, level of distraction, visibility, 
etc) are implicit in this sub-model. 

 
• The probability (per passage) that, given the specific hazardous situation and 

ensuing action by the OOW, the sequence of events will lead to an accident is 
estimated on the basis of the sub-model described in Section X5.4.1X and X5.4.2X 
(grounding and collision, respectively) 

 
The above constitute the output of the Bayesian Network model of navigation in the 
evaluated routes. The results can be summarised as follows:  
 
• Probability of a hazardous situation (Ph): This is the probability per passage (output 

of the BN model) that the vessel will be in a critical course to shore or collision 
course, given the traffic conditions (all vessels): 

 

Hazardous situation Minches DWR
course to shore I 1.17E-01 2.43E-02
course to shore II 2.70E-03 8.65E-06
collision course III-V 1.44E-01 1.40E-01

All Vessels

 
 
• Probability of human error by the OOW (Pe): This is the probability of 

[delayed/incorrect/no action] per hazardous situation (output of BN model).  Thus a 
Probability of 0.1 (10%) means that during 1 in 10 of such (hazardous) situations the 
OOW will make a mistake (all vessels): 

 

OOW Action Minches DWR
Correct 9.40E-01 9.35E-01
Delayed 2.68E-02 2.90E-02
No action 3.34E-02 3.56E-02

All Vessels
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• Probability of Grounding or Collision (PBa B): This is the main outcome of the BN 

analysis.  It represents the probability of an accident per passage.  
 

Accident Minches DWR
Grounding I 5.12E-03 1.02E-03
Grounding II 1.18E-04 4.00E-07
Grounding drift 1.00E-04 5.36E-04
Collision III-V 3.13E-03 3.31E-03

All Vessels

 
 
On the basis of the above results, the (annual) probability of an accident (RBa B, 
collision/grounding) risk can be estimated as indicated next. 
 

yearpassagesaa NPR /×=  
 
Where PBa B is the probability (per passage) of an accident (collision/grounding) and 
NBpassages/yearB is the number of annual passages made by a specific group of vessels 
through the evaluated area (risk exposure).  This was estimated on the basis of the 
average traffic density as measured during the 29-day survey of the Outer Hebrides, ref 
X[5]X and the vessel reporting records in the Minches, as discussed in Section X4.2X.  The 
results are given in XTable 5-8X, assuming no seasonal variability of the average traffic 
density.  Three groups of vessels were evaluated on each route (see XFigure 5-9X and 
XFigure 5-10X): 
 

• All vessels: includes oil and chemical tankers, bulk carriers, general cargo, 
fishing, naval, and other vessels, of all sizes, as indicated in XTable 4-3X and XTable 
4-6X (DWR and Minches route, respectively). 

 
• Oil tankers: includes oil tankers only of all sizes, as indicated in XTable 4-4X and 

XTable 4-7X (DWR and Minches rote, respectively) 
 

• Laden oil tankers >10,000 GRT: includes laden oil tankers only above 10,000 
GRT as this type and size category is directly linked to the risk of a significant 
pollution event (i.e. an oil spill categorised as Tier II or III, see Section 4.5). 
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Table 5-8: Basis risk estimation results (per group / per route) 

Minches DWR  
All  

vessels
Oil  

Tankers
Laden  

Oil 
Tankers 
>10,000 

GRT 

All  
vessels

Oil  
Tankers 

Laden 
 Oil 

Tankers 
>10,000 

GRT 
Traffic density 
Vessels/day 9.7 1.6 - 6.4 1.6 -

Annual  
No. passages 3549.3 579.0 22.0 [TPF

16
FPT] 2341.0 591.6 415.6 [TPF

17
FPT]

Grounding (scenario 
i)  
number per year 

18.2 0.5 2.0×10 P

-2
P
 2.4 0.2 1.6×10 P

-1
P
 

Grounding (scenario 
ii)  
number per year  

0.4 1.2×10P

-2
P
 4.6×10P

-4
P
 0.0 8.3×10P

-5
P
 5.8×10P

-5
P
 

Grounding (drift) 
number per year 0.4 0.1 2.2×10 P

-3
P
 1.3 0.3 2.2×10 P

-1
P
 

Collision (scenarios 
iii-v) 
number per year 

11.8 0.4 1.5×10 P

-2
P
 7.8 0.8 5.6×10 P

-1
P
 

Total expected 
number of accidents 
per year 

30.8 1.0 3.8×10P

-2
P
 11.4 1.3 9.4×10P

-1
P
 

Return period of 
one accident (in 
years)18 

0.03 1 26.3 0.09 0.74 1.1

 
According to the results presented in Table 5-8, it can be seen that: 
 

• In average, one can expect 11 accidents/incidents every year in the Minches, and 
11 accidents/incidents every year in the DWR involving all types of vessels.  
These include mainly fishing vessels.  

 
• In average, one accident involving a large laden tanker (over 10,000 GRT) can 

be expected every 26 years in the Minches and every 1.1 year in the DWR. 
 
It must be noted however that the occurrence of an accident (collision/grounding) not 
necessarily implies that a pollution event would occur. Hence, the expected frequency 
of a pollution event is expected to be lower than the expected frequency of an accident. 
 
A sensitivity analysis of the model indicated that, in terms of navigational errors by the 
OOW, the top-4 most influential factors/assumptions are as follows  
                                                 
TP

16
PT From annual vessel reporting records (see Section 4.2.4) 

TP

17
PT According to the 2004 survey of the DWR [5], about 70% of the tankers surveyed were fully laden 

[63.8% laden + 6.35% unknown ]  
18 The return period is the average time period between two accidents / expected accident recurrence time  
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• OOW Fatigue  
• Passage planning  
• Watchkeeping standards (time available for navigation activities, distractions, etc) 
 
The above indicate that the risk model is sensitive to the assumptions related to the 
above factors (see XFigure 5-12X and XFigure 5-13X). If the assumptions are correct, it could 
also indicate that Risk Control Options related to the above factors would be the most 
effective risk-reduction measures. 
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Figure 5-9: Expected number of accident / incidents per year (basis risk level) 

ALL vessel types and sizes 
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Figure 5-10: Expected number of accident / incidents per year (basis risk level) 

OIL TANKERS only 
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Figure 5-11: Expected number of accident / incidents per year (basis risk level) 

LADEN OIL TANKERS over 10,000 GRT 
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Figure 5-12: Most significant factors of navigational failure (human errors) by the 

OOW – ALL VESSELS 
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Figure 5-13: Most significant factors of navigational failure (human errors) by the 

OOW –TANKERS 
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6 Risk Control Options 

As described in section X4X, the Minches routes have a number of inherent risk reduction 
measures for ships (natural shelter from weather, more choice of safe anchorages if 
required), and a number of imposed risk reduction measures (voluntary routeing and 
reporting, ability to deploy the ETV).  Hence evidence of the positive impact of these 
measures should be noticeable in the current (basis) risk level for both routes.  Based on 
the results of risk estimation illustrated in Section X5.6X, the following observations can be 
made: 
 
For all types of vessels: 
 

• The risk of collision in the Minches is (1.4×) higher than in the DWR – this is 
mainly due to the higher traffic volume in the Minches 

• The risk of power grounding in the Minches is (7.7×) higher than in the DWR – 
resulting from missing course alterations in the Minches 

• The risk of drift grounding in the Minches is lower (30%) than in the DWR – 
due to the dominant westerly winds in the DWR 

• The overall risk of an accident in the Minches is (2.6×) higher than in the 
DWR 

 
For laden oil tankers larger than 10,000 GRT: 
 

• The risk of collision in the Minches is lower (50%) than in the DWR – due to 
the existing recommended routeing 

• The risk of power grounding in the Minches is (2.5 times) higher than in the 
DWR – resulting from missing course alterations in the Minches 

• The risk of drift grounding in the Minches is lower (33%) than in the DWR – 
due to the dominant westerly winds in the DWR 

• The overall risk of an accident in the Minches is lower (77%) than in the 
DWR 

 
As can be seen, as far as (oil and chemical) tankers are concerned, there is evidence that 
the risk of an accident (collision/grounding/breakdown) of large laden oil tankers 
(proportional to the risk of a significant pollution incident) in the Minches routes is 
currently lower than in the DWR.  Such an accident in the Minches can be expected 
once every 26 years; in the DWR such an event can be expected once every year.  In 
line with current maritime safety standards, consideration of additional risk control 
measures is necessary to ensure that the risk level is As Low As Reasonable Possible 
(“ALARP”).  
 
This section looks in more detail at the range of Risk Control Options not currently in 
place for both the Minches and Deep Water Route.  
 
It should be kept in mind that these are practical options adopted for the purposes of 
assessing their value in reducing the risk of a pollution incident.  They are not, at this 
stage, recommendations for the report sponsors to adopt. 
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Practical implications are provided here, together with estimates of risk reduction 
(effectiveness) for each Risk Control Option as derived from the risk model presented in 
the previous section. The basis risk level is summarised in XTable 5-8X (Section X5.6X, page 
X99X) 
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6.1. Improved Routeing (RCO-01) 

The routeing in the Minches described in section X4.1.3X is voluntary. Thus, whilst it may 
be unlikely that a large ship (perhaps a loaded tanker following the southbound route 
through the Shiants, as described in section X4.1.3.2 X), will have its passage impeded 
whilst at the most hazardous point, there is currently nothing to prevent such a scenario. 

 
The basic routes established (i.e. northbound via Troddy / Fladda, and southbound via 
the Shiants) are sound, given the unalterable geography of the area. However, it is 
considered that an additional RCO would be added if the designation of those routes 
was strengthened in two respects as follows: 

 
a) Designation of the existing routes as mandatory for through traffic, with the 

authority of an IMO Traffic Separation Scheme (TSS). 
b) Restrictions on non through traffic, so as to avoid impeding the safe passage of 

through traffic which is committed to the restricted waters of the Troddy and 
Shiant narrow sections of the proposed TSS. 

 
The route west of Hebrides will continue to be favoured by some ships, even if the 
above routeing improvements to the Minches (and the other RCOs described here) were 
adopted. Although it is of concern that the existing DWR passes so close to Gallan 
Head, it is necessary to consider what factors must be assessed if a new DWR was to be 
“re-defined” further offshore.  This is considered as a separate Risk Control Option 
(RCO-11). 
 
One seemingly logical approach would be to base the distance (between a re-defined 
DWR and the west coast of Lewis) on the drifting distance of a disabled ship, combined 
with the time it would take for the ETV to reach it before it grounds. At present, a ship 
suffering a breakdown off Gallan Head would be ashore within 2 hours, whilst the 
mobilisation time for the ETV from Stornoway is at least 5 hours in good weather. 
 
If the DWR was to be pushed further west, to allow for a greater “drift” time for the 
disabled tanker, the options are not good. There is a 5 metre depth at Whale Rock 
between St. Kilda and Flannan, and it may not be realistic to expect ships bound from 
Cape Wrath towards the UK’s west coast to make their passage west of Flannan and St. 
Kilda.  As has been stated, the areas west of Hebrides are not well surveyed (the 
exception being the existing DWR corridor itself), so it would be necessary to identify if 
there were any other hazards similar to Whale Rock, and then chart and mark them 
appropriately. 
 
Finally, it is questionable how effective an ETV would be in trying to assist a stricken 
vessel anywhere west of Hebrides in rough weather.   
 
Taking into account all the above, RCO-01 was limited to strengthening the status of the 
Minches routes as described earlier is regarded as a viable RCO.   
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The risk reduction potential of RCO-01 was evaluated with the risk model. In this 
respect, the assumptions and implications can be summarised as follows (results in 
XTable 6-1X): 
 
Assumptions: 
 
• RCO-01 only applies to the Minches route; 
• RCO-01 includes mandatory designation of current recommended routes (TSS); 
• RCO-01 includes restrictions on non through traffic at Troddy and Shiant narrow 

sections. 
 
Implications (changes in the risk model): 
 

 100% reduction of probability of meeting (scenario iii) in sectors 21-25 (Minches 
Northbound route) and sectors 22-26 (Minches South bound route); 

 50% reduction of probability of crossing in the same sectors as above; 
 Awareness of OOW unaffected (conservative). 

 

Table 6-1: Risk reduction evaluation results for RCO-01 

 Minches DWR 
 

All 
vessels 

Oil 
Tankers 

Laden 
Oil 

Tankers 
> 10,000 

GT 

All 
vessels 

Oil 
Tankers 

Laden 
Oil 

Tankers 
> 10,000 

GT 
Basis risk 
Annual probability 

3.08E+01 1.00E+00 3.80E-02 1.14E+01 1.00E+00 8.95E-01
Risk with 
RCO 3.00E+01 9.73E-01 3.70E-02 N.A. N.A. N.A.

RCO risk 
reduction -2.6% -2.7% -2.7% N.A. N.A. N.A.
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6.2. Improved Navigation Aids (RCO-02) 

With the imminent deployment of an illuminated mark on An-t-lasgair in the summer of 
2005 (see section X4.1.3.1 X) the major deficiency in the provision of Minches navaids is 
being addressed.  
 
The only remaining concern relates to the southbound Minches route, where vessels are 
required to pass close to the buoy marking Shiants and also Sgeir Inoe rocks, off Eilean 
Glas. Although no indication was given at the HAZID that these buoys are inadequate, 
the ability of mariners to detect them visually and by radar is very important. 
Accordingly, the replacement of the existing Sgeir Inoe with a Racon Buoy is 
considered a valid RCO.   
 
The risk reduction potential of RCO-02 was evaluated with the risk model. In this 
respect, the assumptions and implications can be summarised as follows (results in 
XTable 6-2X): 
 
Assumptions: 
• RCO-02 only applies to the Minches routes; 
• RCO-02 includes an illuminated mark on An-t-lasgair; 
• RCO-02 inlcudes a Racon Buoy at Sgeir Inoe. 
 
Implications (changes in the risk model): 
 

 100% improvement in feasibility of visual and radar detection in conditions of 
reduced visibility and at night 

 

Table 6-2: Risk reduction evaluation results for RCO-02 
(grounding and collision accidents) 

Minches DWR 

[Expected 
Annual 

Probability] 
All 

vessels 
Oil 

Tankers 

Laden 
Oil 

Tankers 
> 10,000 

GT 

All 
vessels 

Oil 
Tankers 

Laden 
Oil 

Tankers 
> 10,000 

GT 
Basis risk 3.08E+01 1.00E+00 3.80E-02 1.14E+01 1.00E+00 8.95E-01
Risk with 
RCO 2.95E+01 9.30E-01 3.53E-02 N.A. N.A. N.A.

RCO risk 
reduction -4.2% -7.1% -7.1% N.A. N.A. N.A.
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6.3. Improved Reporting (RCO-03) 

A review of recent grounding incidents (including the “Jambo”) indicates that vessels 
failing to alter course at a planned part of the passage is quite a common incident. The 
reasons may be many and complex, including Officer of the Watch (OOW) fatigue, 
poor passage planning, and other factors which are outwith the ability of this study to 
resolve. 
 
It can be seen from XFigure 4-2X that a vessel following the DWR (in either direction) and 
failing to effect a planned alteration of course, will probably run further away from 
grounding risks within the study area. However, a vessel transiting the Minches (in 
either direction) is required to make a number of alterations of course which, if missed, 
will result in the ship running on until a grounding risk is encountered. 
 
When considering the above situation in the Minches with the existing voluntary 
reporting regime (as described in MGN 58 (M&F) and the Admiralty List of Radio 
Signals Volume 7 part 1), the concept of strengthened vessel reporting as a RCO 
becomes valid. It is human behaviour for the OOW to fight tiredness when carrying out 
his duties and, whilst it is not possible to solve all the problems of the international 
maritime industry in a study such as this, the requirement for more vessel reporting is 
considered to have a risk control value. 
 
If the reporting regime required the OOW to report to Stornoway Coastguard at key 
points of the Minches passage, rather than inviting him to report when entering and 
leaving the area, an additional RCO would be established. 
 
The role of Stornoway Coastguard, in terms of their requirement and ability to intervene 
if reporting did not take place as proposed, would have to be considered. However, the 
fact that reporting was expected by the vessel – with an implicit expectation on the part 
of the OOW that the monitoring authority expected to receive waypoint reports – would 
contribute towards an improved standard of watch-keeping aboard through vessels. 
 
The risk reduction potential of RCO-02 was evaluated with the risk model. In this 
respect, the assumptions and implications can be summarised as follows (results in 
XTable 6-3X): 
 
Assumptions: 
 
• Mandatory reporting 
• It is not considered that the need to undertake additional reporting (RCO-03) to the 

monitoring authority would cause an unacceptable burden on the OOW (no negative 
effect on watch-keeping / navigation activities) 

 
Implications (changes in the risk model) 
 

 All vessels reporting rate is 100%. This will improve watch-keeping standards and 
quality of passage planning / reduce the impact of fatigue. 
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Table 6-3: Risk reduction evaluation results for RCO-03 
(grounding and collision accidents) 

Minches DWR 

[Expected 
Annual 

Probability] 
All 

vessels 
Oil 

Tankers 

Laden 
Oil 

Tankers 
> 10,000 

GT 

All 
vessels 

Oil 
Tankers 

Laden 
Oil 

Tankers 
> 10,000 

GT 
Basis risk 3.08E+01 1.00E+00 3.80E-02 1.14E+01 1.00E+00 8.95E-01
Risk with 
RCO 2.44E+01 9.99E-01 3.80E-02 N.A. N.A. N.A.

RCO risk 
reduction -20.6% -0.1% -0.1% N.A. N.A. N.A.
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6.4. Pilotage (RCO-04) 

Under their “duty of care” responsibilities for safe navigation within their statutory 
limits, and as required by the Port Marine Safety Code (PMSC), Competent Harbour 
Authorities (CHAs) provide a pilotage service for ships using that port. The use of a 
pilot may be compulsory for some categories of ships such as those carrying bulk 
pollutants of hazardous cargoes. 
 
No such situation exists in coastal areas, although the provision of “Deep Sea Pilotage” 
has long existed in the more congested waters of the English Channel and southern 
North Sea. It is therefore valid to consider whether pilotage is a valid RCO option for 
shipping using the routes in the study area, particularly the Minches. 
 
Although there is evidence that the presence of a pilot on board is a RCO, there is little 
point in recommending it for this area unless it was regarded as feasible. The following 
table sets out what are considered to be the key factors in the provision of a pilotage 
service which has real risk control potential. Against each factor is a view as to the 
feasibility of effectively achieving that factor. 
 
Factor Comment 
Availability 
of pilots 

Although it is known that the Hebrides has a strong track record in 
seafaring skills, it is a fact universally acknowledged that many 
providers of port and deep sea pilotage services struggle to recruit and 
retain skilled personnel. 
 

Cost of  
pilotage 

All acts of pilotage have to be paid for by the ship. If an additional 
financial “burdon” of pilotage was placed on shipowners, then 
Masters would be disinclined to use the Minches and use the DWR 
instead (possibly in unsuitable weather, with resultant increase in 
risk). 
 

Availability It would be necessary to establish a pilot station at the areas of Cape 
Wrath and Skerryvore area for boarding pilots as the ships enter the 
area, and for disembarking them when leaving the area.  
 
This would require pilots to reside close to the pilot stations and also 
the provision of pilot launches and crews to transfer them to and from 
ships. 
 
As well as the logistics and cost of such an operation – which would 
all fall on a very small number of ships – there would be an enormous 
amount of downtime in pilot transfer operations due to adverse 
weather. 
 

 
It is therefore considered that a pilotage service cannot be considered as a valid RCO, as 
it is ruled out as unfeasible. 
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6.5. Tug Escorting and Intervention (RCO-05) 

The principle of the risk control effectiveness of an Emergency Towing Vessel (ETV) 
has already been established, based on acceptance of Lord Donalsdon’s report and, 
indeed, the effectiveness that the Stornoway ETV has demonstrated since its 
deployment in (year 1994/95 on a trial bases / subsequently became permanent for 
winter months), see Appendix 4 and 5. 
 
The deployment of the ETV is probably the single most effective RCO in the area but as 
it is an existing RCO, it has to be regarded as part of the baseline risk assessment, rather 
than an option for further reducing risk of grounding or collision (or for limiting the 
consequence of a grounding or collision incident). 
 
Given that the ETV exists, the only RCOs which might be considered are: 
 

• the ability of a single ETV to provide an adequate level of coverage 
 
• the way in which the deployment of the ETV is carried out ie policy on which 

ships are escorted, the optimum escort area for the escorting to take place 
 
• the ability of the ETV to provide assistance 

 
With regard to the final point, it is worth considering the methods that the Captains of 
the ETV and the escorted vessel have for effecting a tow if required. In heavy weather, 
it may be unsafe for an ETV to manoeuvre close to a ship and connect a towline by the 
conventional method of passing a heaving line and messenger line, which is then used 
to haul the ETV towline aboard the ship and connect. Additionally, if the ship to be 
towed has no power for winches, such an operation cannot be carried out, even in good 
weather. 
 
There are two recognised methods of connecting a towline in casualty situation, each of 
which requires considerable prior preparation, and possibly structural modification by 
the ship to be towed. These are described below. 
 
Many large vessels are fitted with a special bracket known as a “Smit Bracket” after the 
famous salvage company which developed the equipment and its use. It is really just a 
fitting on the forward part of the ship which is designed for easy connection and release 
of a towline from an ETV. It can only really be used if the casualty vessel has some 
power to operate deck equipment (winches, windlasses or capstans). This is because, 
whilst the Smit Bracket may be easy to use when the casualty is drifting closer to shore, 
it’s use is still dependent on the crew aboard the casualty being physically able to 
connect the tow line to the bracket. 
 
The other method for an ETV to connect to a disabled vessel is if the vessel to be towed 
has been fitted with emergency towing gear. In this arrangement, the vessel already has 
a length of wire towing pennant connected at its inboard end to a strong point on board 
the ship, usually at the bow. The outboard end of the pennant is lead through a fairlead 
until its entire length is outboard and clear. 
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From the point where it exits the bow fairlead, the pennant is led aft along one side of 
the ship where it is held in position at deck level by a series of soft metal brackets. 
These keep it attached to the ship, clear of the water and the ship’s intakes and 
propeller. This is how the wire is permanently rigged. 
 
The final piece of equipment required is at the very outer end of the pennant. A buoy 
usually referred to as a “Norwegian Buoy” is kept on board but is  connected to the 
outer end of the pennant by a long piece of soft rope, approximately 40mm in diameter. 
In the event of the ship requiring an emergency tow, and having no power, all that the 
ship’s crew have to do is throw the Norwegian Buoy overboard.  
 
The buoy will float clear of the ship and the ETV can manoeuvre close to the buoy and 
“grapple” for the soft rope messenger that connects the buoy to the previously rigged 
emergency towing pennant. Once the buoy and rope messenger have been recovered 
and taken inboard the ETV, moderate weight is applied on the messenger by the ETV 
which causes the emergency towing pennant to break loose from its soft retaining 
brackets at deck level. 
 
Once that has been done, the ETV continues to heave gently on the messenger until the 
outboard end of the towing pennant is taken on board, where it can be shackled on to 
the working end of the ETV main tow line. Once that is achieved, the ETV towline is 
paid out to the required length and towing in earnest can commence. 
 
Although these methods may sound cumbersome, the procedures are tried and tested, 
and can actually be carried out quite smoothly in difficult conditions by skilled ETV 
captains. The reason that they are discussed at length is that, if the existence of the ETV 
in the Minches is regarded as the single most effective RCO, then the ability for it to 
render an effective service by being able to connect up its towline is essential. 
 
Accordingly, it is recommended that any package of further improvements should 
include at least the encouragement and, if possible, the requirement for Minches traffic 
to have emergency towing gear fitted.  The risk reduction potential of this RCO was 
evaluated as indicated below. 
 
The risk reduction potential of RCO-05 was evaluated with the risk model. In this 
respect, the assumptions and implications can be summarised as follows (results in 
XTable 6-4X): 
 
Assumptions: 
 
• Mandatory fitting of emergency towing gear 
 
Implications (changes in the risk model) 
 

 50 % increase of probability of successful assistance in case of vessel’s breakdown 
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Table 6-4: Risk reduction evaluation results for RCO-05 
(grounding and collision accidents) 

Minches DWR 

[Expected 
Annual 

Probability] 
All 

vessels 
Oil 

Tankers 

Laden 
Oil 

Tankers 
> 10,000 

GT 

All 
vessels 

Oil 
Tankers 

Laden 
Oil 

Tankers 
> 10,000 

GT 
Basis risk 3.08E+01 1.00E+00 3.80E-02 1.14E+01 1.00E+00 8.95E-01
Risk with 
RCO 3.06E+01 9.71E-01 3.69E-02 1.08E+01 1.19E+00 7.90E-01

RCO risk 
reduction -0.6% -2.9% -2.9% -5.5% 18.5% -11.7%
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6.6. Safe Havens (RCO-06) 

At the initial meetings in Stornoway, it was advised that some consideration had been 
given to identifying safe areas to which a vessel in trouble could be directed or escorted. 
No detail was provided and it is understood that the selection of the most suitable “safe 
haven” anchorage will always be event-driven by the vessel’s Master and the 
Coastguard Officer who is assisting. However, the prior identification of areas that are 
suitable (and those that are not) can be regarded as a valid RCO. 
 
Whilst it might prove overly complex to publish these “safe havens” on Admiralty 
charts, it is worth maintaining a description of locations in the Coastguard watchkeepers 
reference documents. 
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6.7. Automatic Identification Systems (AIS, RCO-07) 

The MCGA Station at Stornoway is currently carrying out trials whereby they are a 
base receiving station for AIS. The ability of Coastguard personnel to receive 
continuous information on ships moving in their area therefore provides information in 
an entirely different degree of completeness, than in pre-AIS times. 
 
Subject always to the technical reliability of the AIS system (ship / satellite / base 
station), it is now possible to know with much more accuracy the “live behaviour” of 
the ship (position, course, speed etc), and also the “historic details” of the ship (port of 
departure and destination, cargo, owners, Sirenac number etc etc). 
 
This information as it currently stands provides a valuable RCO. However, to maximise 
its RCO value, it has to be considered within the context of the other proposed RCO’s 
described in this report. Insofar as the AIS system itself is concerned, one aspect that 
will be of further value is the MCGA’s proposal to develop a European “network” of 
AIS base stations, where vessel information will be shared. Thus, the advance sharing 
of AIS based ship information from other stations (eg Pentland and Clyde) will assist 
Stornoway personnel in managing ship movements in the Minches and west of 
Hebrides. 
 
At its simplest level, AIS allows the Coastguard to positively identify vessels which are 
not following the existing recommended routes and any proposed mandatory routes. 
 
At its highest level, the AIS system comprises three information systems: the ship-to-
shore system, the ship-to-ship system and finally a system for navigational aids.  These 
three information systems share fixed or static information (ship identification and 
characteristic, this data is entered on installation), dynamic information (received from 
the vessel’s navigation sensors), voyage-related information (data entered manually into 
the unit during the voyage) and safety-related messages.  Some of the benefits (and 
hazards) related to the use of AIS can be summarised as follows (depending on the 
possible uses, from reference X[28]X):  
 
• High position accuracyTPF

19
FPT (less than 10 metres) and less need for plot filtering 

implies that the position and change of course over ground can be presented with 
less delay than by radar (anti-collision and navigation tool) 

• Fast information on heading and rate of turn will eliminate many typical fog 
collisions. 

• Elimination of erroneous ARPA information, which occurs in plotting a turning 
vessel with accommodation or strong radar reflection aft. 

• AIS can keep track of small vessels or objects in cloudy and icy areas, where the 
targets are normally subjected to target swap or might be lost in sea or rain clutter.  

• AIS can identify and track ships around bends. Such situations are rare, however, in 
coastal waters, where many vessels will not have AIS installed, the collision risk 
may increase as the navigator may feel unreasonably safe. 

                                                 
TP

19
PT AIS based on Differential Global Navigation Satellite Systems (DGNSS) 
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• Due to high positional accuracy, the passing distance can be determined with higher 
accuracy. The navigator may therefore choose to pass closer to other vessels than it 
may be safe. 

• Better identification of nav aids (accurate positioning of buoys) and real-time 
weather messages) 

• Verbal communication between ship-ship and ship-shore stations might be reduced 
after implementation of AIS (Communication between vessels should be avoided as 
this may lead to misunderstandings. The vessels should instead follow the 
international regulations for preventing collisions at sea) 

 
The risk reduction potential of RCO-07 was evaluated with the risk model. In this 
respect, the assumptions and implications can be summarised as follows (results in 
XTable 6-5X): 
 
Assumptions: 
 
• AIS used as a tool for navigation 
• No negative effect on watch-keeping / navigation activities  
 
Implications (changes in the risk model) 
 

 100% (Navigational Aid Detection) detection of grounding and collision hazards 
 

Table 6-5: Risk reduction evaluation results for RCO-07 
(grounding and collision accidents) 

Minches DWR 

[Expected 
Annual 

Probability] 
All 

vessels 
Oil 

Tankers 

Laden 
Oil 

Tankers 
> 10,000 

GT 

All 
vessels 

Oil 
Tankers 

Laden 
Oil 

Tankers 
> 10,000 

GT 
Basis risk 3.08E+01 1.00E+00 3.80E-02 1.14E+01 1.00E+00 8.95E-01
Risk with 
RCO 2.79E+01 9.01E-01 3.42E-02 9.52E+00 9.91E-01 6.61E-01

RCO risk 
reduction -9.4% -9.9% -9.9% -16.5% -0.9% -26.2%
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6.8. Vessel Traffic Services (VTS, RCO-08) 

The IMO defines 3 categories of VTS, which may be operated by either a duly 
authorised sovereign state organisation (in respect of coastal waters), or by a duly 
authorised statutory body (in respect of a port or waterway area). 
The UK’s international responsibility for VTS policy is vested in the MCGA. In 
practical terms, the MCGA devolves responsibility for VTS in port areas to the host port 
authority (CHA or Competent Harbour Authority). In UK coastal waters where VTS is 
considered necessary, the MCGA assumes responsibility for the provision. 
 
As at this time, there are only two established MCGA VTS areas. The Channel 
Navigation Information Service (CNIS) was established in 1972 and has proved to be a 
very successful RCO for the Dover Straits.  
 
In 2001, the ports of London, Medway, Harwich and Felixstowe all undertook a formal 
risk assessment as part of their compliance with the requirements of the Port Marine 
Safety Code. Each FRA indicated concern about the Sunk area in the northern Thames 
Estuary, which is a converging area for large ships entering and leaving the pilot station 
for these named ports but which falls outside the statutory limits and VTS area for all of 
them. Accordingly, the MCGA undertook a traffic survey and established its own VTS 
for the area.  
 
Under IMO requirements , each VTS provider must operate within one of 3 designated 
categories, as described below: 
 
No IMO VTS Category IMO Definition 
1 Information  

Service 
A service to ensure that essential navigational information 
becomes available in time for on-board navigational 
decision making 
 

2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2A 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2B 

Navigational  
Assistance 
Service 
 
 
 
 
Contributor 
Navigational 
Assistance  
Services 
 
 
 
Participatory 
Navigational 
Assistance  
Services 

A service to assist on-board navigational decision making 
and to monitor its effects, especially in difficult 
navigational or meteorological circumstances or in case of 
defect or deficiencies. 
 
This category can be further subdivided as follows: 
 
A contributory navigational assistance service is solely the 
provision of factual navigational information to assist with 
the on-board decision making process. The information is 
either in response to a specific request from a vessel or 
when a VTS authority perceives that this information 
would be of use to the vessel. 
 
In a participatory navigational assistance service, the VTS 
can become involved in the on-board decision making by 
the provision of navigational advice. However, any 
recommendations from the VTS must be results orientated 
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and must not include specific instructions on courses to 
steer and speeds through the water. As with the 
contributory service, it is provided on specific request or 
where perceived necessary by the VTS authority in the 
interests of safety. 
 

3 Traffic  
Organisation 
Service 
 

A service to prevent the development of dangerous 
maritime traffic situations and to provide for the safe and 
efficient movement of traffic within the VTS area. 
 

 
Based on an assessment of the above descriptions, and considering the “best” options to 
minimise the likelihood of a pollution incident in the study area, there is a natural 
tendency to believe that he higher the category, the greater the “control”, therefore the 
smaller the risk. However, there is a significant disincentive for a VTS authority to be 
regarded as providers of category 3, and even category 2, VTS services. 
 
This relates to the issue of liability – real or perceived – that the VTS authority might 
have in the event of a marine incident within the VTS area and in which the VTS played 
some part, either by act or by omission. 
 
In view of this, MCGA policy is: 
 

a) only to step in to provide a VTS in cases where there is a demonstrable risk 
reduction benefit, and 

b) only ever offer the Category 1 level of service (as is the case at Dover Straits 
and Sunk). 

 
However, it is widely accepted that even a category 1 VTS has a significant risk 
reduction effect for two reasons. Firstly, by fulfilling its basic objective through the 
ability (of the VTS) to interact with ships and provide information to assist on-board 
decision making. Secondly, the very presence of a VTS of any category has a positive 
impact on vessel behaviour. 
 
Therefore, the establishment of an MCGA authorised VTS is regarded as a valid RCO.  
Whilst a proper assessment would have to be carried out to define the area of coverage, 
equipment specification, and functionality of the VTS, the fact that Stornoway 
Coastguard already has a suitable premises and a 24 hours manning is a significant 
foundation on which to build.  
 
The risk reduction potential of RCO-08 was evaluated with the risk model. In this 
respect, the assumptions and implications can be summarised as follows (results in 
XTable 6-6X): 
 
Assumptions: 
 
• VTS category 1 
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Implications (changes in the risk model) 
 

 100% (Navigational Aid Detection) detection of grounding and collision hazards; 
 50% reduction of the probability of not having sufficient time for navigation 

(essential information becomes available on time); 
 95% reduction in the probability of not reporting (this will improve watch-keeping 

standards / positive impact on vessel behaviour) 

Table 6-6: Risk reduction evaluation results for RCO-08 
(grounding and collision accidents) 

Minches DWR 

[Expected 
Annual 

Probability] 
All 

vessels 
Oil 

Tankers 

Laden 
Oil 

Tankers 
> 10,000 

GT 

All 
vessels 

Oil 
Tankers 

Laden 
Oil 

Tankers 
> 10,000 

GT 
Basis risk 3.08E+01 1.00E+00 3.80E-02 1.14E+01 1.00E+00 8.95E-01
Risk with 
RCO 2.07E+01 5.64E-01 2.14E-02 6.96E+00 8.11E-01 5.41E-01

RCO risk 
reduction -32.8% -43.6% -43.6% -38.9% -18.9% -39.6%
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6.9. Improved Chart Coverage (RCO-09) 

As described at the conclusion of section X4.1.3.1 X, the narrow of the Minches at Eilean 
Troddy lies at the edge of charts 1794 and 1795. This results in a situation whereby the 
mariner using paper charts is subjected to distraction as he is required to change charts 
at a crucial part of the passage. 
 
A single chart covering the central (ie narrow) part of the Minches is considered to be a 
RCO. Although the final area of coverage would be for the Hydrographic Office to 
determine, the area shown in XFigure 6-1 X would be appropriate. 
 
The risk reduction potential of RCO-09 was evaluated with the risk model. In this 
respect, the assumptions and implications can be summarised as follows (results in 
XTable 6-7X): 
 
Assumptions: 
 
• RCO-09 only applies to Minches routes 
• Improved Chart coverage for Narrows 
 
Implications (changes in the risk model) 
 

 Chart reliability / unlikely to reduce significantly the level of distractions. 
 

Table 6-7: Risk reduction evaluation results for RCO-09 
(grounding and collision accidents) 

Minches DWR 

[Expected 
Annual 

Probability] 
All 

vessels 
Oil 

Tankers 

Laden 
Oil 

Tankers 
> 10,000 

GT 

All 
vessels 

Oil 
Tankers 

Laden 
Oil 

Tankers 
> 10,000 

GT 
Basis risk 3.08E+01 1.00E+00 3.80E-02 1.14E+01 1.00E+00 8.95E-01
Risk with 
RCO 3.07E+01 9.89E-01 3.76E-02 N.A. N.A. N.A.

RCO risk 
reduction -0.4% -1.2% -1.2% N.A. N.A. N.A.
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Figure 6-1: Improved Chart Coverage For Narrows 
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6.10. Denial of Right of Innocent Passage (ROIP, RCO-10) 

As has been stated at section 4.1.4, the denial of ROIP is one on which the UK 
Government has to consider from a number of perspectives including: 
 

(a) Legality – can denial of ROIP be done within the bounds of international 
maritime law? 

(b) Reciprocity – if denial of ROIP was to be legally introduced, would that be 
perceived as being to the disadvantage of international shipping and could 
that result in unacceptable reciprocal actions being invoked by other nation 
states to the detriment of UK interests? 

(c) Feasibility and effectiveness – assuming that both of these could be 
satisfactorily resolved, would such an action actually have the required effect 
of reducing risk of a pollution incident in the study area? 

 
This study can only consider point (c) above. It is for others to weigh up the risk 
reduction advantages of denial of ROIP with the legal and reciprocity aspects described 
in (a) and (b) above. 
 
At its strictest sense, denial of ROIP can be taken to mean that only ships, which are 
trading within the Minches may be permitted to enter the Minches. This would mean 
that fishing vessels, ferries, bulk carriers loading at Glen Sanda, inter-island tankers, 
and cargo ships trading to ports in the Minches will all continue – as they must – to 
have the right to navigate within the Minches.  
 
Denial of ROIP, would only be applied to those vessels that are genuinely “through” 
ships ie ships which are only transiting past the area en-route from and to places which 
are entirely beyond the study area. 
 
In terms of changes in risk profile, the following is the likely effect: 
 
• Ships trading within the Minches - risk of a grounding or collision incident will 

reduce (relative to the existing risk profile), due to the reduced traffic density 
(resulting from denial of ROIP for through shipping). 

• Ships following the DWR – risk of a grounding or collision incident will increase 
(relative to the existing risk profile) due to the increased traffic density (resulting 
from forcing all through shipping to follow the DWR). 

 
The risk reduction potential of RCO-10 was evaluated with the risk model. In this 
respect, the assumptions and implications can be summarised as follows (results in 
XTable 6-8X): 
 
Assumptions: 
 
• Most tankers and dry cargo vessels larger than 10,000 DWT are on transit passage 

through the Minches routes (tankers north bound on ballast passage / dry cargo 
vessels both north and south bound). 
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• Small to medium size oil/gas/chemical tankers and dry cargo ships forced to use the 
DWR will be more exposed to severe weather.  This will affect the probability of 
other accident categories (mainly loss of structural integrity, and loss of intact 
stability) that are not taken into account in the present model (grounding and 
collision).  Results must be interpreted accordingly. 

 
Implications (changes in the risk model) 
 

 Traffic density in the Minches will decrease by 1.0 vessel/day (to 8.7 vessels per 
day). Estimate based on the number of vessels in transit passage through the 
Minches (from vessel reporting records in the Minches over the time period of the 
MARICO survey period: 15 tankers >10,000 GRT were north bound in ballast 
passage and 14 dry cargo vessels larger than 10,000 GRT were in transit, mostly 
laden)  

 Traffic density in the DWR will increase accordingly (affects probability of 
collision hazardous situations) 

 

Table 6-8: Evaluation of RCO-10 
(grounding and collision accidents) 

Minches DWR 

[Expected 
Annual 

Probability] 
All 

vessels 
Oil 

Tankers 

Laden 
Oil 

Tankers 
> 10,000 

GT 

All 
vessels 

Oil 
Tankers 

Laden 
Oil 

Tankers 
> 10,000 

GT 
Basis risk 3.08E+01 1.00E+00 3.80E-02 1.14E+01 1.00E+00 8.95E-01
Risk with 
RCO 2.75E+01 6.73E-01 0.00E+00 1.39E+01 1.78E+00 9.49E-01

RCO risk 
reduction -10.5% -32.8% -100.0% 21.7% 77.9% 6.1%
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6.11. Reconfiguring The Existing DWR (RCO-11) 

The description of the existing DWR, as established in 1993, is given in section 4.1.3.3 
of this report. Although the purpose of that route was to encourage tankers over 10,000 
grt to navigate outside the Minches, it remains the case that there are two flaws with this 
route as it currently stands. These are: 
 
• The incomplete nature of the surveys in the waters adjacent to the DWR corridor 
• The fact that the existing DWR passes just 4 miles from Gallan Head – a 

particularly important aquaculture area for Lewis. 
 
The question therefore has to be posed – can the DWR be located / configured / 
extended in a better way i.e. in a way which will reduce the risk of a grounding or 
collision incident likely to cause a pollution? By definition, this means assessing how 
much further west it is feasible to locate the DWR. 
 
It can be seen from figure 4.2 that a minor adjustment in the existing DWR will take the 
route into direct conflict with the Flannan Isles and also the World Heritage Site of St. 
Kilda. What is not shown on figure 4.2 but can be seen on Admiralty charts is that there 
is a navigational hazard midway between Flannan and St. Kilda. This is a rock pinnacle 
known as Whale Rock, which has a clearance of only 5 metres – very capable of 
causing serious damage to even moderate sized vessels. 
 
The presence of Whale Rock therefore inhibits the safe reconfiguration of the DWR 
such that it passes east of St. Kilda but west of the Flannan Isles. Therefore, the 
preferred route for a revised DWR would be west of St. Kilda, Whale Rock and 
Flannan, as shown in XFigure 6-2X. 
 
The advantages of this new DWR are: 
 
• It’s greater distance off the coast of the Hebrides would mean that a disabled and 

drifting ship would have more time to try and rectify any on-board problems before 
reaching a point where it was likely to run aground on the west coast of the Hebrides. 

• It’s greater distance off the coast of the Hebrides would mean that there was an 
increased period of time to mobilise the Stornoway based ETV to try and effect an 
intervention, before reaching a point where it was likely to run aground on the west 
coast of the Hebrides. That said, when anywhere west of the Hebrides, the ability of 
the ETV to undertake an effective intervention will always be very limited in 
anything other than benign conditions. 

 
The disadvantages of this new DWR are: 
• Depending on the final route adopted, it is 41 miles longer than the existing DWR 

and 82 miles longer than the Minches route (when all measured between points off 
Cape Wrath and Skerryvore). 

• The risk to St, Kilda and the Flannan Isles would almost certainly increase (relative 
to the current risk), as there would be an increase in tanker traffic to the windward 
side of the islands. 
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The risk reduction potential of RCO-11 was evaluated with the risk model. In this 
respect, the assumptions and implications can be summarised as follows (results in 
XTable 6-10X): 
 
Assumptions: 
 
• RCO-11 only applies to Deep Water Route (DWR); 
• Ships using the new route will be more exposed to severe weather. This will affect 

the probability of other accident categories (mainly loss of structural integrity, loss 
of intact stability) that are not taken into account in the present model (grounding 
and collision).  Results must be interpreted accordingly. 

 
Implications (changes in the risk model) 
 

 Change of geographical characteristics of the route implies changes in the 
probability of hazardous situations (grounding hazards, collision hazards), this 
affects the probability of grounding and collision scenarios (see XTable 6-9X). 

 

Table 6-9: probability of hazardous situations for RCO-11 

Hazardous situation Probability in the new route 
Course to shore (i) 0% 
Course along shore (ii) 0% 
Meeting (iii) 0.64% 
Crossing (iv) 12.67% 
Overtaking (v) 0.03% 

 
 

Table 6-10: Evaluation of RCO-11 
(grounding and collision accidents) 

Minches DWR 

[Expected 
Annual 

Probability] 
All 

vessels 
Oil 

Tankers 

Laden 
Oil 

Tankers 
> 10,000 

GT 

All 
vessels 

Oil 
Tankers 

Laden 
Oil 

Tankers 
> 10,000 

GT 
Basis risk 3.08E+01 1.00E+00 3.80E-02 1.14E+01 1.00E+00 8.95E-01
Risk with 
RCO N.A. N.A. N.A. 9.36E+00 1.12E+00 7.45E-01

RCO risk 
reduction N.A. N.A. N.A. -17.9% 11.7% -16.8%
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Existing DWR 
(202 miles) 

Passes 4 miles off 
Gallan Head and  

Butt of Lewis 

Revised DWR 
(250 miles) 

Passes 12 miles
Off St. Kilda, 
Butt of Lewis 

&  
Flannan Isles 

* Whale 
Rock

 
Figure 6-2: Revised Deep Water Route (RCO 11) 
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6.12. Summary of Risk Control Options 

The effectiveness of individual RCOs varies with the accident category, and vessel type.  
XFigure 6-3X to XFigure 6-8X illustrate the expected risk reduction (dR, in number of 
accidents per year or annual probability) breakdown into accident type (grounding / 
collision), and type/size of vessel (all types / tankers / tankers larger than 10,000 GRT).  
On the basis of these figures, the following observations can be made: 
 
• The expected risk reduction of RCOs is proportional to the basis risk (see Section 5) 

in each route 
 
• In the Minches routes, RCO-08 (VTS) and RCO-03 (improved reporting) are 

expected to be the most effective RCOs, in reducing the risk of all vessels-related 
accidents (all vessel types) 

 
• In the Deep Water Route, RCO-08 (VTS) and RCO-07 (AIS) are expected to be the 

most effective RCOs in reducing the risk of all vessels-related accidents (all vessel 
types) 

 
• RCO-10 (denial of ROIP) would reduce the risk of all vessels-related accidents in 

the Minches routes, but would, proportionally, increase that risk in the Deep Water 
Route 

 
• In terms of the risk of tanker-related accidents, RCO-08 (VTS) and RCO-10 (denial 

of ROIP) are the most effective RCOs in the Minches.  RCO-10 would have a 
negative effect in the Deep Water Route. 

 
• RCO-11 (new DWR) would slightly reduce the risk of laden oil tankers related 

grounding accidents but would also slightly increase the risk of collision in the 
DWR and the risks to St. Kilda and Flannan Isles.  

 
In terms of the level of risk reduction (dR), the following must be taken into account: 
 

 The present risk model includes accident categories that are directly related to 
navigation and traffic routeing, i.e. grounding and collision. Other accident 
categories like loss of structural integrity (e.g. hull failure in extreme seas leading to 
foundering; failure of deck fittings leading to flooding and sinking) and loss of 
intact stability (e.g. cargo shift leading to capsize) are more related to severe 
weather and were not taken into account in the present model.  Therefore the results 
need to be interpreted accordingly, in particular for RCO-10 and RCO-11. 

 
 It can be seen that the top combined RCO score is the implementation of VTS. The 

value of the ETV options (the ability to assist tankers equipped with emergency 
towing pennants) has scored quite low. This is because the ETV is already part of 
Minches regime, as opposed being an entirely new RCO. 
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Figure 6-3: Expected risk reduction (dR) of RCOs in the Minches route 

breakdown into accident categories (all vesses types) 
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Figure 6-4: Expected risk reduction (dR) of RCOs in the DWR 

breakdown into accident categories (all vessel types) 
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Figure 6-5: Expected risk reduction (dR) of RCOs in the Minches route 

breakdown into accident categories (tankers) 
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Figure 6-6: Expected risk reduction (dR) of RCOs in the DWR 

breakdown into accident categories (tankers) 
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Figure 6-7: Expected risk reduction (dR) of RCOs in the Minches route 
breakdown into accident categories (laden tankers over 10,000 GRT) 
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Figure 6-8: Expected risk reduction (dR) of RCOs in the DWR 

breakdown into accident categories (laden tankers over 10,000 GRT) 
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6.13. Ranking of Risk Control Options 

Ranking of RCOs was performed according to a combination of two criteria: 
 

 Risk reduction potential (dR, as derives from risk analysis) 
 Feasibility (F, as perceived) 

 
Regarding the former, it was shown in the previous section that the effectiveness of 
individual RCOs varies with the route, accident category, vessel type/size (see XFigure 
6-3X to XFigure 6-8X).  
 
For the purpose of ranking RCOs however, it was considered appropriate to focus on 
the effectiveness of RCOs in terms of risk reduction potential in general, i.e. for both 
routes, all accident categories (grounding / collision) and for all vessel types (tankers / 
bulk carriers / general cargo / others); the outcome is illustrated in XFigure 6-9X.   
 
A similar ranking of RCOs is illustrated in XFigure 6-10X for laden tankers over 10,000 
GRT only, as the probability of an accident (grounding/collision) of this group of 
vessels would reflect a conservative estimate of the risk of a significant pollution event. 
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Figure 6-9: Ranking of evaluated RCOs according to their effectiveness in reducing the 

risk of all accidents (ALL VESSELS) 
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Figure 6-10: Ranking of evaluated RCOs according to their effectiveness in reducing 

the risk of all accidents (LADEN TANKERS > 10,000 GRT) 
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In order to quantify the perceived feasibility of each RCO, a simple subjective scoring 
system has been developed based on a rating of 1 to 10, as illustrated below.  To carry 
through all the RCO’s in a detailed Cost Effectiveness Analysis would be a lengthy 
exercise, which cannot be done within the time-scale of this study. 
 

 
RCO FEASIBILITY SCALE 

Qualitative 
Judgment Description Quantitative

Value 
Low  The RCO described, whilst considered practical, is 

considered to be highly problematic or expensive to 
implement, compared to the other RCOs.  

1 

Medium 
 
 

 5 
 
 

High  The RCO described is considered to be relatively easy 
and inexpensive to implement, compared to the other 
RCOs.  

10 

 
In according to these scores, the perceived feasibility (F) of individual RCOs is 
illustrated in XFigure 6-11X.  It should be noted that these scores are wholly subjective, 
and that there is no “weighting” between RCOs. 
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Figure 6-11: Perceived feasibility (F) of individual RCOs. 
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The final measure (score) of RCOs’ effectiveness (S) was calculated as following: 
 

FdRSRCO ×=  
 
The results are illustrated in XFigure 6-12X to XFigure 6-15 X. 
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Figure 6-12: Effectiveness score for RCO in the Minches routes – all vessels 
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Figure 6-13: Effectiveness score of RCO in the Deep Water Route (DWR) – all vessels 
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Figure 6-14: Effectiveness score for RCO in the Minches routes – laden oil tankers 

larger than 10,000 GWT 
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Figure 6-15: Effectiveness score of RCO in the Deep Water Route (DWR) – laden oil 

tankers larger than 10,000 GWT 
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7 Conclusions and preliminary recommendations for decision-
making 

This study has: 
 

• Consulted stakeholders to understand the issues 
• Identified the hazards 
• Quantified the existing “baseline” risks using a methodology widely 

endorsed by the IMO 
• Using that same methodology, considered a range of Risk Control Options 

(RCOs) to determine their feasibility and the contribution that they might 
make (collectively and in total) to reducing risk 

 
At no time does the “working” part of the study propose, recommend, or favour any 
particular RCO or group of RCOs – it simply explains the RCO and evaluates it’s 
effectiveness. 
 
In the final analysis, it is for the study sponsors (Comhairle Nan Eilean Siar and 
Highlands Council) to consider which of the RCO’s it wants to carry forward in its 
proposals to the UK Government. However, this section of the report provides the 
consultants’ views on the process of decision making. 
 
Consultants carrying out a study such as this must guard against putting forward a host 
of recommendations that are unrealistically difficult or expensive to adopt ie leaving 
behind a “pie-in-the-sky wish list” for which they (the consultants) have no 
responsibility for implementation.  
 
Genuine efforts have been made to try and ensure that the following recommendations 
are: 
 

(a) balanced, realistic, and achievable 
(b) relate to the reduction in risk that the associated RCO indicates 

 
Whilst the consultants view all of the RCO’s as valid recommendations (other than 
pilotage RCO-04), we also recognise that: 
 

• some of the RCO’s have greater cost implications than others 
• some are dependant on the ability to influence regulatory and commercial 

organisations 
• some are more easy to implement because they have little cost or complexity 
 

Accordingly, objective (b) above may be more of an aspiration than an objective ie 
whilst the study shows that the implementation of a VTS for the area has the greatest 
risk reduction value, it is also likely that its implementation has the greatest level of cost 
and complexity. 
 
Having considered the results from Figures 6-9 to 6-15 inclusive, the report considers 
that the implementation of RCOs can best be taken forward in the following way: 
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Phase 1 
 
Firstly, lobby for those RCO’s that are relatively easy, have low cost, or may already be 
under consideration by the UK Government - even if their risk reduction value is not of 
a particularly high value.  

 
Phase 2 
 
Secondly (which may be virtually in parallel with Phase 1), lobby for those RCOs 
which are largely dependant on the good will / social conscience of non statutory 
bodies. 

 
Phase 3 
 
Finally, when/if presenting this report to the UK Government (MCA, DfT etc) as part of 
Phase 1, formally indicate that CNES and HC believe that all further RCO’s are 
justified immediately. If rejected on grounds of cost or complexity, seek a review 
following further risk assessment once all Phase 1 (and possibly Phase 2) RCOs have 
been implemented (possibly 4 years). 
 
The report recommends the following categorisation of the RCO’s as described in this 
report: 
 

Risk Reduction (%) Phase RCO Description Minches DWR 
01 Improved routing 2.7% N.A.
03 Improved reporting 0.1% N.A.
06 Identification of Safe 

Havens N.A. N.A.

07 Enhanced AIS 9.9% 26.2%

1 

09 Improved chart coverage 1.2% N.A.
02 Improved navaids 7.1% N.A.2 
05 Emergency tow wires 2.9% 11.7%
08 VTS 43.6% 39.6%
10 Denial of ROIP 100.0% -6.1%

3 

11 Revised DWR N.A 16.8%
 

Notes: 
(a) RCO-04 (pilotage) is not included as it is considered not feasible to deliver 
(b) We recommend that regular North Sea shuttle tanker operators, and the Glen 

Sanda bulk carrier operators are contacted to commence a dialogue about the 
benefits of fitting emergency tow wires. Sharing the outcome of this study 
and a reminder of the principle that “the polluter pays” may be useful in this 
respect. 

(c) Improved marking of Sgeir Inoe will be for the NLB to determine but, as 
they have been supportive of this study, it is hoped that they will place this 
request within their budgetary/planning schedule. 

(d) As it is anticipated that the Phase 3 RCO’s will be regarded by the UK 
Government as problematic to deliver, CNES and HC may have to limit their 
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ambitions to signalling their belief that these are valid, rather than having a 
realistic expectation of achieving them in the short term. 
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Objective  
 
Comhairle Nan Eilean Siar and The Highland Council wish to commission a study 
into traffic routeing through the Minches and the Deep Water Route west of the 
Hebrides, to establish the effectiveness of current maritime legislation and procedures 
with regard to these two areas and to recommend further measures that the Councils 
could present to Government in order to protect the environment and aquatic 
resources of the Minch and its entire seaboard, which is vital to the economy of the 
region. The study should bear in mind the Lord Donaldson report Safer Ships, 
Cleaner Seas and the emphasis placed on the catastrophic effect a pollution incident 
would have on the Minches, bearing in mind the economic vulnerability of this area, 
so intrinsically linked to fishing, aquaculture and tourism. 
 
In November 2002 the 26 year old tanker Prestige suffered damage to her hull, 
causing 5000 tonnes of heavy fuel oil to pollute the Galician coastline. The Spanish 
and Portuguese authorities at that time refused entry in to sheltered waters to allow 
transfer of cargo. In hindsight, that decision may have long-term effects for these 
coastlines, the vessel having sunk after being towed 130 miles out to sea.  
 
Bearing in mind that such vessels as the Prestige and Erika regularly transit through 
our waters the study should take a view on Places of Refuge and identify key criteria 
within the area of study that could be recommended to Government for determining 
designation for Places of refuge, thus providing a proactive approach to what may 
become a controversial subject. 
 
Whilst in comparison with areas such as the Dover Straits, the number of ships using 
the Minches may be relatively low; however the risks to the area remain high.  The 
extreme sensitivity of the marine environment suggests that a single, relatively small 
incident could cause significant long-term damage to this unique area. 
 
 
 
Assessment 
 
The study will require to assess all the Minch and West of Hebrides traffic surveys 
carried out since the publication of the Lord Donaldson report Safer Ships, Cleaner 
Seas and provide a concise analysis of their content, including recommendations 
emanating from such surveys and successes and failures of such recommendations. It 
should also consider any other bona fide surveys or studies that are available. In 
addition the study should assess the following areas of concern. 
 

• Investigate and report on the volume and types of dangerous cargoes that 
report their transit through the Minches annually 

 
• Assess the effectiveness of current recommended reporting system in the 

Minches 
 

• Assess the effectiveness of the existing recommended routeing through the 
Minches and the Deep Water Route West of the Hebrides  
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• Analyse weather patterns West of Hebrides and consider in relation to the 

existing recommendation in relation to the Deep Water Route, particularly at 
the area of closest proximity to the Western Isles seaboard, concluding in a 
Risk Assessment, that takes account of response times to an incident, risk to 
aquatic resources and the economy of the area 

 
• Provide SWOT analysis of the withdrawal of Right of Innocent Passage from 

the Minches, taking account of timescale of implementation and the possible 
effects that such a proposal would have on the West of Hebrides 

 
• Investigate and assess the implementation of compulsory pilotage through the 

Minches and the measures required to implement and whether an interim 
voluntary scheme would be feasible, whereby ships transiting through the 
Minches carrying dangerous cargoes are recommended to carry a licenced UK 
Pilot 

 
• Assess the importance of vessel AIS for controlling traffic through the 

Minches and the Deep Water Route. 
 

• Assess the importance of Navaids AIS as currently proposed by the Northern 
Lighthouse Board and recommend changes if any 

 
• Recommend any changes or improvements in existing Navaids both in the 

Minches and West of Hebrides, taking particular account of An t-Iasgair, 
Latitude 57 41N Longitude 06 26W  

 
• Consider whether installing VTS at Stornoway Coastguard station would 

improve safety of transit through the Minches and compare cost effectiveness 
with traffic volumes and other measures such as compulsory pilotage 

 
• Comhairle Nan Eilean Siar are recommending that all ships carrying over 

2,500 tonnes of oil as bunkers or cargo should be fitted with automatic towing 
pennants and that all vessels, irrespective of size, carrying hazardous cargo be 
escorted through the Minches by the Coastguard ETV and should also be fitted 
with towing pennants. The consultants should consider the feasibility and 
implementation implications of such measures 

 
• Report on any proposed IMO/EU resolutions/legislation that would 

significantly enhance safety in these areas 
 

• Identify key criteria within the area of study that, subject to consultation with 
appropriate bodies such as Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH), Scottish 
Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA) etc that could be recommended to 
Government for determining designation of Places of Refuge within the area 
of study. 
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Conclusion 
 
In assessing and considering all aspects of the above list the consultants should satisfy 
themselves that the list is exhaustive and provide such additional information as is 
deemed necessary to provide a holistic view of the safety of the environment in the 
Minches and West of Hebrides.  
 
The evidence gathered from the tasks described above will form the basis of a Formal 
Safety Assessment (FSA). The next step will be to present both evidence and the FSA 
to a joint CNES/Highland Council working group to determine the further control 
measures required.  Consultants will be expected to actively participate in this part of 
the study. 
 
The key outcome of the study will be to recommend such measures that can be 
practicably implemented both in the long and short term to reduce the risk of a 
significant pollution incident in the area of study. 
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Appendix 2 
 

PROBABILISTIC MODEL OF A SIGNIFICANT POLLUTION INCIDENT 
DUE TO SHIPS’ GROUNDING AND/OR COLLISION 

 
LIST OF ASSUMPTIONS  

 
Q number …………………………………………………………………….……page 

 
 

UQ 1: If the OOW’s action is delayed, the probability of losing control of the vessel (due 
to human error) during a collision course is 20% (not necessarily will result in an 
accident).................................................................................................................. 76 

UQ 2: If the OOW’s action is delayed, the probability of losing control of the vessel in 
Scenario-I (missing change of course at critical points in the route) is 10%. The 
average distance to shore in both routes (at critical course alteration points) is 20 
miles (80 minutes at 15 knots); this probability accounts for the critical case, for 
which the closest shore is 5.6m ahead (22.4 minutes at 15 knots). ........................ 76 

UQ 3: If the OOW takes no action, the probability of losing control of the vessel (due to 
human error) is 100% - for grounding, and 50% - for collision (Other vessel OOW 
has also collision avoidance responsibility)............................................................ 76 

UQ 4: Assuming that the OOW has perceived the hazard, standard passage planning, and 
the OOW is rested and has sufficient time for decision-making, the probability of 
the OOW making a correct and timely decision is 100%....................................... 77 

UQ 5: If the OOW does NOT perceive the hazardous situation (collision course/course to 
shore), the probability of the OOW taking No Action is 100%. ............................ 77 

UQ 6: Assuming standard passage planning, and successful visual detection and/or 
navigational aid detection, the probability of hazard perception by the OOW is 
100%. ...................................................................................................................... 77 

UQ 7: Poor passage planning reduces the probability of hazard perception and correct and 
timely decision/action by the OOW by 20%. ......................................................... 77 

UQ 8: Poor passage planning increases the probability of encountering a grounding 
hazard by 50%. ....................................................................................................... 77 

UQ 9: High standards of watch keeping imply that the vessel will always have good 
passage planning (in line with formalised IMO guidelines), thus the probability of 
good passage planning is 100% - regardless of whether the vessel is expected to 
report or not ............................................................................................................ 78 

UQ 10: if the watch keeping standard is average, the probability of high fatigue and 
distraction levels increase by 20%.......................................................................... 78 

UQ 11: if the watch keeping standard is low, the probability of high fatigue and 
distraction levels increase by 50%.......................................................................... 78 

UQ 12: Typical standard of watch keeping in the DWR for evaluated vessel types 
(proportion of fleet, see table)U................................................................................. 78 

UQ 13: Typical standard of watch keeping in the Minches for evaluated vessel types 
(proportion of fleet, see table)U................................................................................. 78 

UQ 14: If the Coast Guard expects a report from the OOW (at entry to and exit from the 
route), the probability of poor passage planning is reduced by 25%...................... 79 
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UQ 15: If the Coast Guard expects a report from the OOW (at entry to and exit from the 
route), the probability of low standards of watch keeping is reduced by 25%....... 79 

UQ 16: Reporting rate of different vessel types in the evaluated routes (see table)U ......... 79 
UQ 17: When it is physically possible to see the hazard, there is plenty of time for 

detection, the OOW is familiar with the area, and the OOW is rested, the 
probability of visual detection is 100%. ................................................................. 80 

UQ 18: Assuming that it is NOT physically possible (not feasible) to see the hazard 
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The Bayesian Network models described in this report were created using the GeNIe 
modeling environment developed by the Decision Systems Laboratory of the University 
of Pittsburgh ( HThttp://www.sis.pitt.edu/~dslTH). 
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MCA EMERGENCY TOWING VESSEL – ANGLIAN PRINCE – THE MINCH

TASKING 1999 – 2000

Incident DTG & Signal Reference Summary Narrative
15th September 1999

Dutch Warship ‘JACOB VAN
HEEMSKERCH

(Tasking 02-99/00)

01:07 UTC: ETV tasked to standby the
Dutch Warship after it had grounded
South of the Shiant Islands.  Warship was
later towed by ETV to safe anchorage in
Loch Ewe to assess damage etc.

17th September 1999

Dutch Warship ‘JACOB VAN
HEEMSKERCH

(Tasking 03-99/00)

08:00 UTC: Monitored and accompanied
tow by the tug ‘WAKER’ as far as Cape
Wrath.  The ‘WAKER’ was on contract to
tow the warship back to Holland.

16th October 1999

MFV ‘ORMAZA’

(Tasking 04-99/00)

02:30 UTC: Stood by the ‘ORMAZA’
which had gone aground South of Brag
Rock, Isle of Lewis.  Fifteen crewmen
rescued by Coastguard Helicopter.  ETV
later carried out pollution assessment on
scene.

20th September 1999

MT ‘STENA AKARITA’

(Tasking 05-99/00)

20:25 UTC: ETV ‘PORTSALVO’ tasked to
escort the tanker ‘STENA AKARITA’
through the little Minch.  23:00 UTC: ETV
completed task without incident and
returned to anchorage at the Shiant Isles.

31st October 1999

MV ‘DONNINGTON’

(Tasking 07-99/00)

06:49 UTC: MV ‘DONNINGTON’, who
had suffered engine failure was towed by
ETV to Ullapool for repairs after a
protracted operation in severe weather
conditions.

02nd November 1999

MT ‘PETROTROLL’

(Tasking 08-99/00)

16:54 UTC: ETV ‘PORTSALVO’ tasked to
escort the laden tanker ‘PETROTROLL’
Southbound through the little Minch, due
to weather constraints.  23:45 UTC: ETV
off task upon successful completion of
escort duties.

10th November 1999

MV ‘HELLENIC CONFIDENCE’

(Tasking 09-99/00)

13:39 UTC: ETV tasked to escort the bulk
carrier ‘HELLENIC CONFIDENCE’
Northwards through the Minch, after
carrying out repairs to engines.  Purely
precautionary.  21:30 ETV off task upon
successful completion of escort duties.

16th November 1999

MV ‘TORM OSPREY’

(Tasking 10-99/00)

23:40 UTC: ETV ‘ANGLIAN PRINCE’
tasked to escort the tug ‘TORM OSPREY’,
towing the rig ‘BORGLAND DOLPHIN’
from East of Barra Head Northwards
through the little Minch & Shiant Channel
due to weather constraints.
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23rd November 1999

MT ‘UNITED ANTON’

(Tasking 12-99/00)

20:05 UTC: ETV tasked to escort laden
tanker ‘UNITED ANTON’, Northbound
through the Minch due to weather
constraints.  01:20 (24th) ETV off task upon
successful completion of escort duties.

16th November 1999

MT ‘CATHERINE KNUTSEN’

(Tasking 13-99/00)

23:40 UTC: ETV ‘tasked to escort the
tanker ‘CATHERINE KNUTSEN’ through
the narrows of the little Minch.  23:05
UTC: ETV off task upon successful
completion of escort duties.

26th November 1999

MT ‘POLY TRAVELLER’

(Tasking 14-99/00)

12:10 UTC: ETV ‘tasked to escort the
tanker ‘POLY TRAVELLER’ Northbound
through the Minch due to stress of
weather.  14:32 UTC: ETV off task upon
successful completion of escort duties.

27th November 1999

MT ‘NAVION VIKING’

(Tasking 15-99/00)

00:27 UTC: ETV ‘tasked to escort the
laden tanker ‘NAVION VIKING’
Southbound through the little Minch.
07:00 UTC: ETV off task upon completion
of escort duties.

30th November 1999

MFV ‘SOLSTICE II’

(Tasking 16-99/00)

14:06 UTC: Tasked to escort the MV
’SOLSTICE II’ back to Lochinver Harbour
after the vessel had been disabled by
ingress of seawater through wheelhouse
65 nautical miles Northwest off the Butt of
Lewis.  01/12/00 08:30 UTC: ETV off task
upon successful arrival at Lochinver.

01st December 1999

MT ‘NAVIGO’

(Tasking 17-99/00)

14:02 UTC: ETV ‘tasked to escort the
tanker ‘NAVIGO’ Southbound through the
Minch.  17:41 UTC: ETV off task upon
successful completion of escort duties.

01st December 1999

MT ‘CATHERINE KNUTSEN’

(Tasking 18-99/00)

15:07 UTC: ETV ‘tasked to escort the
tanker ‘CATHERINE KNUTSEN’
Southbound through the Minch.  20:49
UTC: ETV off task upon successful
completion of escort duties.

12h December 1999

MT ‘NAVION VIKING’

(Tasking 19-99/00)

16:39 UTC: ETV ‘tasked to escort the
tanker ‘NAVION KING’ Southbound
through the Minch.  19:49 UTC: ETV off
task upon successful completion of escort
duties.

13th December 1999

MV ‘BRIO’

(Tasking 20-99/00)

12:10 UTC: ETV ‘tasked to escort the
vessel ‘BRIO’ Southbound through the
North Minch.  18:34 UTC: ETV off task
upon successful completion of escort
duties.
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17th December 1999

MT ‘NORDIC SVENITA’

(Tasking 21-99/00)

13:09 UTC: ETV ‘tasked to escort the
laden tanker ‘NORDIC SVENITA’
Southbound through the little Minch due
to adverse weather conditions.  17/12/99
05:42 UTC: ETV off task upon successful
completion of escort duties.

21st December 1999

MT ‘PROSPECT’

(Tasking 22-99/00)

16:54 UTC: ETV tasked to escort the
tanker ‘PROPECT’ Northbound through
the little Minch, as a counter pollution
measure due to vessel’s size.  15:16 UTC:
ETV off task upon successful completion of
escort duties.

04th January 2000

MT ‘REBECCA’

(Tasking 23-99/00)

07:19 UTC: ETV tasked to escort the
tanker ‘REBECCA’ Northbound through
the little Minch, as a counter pollution
measure due to vessel’s size.  09:52 UTC:
ETV off task to attend scene of next
tasking.

04th January 2000

MT ‘PETROTROLL’

(Tasking 24-99/00)

16:54 UTC: ETV tasked to escort the laden
tanker ‘PETROTROLL’, as a counter
pollution measure.  ETV off task upon
successful completion of escort duties.

09th January 2000

MT ‘FRIDRIHS CANDERS’

(Tasking 25-99/00)

12:58 UTC: ETV tasked to escort the
tanker ‘FRIDRIHS CANDERS’ through the
little Minch.  18:55 UTC: ETV off task
upon successful completion of escort
duties.

09th January 2000

MV ‘TRIOBULK’

(Tasking 26-99/00)

21:30 UTC: ETV stood by the MV
‘TRIOBULK’ after the vessel suffered
engine failure off Sgier Inoe, Scalpay.
After she had restarted her engines, the
vessel resumed passage to Stornoway
carrying 2400 metric tonnes of road salt.
15/01/00 03:30UTC: ETV off task upon
arrival at Stornoway pilot station.

16th January 2000

MT ‘CATHERINE KNUTSEN’

(Tasking 27-99/00)

16:23 UTC: ETV tasked to escort the
tanker ‘CATHERINE KNUTSEN’ through
the Northbound recommended route.
23:06 UTC: ETV off task upon successful
completion of escort duties.

17th January 2000

MT ‘EVITA’

(Tasking 28-99/00)

03:26 UTC: ETV tasked to standby the
tanker ‘EVITA’ which was reported on fire.
ETV attached tow 12:10, commencing tow
at 12:30.  Upon arrival at Falmouth, fire
was out, but vessel’s engine room had a
temperature of 50oC.  17/01/00 13:05
UTC: ETV off task upon successful
completion of escort duties.
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20th January 2000

MT ‘KNOCK AN’

(Tasking 29-99/00)

05:25 UTC: ETV tasked to escort the
tanker ‘KNOCK AN’ through the little
Minch using the Northbound
recommended route.  08:11 UTC: ETV off
task to attend next tasking.

20th January 2000

MT ‘NORDIC SAVONITA’

(Tasking 30-99/00)

06:44 UTC: ETV tasked to escort the
tanker ‘NORDIC SAVONITA’ through the
little Minch using the Northbound
recommended route.  10:52 UTC: ETV off
task upon successful completion of escort
duties.

21st January 2000

MT ‘UNITED ANTON’

(Tasking 31-99/00)

15:26 UTC: ETV tasked to escort the
tanker ‘UNITED ANTON’ Southbound
through the little Minch.  22:10 UTC: ETV
off task upon successful completion of
escort duties.

22ndJanuary 2000

MT ‘PROSPECT’

(Tasking 32-99/00)

02:20 UTC: ETV tasked to escort the
tanker ‘PROSPECT’ North bound through
the little Minch.  22:10 UTC: ETV off task
upon successful completion of escort
duties.

26th January 2000

MT ‘EAGLE ALBANY’

(Tasking 33-99/00)

15:53 UTC: ETV tasked to escort the
tanker ‘EAGLE ALBANY’ Southbound
through the Shiants Channel.  22:42 UTC:
ETV off task upon successful completion of
escort duties.

02nd February 2000

MT ‘POLY TRAVELLER’

(Tasking 36-99/00)

16:18 UTC: ETV tasked to escort the
tanker ‘POLY TRAVELLER’ Southbound
through the Minch.  21:18 UTC: ETV off
task upon successful completion of escort
duties.

06th February 2000

MT ‘KNOCK AN’

(Tasking 37-99/00)

05:26 UTC: ETV tasked to escort the
tanker ‘KNOCK AN’ on the recommended
Southbound route through the Minch.
09:35 UTC: ETV off task upon successful
completion of escort duties.

06th February 2000

MT ‘POLY TRAVELLER’

(Tasking 38-99/00)

14:57 UTC: ETV tasked to escort the
tanker ‘POLY TRAVELLER’ North bound
through the little Minch due to adverse
weather.  18:40 UTC: ETV off task upon
successful completion of escort duties.

06th February 2000

MT ‘STEN TOR’

(Tasking 39-99/00)

17:54 UTC: ETV tasked to escort the
tanker ‘STEN TOR’ through the Minch.
22:44 UTC: ETV off task upon successful
completion of escort duties.
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08th February 2000

MT ‘RAGNHILD KNUTSEN’

(Tasking 40-99/00)

05:48 UTC: ETV tasked to escort the
tanker ‘RAGNHILD KNUTSEN’ North
bound through the little Minch.  09:40
UTC: ETV off task upon successful
completion of escort duties.

08th February 2000

MFV ‘NORDSEE’

(Tasking 41-99/00)

22:15 UTC: Escorted the FV ‘NORDSEE’
to Stornoway after the vessel suffered
severe weather damage to the
wheelhouse, resulting in temporary loss of
power and loss of navigation equipment.

18th February 2000

MV ‘YEOMAN BROOK’

(Tasking 42-99/00)

16:43 UTC: Tasked to standby the MV
‘YEOMAN BROOK’, stopped and
anchored with engine trouble 3 nautical
miles Northwest of Maiden Island.
19/02/00 02:09 UTC: Repairs complete,
ETV off task.

25th February 2000

MV ‘FINA TIMBER’

(Tasking 44-99/00)

02:39 UTC: Tasked to standby the listing
MV ‘FINA TIMBER’ South West of Tiree
after the deck cargo (timber) shifted.  She
later stabilised cargo and resumed safe
passage, with 100 CM of cargo lost.  ETV
stood by vessel until it resumed passage to
Ireland at 13:40, ETV off task.

27th February 2000

MT ‘GERRITA’

(Tasking 45-99/00)

01:44 UTC: ETV tasked to escort the
tanker ‘GERRITA’ North bound through
the little Minch.  03:55 UTC: ETV off task
upon successful completion of escort
duties.

27th February 2000

MT ‘PETROTROLL’

(Tasking 46-99/00)

06:03 UTC: ETV ‘tasked to escort the
tanker ‘PETROTROLL’ Southbound
through the Minch narrows.  10:35 UTC:
ETV off task upon successful completion of
escort duties.

27th February 2000

MT ‘KNOCK AN’

(Tasking 47-99/00)

09:01 UTC: ETV ‘tasked to escort the
laden tanker ‘KNOCK AN’ Southbound
through the little Minch.  15:00 UTC: ETV
off task upon successful completion of
escort duties.

29th February 2000

MT ‘STEN ODIN’

(Tasking 48-99/00)

01:45 UTC: ETV ‘tasked to escort the
laden tanker ‘STEN ODIN’ Southbound
through the little Minch.  05:25 UTC: ETV
off task upon successful completion of
escort duties.

29th February 2000

MT ‘POLY TRAVELLER’

(Tasking 49-99/00)

17:44 UTC: ETV ‘tasked to escort the
tanker ‘POLY TRAVELLER’ Southbound
through the Minch narrows.  21:55 UTC:
ETV off task upon successful completion of
escort duties.
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04th March 2000

MT ‘POLY TRAVELLER’

(Tasking 50-99/00)

16:56 UTC: ETV ‘tasked to escort the
tanker ‘POLY TRAVELLER’ Northbound
through the Minch narrows.  21:07 UTC:
ETV off task upon successful completion of
escort duties.

06th March 2000

MT ‘TOVE KNUTSEN’

(Tasking 51-99/00)

03:37 UTC: ETV ‘tasked to escort the
laden tanker ‘TOVE KNUTSEN’ through
the little Minch.  08:19 UTC: ETV off task
upon successful completion of escort
duties.

13th March 2000

MT ‘KNOCK AN’

(Tasking 52-99/00)

14:24 UTC: ETV ‘tasked to escort the
tanker ‘KNOCK AN’ Northbound through
the little Minch.  18:33 UTC: ETV off task
upon successful completion of escort
duties.

17th March 2000

MT ‘STEN TOR’

(Tasking 53-99/00)

02:32 UTC: ETV ‘tasked to escort the
laden tanker ‘STEN TOR’ Southbound
through the little Minch.  07:54 UTC: ETV
off task upon successful completion of
escort duties.

23rd March 2000

MT ‘CATHERINE KNUTSEN’

(Tasking 55-99/00)

05:05 UTC: ETV ‘tasked to escort the
tanker ‘CATHERINE KNUTSEN’
Northbound through the little Minch.
09:06 UTC: ETV off task upon successful
completion of escort duties.

1st October 2000

MT ‘MATCO CLYDE’

(Tasking 01-00/01)

00:32 ETV tasked to proceed at full speed
to escort vessel MT ‘MATCO CLYDE’
Northbound through the Minch, in ballast
condition.  Duties completed without
incident at 05:35, ETV back on station at
06:50.

1st October 2000

MT ‘STEN TOR’

(Tasking 02-00/01)

00:32 ETV tasked to proceed at full speed
to escort MT ‘STEN TOR’ Southbound
through the Minch to a position South of
Scalpay.  Duties completed without
incident at 04:31, ETV proceeded with
the above tasking (01 – 00/01).

5th October 2000

‘CANADIAN ACE II’

(Taking 03-00/01)

15:59 ETV tasked to proceed full speed to
standby vessel ‘CANADIAN ACE II’, a
vehicle carrier with 21 POB.  Vessel
reported engine malfunction with repairs
being effected.  After a period of 20
minutes, the vessel informed MRSC
Stornoway that repairs were complete.
ETV escorted the vessel until she
completed passage to Eilean Trodday,
with no further engine problems.  ETV off
tasked at 19:24 and returned on station
21:00.
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6th October 2000

MT ‘NORDIC TORINITA’

(Tasking 04-00/01)

00:46 ETV tasked to proceed at
economical speed to escort MT ‘NORDIC
TORINITA’ Northbound through the
restricted area of the Northbound route
through the Minch.  05:00 Escort
completed without incident, ETV
returned to Anchor at Loch Ewe.

7th October 2000

MT ‘MAGNITUDE’

(Tasking 05-00/01)

05:12 ETV tasked to proceed at
economical speed to escort MT
‘MAGNITUDE’, North bound through the
Minches.  08:15 escort completed
without incident.

7th October 2000

MT ‘NORDIC MARITA’

(Tasking 06-00/01)

14:33 ETV tasked to proceed at
economical speed to escort MT ‘NORDIC
MARITA’ Northbound through the
Minches in deteriorating weather
conditions.  19:40 Escort completed
without incident.

9th October 2000

MT ‘NORRISIA’

(Tasking 07-00/01)

00:07 ETV tasked to proceed at
economical speed to escort MT
‘NORRISIA’, North bound through the
Little Minch.  02:11 escort completed
without incident, ETV returned to anchor
at Loch Ewe.

13th October 2000

MT ‘PROSPECT’

(Tasking 08-00/01)

01:52 ETV tasked to proceed at
economical speed to escort MT
‘PROSPECT’, North bound through the
Little Minch.  06:30 escort completed
without incident, ETV off task & vessel
continued passage to Shetland.

14th October 2000

MT ‘ANNA KNUTSEN’

(Tasking 09-00/01)

19:47 ETV tasked to proceed at
economical speed to escort MT ‘ANNA
KNUTSEN’, North bound through the
Little Minch.  21:55 escort completed
without incident, ETV off task & vessel
continued passage.

14th October 2000

MT ‘JUANITA’

(Tasking 10-00/01)

21:55 ETV tasked to proceed at
economical speed to escort MT
‘JUANITA’, North bound through the
Little Minch.  01:13 (15th) escort
completed without incident, ETV off task
& vessel continued passage.

15th October 2000

MV ‘ELECTRON’

(Tasking 11-00/01)

04:41 ETV tasked to proceed at full speed
to assist MV ‘ELECTRON’, after the vessel
had run aground in Village Bay, St. Kilda.
11:53 ETV released after all personnel
were rescued by coastguard rescue
helicopter.
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20th October 2000

FV ‘HORIZONTE CLARO’

(Tasking 12-00/01)

23:48 UTC: ETV tasked to proceed at full
speed to assist the trawler ‘HORIZONTE
CLARO’, hard aground on rocks and
listing, off Soyea Island by Lochinver.  All
13 crew taken off by Lochinver lifeboat
around midnight.  FV ‘HORIZONTE
CLARO’ refloated by ETV at 11:20 UTC,
tow was connected at 12:10 UTC and
tow commenced to Stornoway harbour at
13:00 UTC.  17:15 UTC: Vessel now
berthed securely at # 1 pier, ETV off task.

23rd October 2000

MT ‘NORTHIA’

(Tasking 13-00/01)

04:55 UTC: ETV tasked to proceed at
economical speed to escort MT
‘NORTHIA’, North bound through the
Little Minch.  09:55 escort completed
without incident, ETV off task.

24th October 2000

MT ‘POLY TRAVELLER’

(Tasking 14-00/01)

09:56 UTC: ETV tasked to proceed at
economical speed to escort laden MT
‘POLY TRAVELLER’, South bound
through the Minch.  17:51 UTC: ETV off
task upon successful completion of escort
duties.

29th October 2000

MT ‘POLY TRAVELLER’

(Tasking 15-00/01)

07:27 UTC: ETV tasked to proceed at full
speed to escort laden MT ‘POLY
TRAVELLER’, North bound through the
Minch.  12:30 UTC: ETV off task upon
successful completion of escort duties.

30th October 2000

MT ‘GERRITA’

(Tasking 16-00/01)

03:20 UTC: ETV tasked to proceed at full
speed to escort MT ‘GERRITA’, North
bound through the Minch.  06:18 UTC:
ETV off task upon successful completion
of escort duties.

30th October 2000

MT ‘ALFA GERMANIA’

(Tasking 17-00/01)

07:19 UTC: ETV tasked to proceed at full
speed to escort MT ‘ALFA GERMANIA’,
in ballast, North bound through the
Minch.  09:55 UTC: ETV off task upon
successful completion of escort duties, on
passage to Stornoway to fit
communications equipment.
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